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What is one of your
fondest childhood

memories?

From June 1946 to June 1950, I lived in Royal Oak, Michigan,

at 1907 N. Connecticut Ave. I was 6 years old when I moved into

that house and 10 when I left and came to California.

AN OVERVIEW OF MY FIRST TEN YEARS

My sister Sue was born in 1945, and until my mother met

Clyde Riggs in late 1948, we three were the only occupants of the

house. Sue’s dad, Reg Rosevear, had worked for Montgomery

Ward, and much later (1964) became a director for W. T. Grant

Company. I’ve no memory of his living with us, perhaps because

he was working in New York City or perhaps he simply chose to

support my mother and not live with her. I’ll never know.

Admittedly my memory goes back only so far. I’ve wondered why

I don’t recall seeing Reg around in October 1944, when Sue was
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conceived.

After Sue was born, my mother worked for Stanley Home

Products and occasionally gave Stanley Hostess Parties, which

were similar to more recent Tupperware parties, at which she

would demonstrate “ultra-modern housekeeping and personal

grooming aids.”

I only had one Grandma in my life, and that was my mother’s

mom, Rose Rogers (1895–1989). She married my grandfather

Paul Rogers in 1917, and divorced him on November 13, 1944. He

then moved to the Los Angeles area, remarried, but died of a

heart attack in a Glendale hospital in 1948. When he died, my

grandmother said, “I’ll dance on his grave.” I have no memory

of him.

I regard these as my childhood years. Memories that might

be regarded as “fond” would be those prior to the time when

Clyde entered my life, which was when I was about 8½. Sue was

five years younger than I, too young then to be my playmate.

I PLAYED WITH NEIGHBORHOOD FRIENDS

When I was not going to school, I was either playing with my

friends—Kenny Kryscio and Chris Cowden are two names I can

recall—or I was entertaining myself.

I was using the last name of Rosevear, my mother’s married

name. She and Sue were Rosevears. Kenny called me “Rose that

grows in a bottle of beer.” I responded by calling him “Crisco in
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the can.” He was Polish—we called him a Polack. We would also

say things like, “Chinky chinky Chinaman, sitting on a fence,

trying to make a dollar out of 15 cents.” Or, “Eenie, meenie,

miney, mo, catch a nigger by the toe. If he hollers, let him go.”

Of course, to us these were harmless phrases.

I ALSO PLAYED ALONE

I enjoyed doing things by myself, which included (1) Playing

in the basement, (2) Riding my bicycle, (3) Spending time

climbing a favorite tree on a nearby vacant lot, and (4) Collecting

stamps.

Among these activities, I’d regard my fondest childhood

memory as amusing myself with my stamp collection.

MY INTRODUCTION TO STAMP COLLECTING

I give credit to my mother for recognizing that stamps had

both an entertainment and an educational value. Initially she

gave me a bag of stamps and a stamp album to put them in. I still

have that album, called the Modern Postage Stamp Album, with

a copyright date of 1946. I dumped the stamps out of the bag and

started sorting them.

Many were from Great Britain, and bore the profile of a

British monarch, usually King George VI, who reigned for 15

years starting in 1936. Stamps with names of countries on them

sent me to a map of the world. Japanese stamps had

unrecognizable symbols, but I learned that if a stamp bore a
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circular image known as a Chrysanthemum, then it was from

Japan.

South America was easy to figure out, given that it had only

13 countries in it. I learned the names of the countries in Europe

and determined that if a stamp had Magyar Posta on it, it was

from Hungary. Stamps with Norge or Sverige or Polska on them

were from Norway, Sweden, or Poland. Stamp collecting was an

entertaining, fascinating, and even challenging hobby.

MY COLLECTION GROWS

Periodically I’d receive stamps “on approval” from the H. E.

Harris & Co. in Boston, or the Kenmore Stamp Co. in Arlington,

Massachusetts. I’d carefully look through them and keep some.

For stamps that I chose to keep, my mother would send back a

check for only a few dollars; she would return the stamps I chose

not to keep. Some of the stamps she purchased would be

canceled (“used”), and others new. I remember being captivated

by the Puffin stamps, issued by Lundy, a tiny island in the Bristol

channel not too far from Cardiff, Wales.

I’d mount stamps, both used and unused, into a stamp

album, which had photos of stamps indicating where they are to

be mounted. I’d lick a piece of adhesive tape and attach it to both

the stamp and the album page. Today, all stamps are mounted in

an album by placing them in a transparent plastic sleeve that

holds the stamp in place in the album. This protects the stamp
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and ensures that any adhesive on the back of the stamp remains

intact.

Occasionally my mother would purchase a new bag of

stamps. When I could not identify where a stamp was from, I’d

consult my Stamp Finder pamphlet, published by the H. E. Harris

& Co. This interesting task intrigued me and undoubtedly

educated me.

After I came to California in 1950, I spent less time on my

stamp collection. At one point I gave the collection to my cousin

Billy. When I got it back from him a number of years later—he

had grown older too, and like me had lost interest in the

hobby—I simply put it on a shelf and it has mostly languished

there since.

COUNTRIES HAVE COME AND GONE

The world has changed since 1946–1949. During these years,

there were only three independent countries in Africa: Liberia,

Egypt, and Ethiopia. The remainder of the continent was

colonized, with countries bearing names such as French

Equatorial Africa, Belgian Congo, and Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.

Portugal owned Angola and Mozambique. Britain owned North

and South Rhodesia, Kenya, Nigeria, Bechuanaland, and more.

Spain and Italy had African possessions. Today, not only are

there no more colonies in Africa, but the countries there are

known by different names, and have different borders.
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Europe has undergone changes as well. Czechoslovakia is

now two countries. Yugoslavia is now six. Germany, once split, is

now united. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are no longer Soviet

republics. Even the U.S.A. has changed. We’ve added two

states—Alaska and Hawaii—and relinquished control over

Panama.

Postage stamps reflect all these transformations, but during

the years I was an active and serious collector, I didn’t

understand that the world would constantly evolve, and that I’d

need new albums to mount future stamps in if I was to continue

collecting them.

THAT WAS OVER 70 YEARS AGO

Today my stamp collection sets quietly in my closet. It’s an

artifact of my childhood. It provided me with great pleasure,

teaching me about the structure of the world of the late 1940s.

I’ve offered the collection to my grandkids, but no one has

shown interest. I have considered donating it to a philatelic club

at the local senior center.

Occasionally I get the albums out. I look at the stamps and

the maps and the Stamp Finder book, and I’m transported back

to my childhood. For a moment, I might even consider becoming

a philatelist again. But that feeling quickly passes, and I put the

albums and the stamps back into the closet and return to the

present.
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May 1946: Mom (see arrow and cigarette) at a Stanley Home

Products convention in Flint, Michigan
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2021: A Zillow photo of the Royal Oak home we lived in from

1946 to 1950
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May 1948: Grandma with Sue and me in Royal Oak
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May 1949: I’m with Sue; “The children look like Russian

refugees,” says Mom
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May 1949: Mom and Sue stand in front of our home ● Note

prayer book in Sue’s hand
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1946-1949: The cover of my stamp album and the notation

inside it
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1949: A page from a stamp album showing both photographs and

stamps I’ve placed on the page
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1946-1949: Map of Africa showing its colonies
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What is one of the bravest
things you've ever done,

and what was the
outcome?

It was mid-September 1954. I was living in Tustin and I had

just started my sophomore year at Tustin High School. I took an

action that was brave, but only in retrospect; however, it truly

transformed my life. Alas, it may also have contributed to my

mother’s death at the age of 43 almost exactly ten years later.

I WAS 14 AND ONE OF FIVE KIDS IN TUSTIN

Seven of us were living at 260 S. Myrtle Ave., a

three-bedroom, one-bathroom house with a detached garage.

There were Mom and my stepfather Clyde Riggs, whose name I

had taken a year earlier. I was 14 years old. My sister Sue was 9.

My stepsister Linda was 7; she was Clyde’s daughter by a

previous marriage. Clyde had brought the five of us to California
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in June 1950 from Royal Oak, Michigan.

Two boys, Marshall, 3, and Tim, 2, native Californian

offspring of Clyde and Mom, also lived in the house.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT CLYDE

Clyde could be a nice guy, but he, and Mom, loved to drink.

Clyde was a controlling and a proud person. There were a few

times that he beat me, and many times when, for little reason,

he put me “on restriction,” meaning I couldn’t play with my

friends or leave the house except to go to school or deliver

newspapers.

Every morning, in Tustin, I would get up around 5 am. There

would be a stack of 60 Los Angeles Examiner newspapers on the

front porch. I would fold them, rubber band them, put them in a

bag that was placed over a rack on the back of my bike, and pedal

a 7-mile route, delivering them.

Clyde could be mean, to me, to Sue, and to Linda. When he

perceived that a kid had done something wrong, he might ask,

“Who did that?” When none of us confessed up, he would get hot

peppers, and feed them to us, one at a time, like a torturer,

trying to extract the truth. I never called him “Dad.” I avoided

calling him “Clyde.” If he was distant and I wanted to ask him

something, I would simply yell out the question.

There were times when we were a good fun-loving family. I

still recall one of his phrases, which I thought was strange but
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also quite funny. While sitting in the living room on a hot

summer evening, in a non-air-conditioned home he would say,

“Hey, let’s choose sides and smell armpits. I want you on my

side.”

CLYDE MAKES ME AN OFFER AND I ACCEPT IT

Well, this mid-September evening we were having a

disagreement, undoubtedly something trivial, but he had been

drinking. In slurred speech, he unexpectedly said, “If you don’t

like it here, you can go live with your grandmother!”

“I’d like that!” I boldly retorted, sobbing all the while.

To my shock, he called my bluff and in spite of my

protestations, I was forced to quickly pack, and within minutes,

our car, with the entire family aboard, was careening down the

road on a wild 18-mile ride from Tustin to Norwalk, where

Grandma Rogers lived.

GRANDMA TAKES ME IN

Her home at 14519 Fidel Ave. was a bit larger than our Tustin

home. She lived by herself, and she was very frugal. She had no

phone, so when we showed up on her doorstep, she was very

surprised. She took me in without hesitation.

GRANDMA HAD MET CLYDE FOUR YEARS EARLIER

She had no love for Clyde. She had first met him in June 1950,

when we came to California. Grandma owned a lot in Inglewood
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(915 N. Eucalyptus Ave.—it’s now the site of an apartment

complex). In the back was her little house and in the front was a

two-story home that our family lived in for a month after our

arrival in California.

The five of us occupied the second story and my Aunt Mary

and Uncle Lou occupied the bottom story. Mary, born in 1929,

was Mom’s sister. She and Lou Citro had married in Los Angeles

on July 2, 1949. When we arrived, Mary was about 7 months

pregnant with their first child Mona. During the month we were

there, Clyde got drunk one time, and then tried to fall asleep in

the back seat of his 1949 Ford; when there wasn’t enough space

to stretch his legs, he kicked out the side window to make room.

In September 1950, our family moved to 11718 Pruess Ave. in

Downey, where we lived until May 1953, when we moved to

Tustin. In Downey, our family grew from five to seven.

Apparently deciding that his family was complete, Clyde then

underwent a vasectomy.

Marshall Paul Riggs was born in Maywood on August 18,

1951, and Timothy Patrick Riggs was born in Los Angeles on

September 16, 1952. Oddly, Clyde had fathered another Marshall

by his first wife Lillian May Duggan. That Marshall was born in

Royal Oak, Michigan, on January 10, 1949, likely after Clyde had

met Mom, and died on June 29, 2003, in Homer, Alaska.

While I lived in Downey, Grandma would occasionally park

down the street in the morning and meet me on the way to my
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bus stop. She would drive me to school, and I would tell her

stories about how miserable I was, and how Clyde treated me,

Sue, and Linda.

FIRST, MOM HAD MARRIED BOB NOWKA

Mom was no saint. She put up with Clyde, perhaps because he

was the first man we had lived with, even though she had been

married twice before. Mom’s first husband was Bob Nowka,

whose name appears on my birth certificate. He was pressured to

marry my mother, and they were joined in matrimony only nine

days before my birth to give respectability to Mom when I was

born. However, they never lived together.

THEN IT WAS REG ROSEVEAR AND SUE WAS BORN

The second was Sue’s dad, Reginald Rosevear. He married my

mother in Covington, Kentucky, on August 3, 1943, after

divorcing Ula only 19 days earlier. Ula had been Reg’s wife for

almost 17 years. I’ve wondered whether Mom was pregnant at

the time, and then miscarried or aborted. Reg had two children

by Ula, Mary Lou, born in 1928, and Stanley, born in 1931. When

Mom married Reg, she gave her name not as Patricia Nowka, but

rather as Patricia Nowlin, as she felt that Nowka was an

embarrassing Polack name. After she married Reg, both she and

I took the name Rosevear.

Sue was born on July 12, 1945, when I was 5, but I only recall

seeing Reg one time while I was growing up. However, it’s likely
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they, and I, lived together in Canal Winchester, Ohio, before I

turned four and maybe in Normal, Illinois, where Mom and I

lived for three months just after I turned four.

In the early 1940s, Reg worked for Montgomery Ward. Canal

Winchester is a suburb of Columbus, Ohio, and Normal is a

suburb of Bloomington, Illinois. I suspect that Montgomery

Ward had transferred him from one city to another. Reg also

managed the Ward store in Dearborn at the same time his

colleague and my father Regis Sullivan was there. Ironically, Sue

and I were fathered by two coworkers of Mom at the store where

the three worked.

Sue was born in Detroit, while we were living at 17622

Edinborough Rd. When Sue was not even a year old, we moved to

Royal Oak, to our home at 1907 N. Connecticut Ave. But Reg was

nowhere in sight.

ALONG COMES CLYDE RIGGS

Mom had met a man named Howard around 1948, but he had

a heart attack at the Detroit YMCA and died. He had not been

kind to me and so I was not saddened by his death.

Clyde was a butcher in a market in Royal Oak. At the time

Mom met him, Clyde was married. While serving in the U.S.

Army, he had married Lillian May Duggan on January 26, 1946,

in Fairbanks, Alaska. After he was separated from the Army, he

returned to the Detroit area, where he was from. He wooed my
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mother, moved in with us in perhaps late 1948, and whisked us

to California in 1950.

Records show that Reg and Mom divorced in Oakland,

Michigan, on October 31, 1949. Clyde divorced Lillian in Oakland

on March 20, 1950, and married Mom 17 days later in Angola,

Indiana.

WHAT DO I THINK OF MOM?

I’ve asked myself: “Was my mother a good person?” Here are

some facts—you decide. Clyde had fathered two children by

Lillian: Linda, born in June 1947, and Marshall in January 1949.

In early 1950, he divorced Lillian, married my mother, and then

left for California in June 1950, taking his daughter Linda with

him, but leaving son Marshall behind. Clyde had abandoned

Lillian and Marshall, and had fled Michigan, taking Linda,

without consulting Lillian. And Mom evidently consented to this

incredibly deceitful action! (Linda would finally reunite with her

mom Lillian, in Alaska, over fifty years later!)

I’M WITH GRANDMA NOW AND MOM HAS REGRETS

Well, I was now at Grandma’s house. She was aware of what I

had had to endure while living with Clyde and my mother, both

drunks and terrible parents. She put me to bed. In the morning, I

woke up, and the air I breathed in was clear. Clyde and Mom both

smoked. I felt no tension. I felt peace, and even more

importantly I felt love. My grandmother deeply loved me and
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cared about me. And I lived with her for the next seven years,

until I was 21.

The next morning, Clyde and Mom’s heads were clear and

they sought me back. The bravest thing I ever did was to say,

“No, I’m staying here, with Grandma.” And both Clyde and Mom

knew I was determined to stay.

It hurt Mom deeply. I have a letter from her, typed and dated

September 21, 1954. It reads:

“Dear Larry: We sincerely hope you are enjoying your new

home, and find that it is all you expected. I would appreciate it

very much if you would return my house key. I do not care to

have a key to the house in the hands of anyone outside the

family. As you undoubtedly know, about half of your school

clothes are here. You may pick them up at your convenience as

they are all packed. Love, Mother (signed)”

SUE GETS OUT TOO

The boys stayed with Clyde and Mom and were with her when

she died, but Sue and Linda experienced different fates.

Sue went to Orange High School for all or part of her

freshman year; her photo appears in the 1960 school yearbook.

In her freshman or sophomore year, she ran away from home

and ended up with Grandma, who contacted Reg. He brought her

East and enrolled her at St. Genevieve of the Pines boarding

school in Asheville, North Carolina. After graduating in June
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1963, she went to live with Reg and his wife Joye in Port

Washington, a town on Long Island.

Joye had been Reg’s wife since 1956. After divorcing Mom in

1949, Reg remarried Ula in 1952, but she died four years later.

Soon thereafter, Reg married Joye Hill in Manhattan, New York.

They remained together until his death in Fort Lauderdale,

Florida, in 1984.

SUE’S LIFE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

Now a high school graduate, what would Sue do next? That

was Reg’s decision. Instead of sending her to college, he enrolled

her at the Katharine Gibbs School on Manhattan, where she

learned secretarial skills. At the first opportunity, likely in 1965,

Sue got a job and moved to Manhattan. Sue told me that she and

Joye did not get along, but Sue admitted that it could partly have

been due to her teenaged moodiness.

In September 1964, when I got out of the Army, I spent one

night with Sue, Reg, and Joye in Port Washington, before flying

to Minneapolis, where our mother was near death. After Mom

died a week later, Sue and I were both present at the funeral.

Eventually Sue went to Chicago and got married. In 1967, she

went to work for Playboy and later divorced. She stayed with

Playboy, working her way up the corporate ladder, and finally

retired. She is thriving today, living in Chicago, and I

communicate with her regularly and usually see her at least
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annually.

CLYDE AND MOM ABANDON LINDA

For reasons I don’t recall, Linda ended up in Juvenile Hall,

and when she was released, she went home to discover a vacant

house. Clyde and Mom had packed up, and they, along with

Marshall and Tim, around 10 and 9 years old, had left and were

on their way back to Michigan.

Linda (born June 28, 1947) went into a foster home, and

seeking love, got pregnant at 15 from the foster parent and on

January 29, 1964, in Orange County, California, produced a son.

She named him Timothy Patrick, after her younger brother, and

she put him up for adoption. The family who adopted and raised

him changed his name to Ricky, and Linda met him when he was

34.

I was involved in connecting Ricky, who was searching for

his mother, with Linda, but that’s another story. In 1998, Linda

told me that because of her youth, all she had endured, and her

uncertain future, she knew she could not care for the child. She

had no regrets. She told me, “I know I did the right thing.” She

said she never looked back.

Linda eventually married, gave birth to three kids, and then

died in 2012 at 65.

MY FAMILY ACCEPTS ME IN MY NEW LIFE
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After I left home, I had some, but not much, contact with my

family. They accepted me as now living with Grandma, and were

very proud of me when I joined the Army in 1961. After Mom left

California, I saw her twice. In 1963, en route to my Army

assignment in Germany, I visited her, Clyde, and the boys briefly

in Farmington Hills, Michigan. A year later, just out of the Army,

I visited her in the hospital, in Minneapolis, days before she died

on September 12, 1964, of cirrhosis.
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July 24, 1953: My last name is officially changed from Nowka to

Riggs
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September 15, 1954: My notes on my leaving, written in the

1980s
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September 21, 1954: Letter from Mom days after I left
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1953 and 1954: My family in Tustin ● Mom with cigarette and

Tim ● Linda behind Tim
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Circa July 1954: My family in Tustin ● Sue ● Linda
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Circa July 1954: My family in Tustin ● Marshall ● Sue ● Linda ● A

friend
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April 1955: Linda, Marshall, me with leg cast, Sue, and Tim in

Tustin (I was hit by a car in March)
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December 1959: Mom, Linda, Sue, and me, by my new 1960

Chevy Impala
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June 1960: Freshman Sue on page 174 of the Orange High School

Yearbook
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What do you consider one
of your greatest

achievements in life?

In 2008, Alan Jackson released a hit song called “Small Town

Southern Man,” which contains these lyrics:

And he only loved one woman;

He was always proud of what he had.

He said his greatest contribution

Is the ones you leave behind.

Raised on the ways and gentle kindness

Of a small-town Southern man …

I’m not a small-town Southern man. (Nor was I the father of

four daughters and a son, living in a home built with my bare

hands, as the song’s lyrics assert.) But the words that resonated

were, “He said his greatest contribution is the ones you leave

behind.”
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I’VE HAD A GOOD LIFE

My dear friend Susie Wilson told me that I’d lived the perfect

life and I had the perfect family. Was it? Is it? Of course not, but

looking back, I’ve had it pretty good.

I do consider one of my greatest achievements in life to be

my 51-year marriage to Mary and our creation of four marvelous

children.

MOM AND REGIS CREATED ME

But I’m thankful for more. The union of my mother and my

father, Regis Sullivan, in the summer of 1939, gave me genes

which shaped my intellect. These, along with Mary’s, were

passed on down the line to my kids and grandkids, and will go to

future generations. A further benefit of these genes was my

getting high-paying jobs, on both coasts and in Europe, which in

turn enabled life-enriching travel for me and my family.

THERE WERE OBSTACLES AT THE START

The first 17 years of my life were not Ozzie and Harriet years.

I was not raised in a loving family. There were many obstacles

that could have hindered my achievements. My mother mated

with a man whom I never met. I didn’t even learn his identity

until 75 years after my birth, decades past his death. She

attributed my paternity to someone else, a man whom she

married but with whom she never lived. Three years after my
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birth she married another man who became the father of my

half-sister Sue. Yet, to my recollection, she never lived with him

either. (It’s more likely that I just don’t remember it.)

When I was almost nine, Clyde Riggs moved into the house,

married my mother the day before I turned 10, and shortly

thereafter whisked my mom, Sue, and me to California, along

with his daughter Linda, two years younger than Sue. After he

entered our life, our family was parented by two alcoholics; Mom

later died at 43 and Clyde at 50. Fortunately, I was able to get out

of the house and go live with my grandmother when I was 14.

So you might say that any of my achievements in life

occurred IN SPITE of my upbringing. Scars remain from this

tumultuous childhood to this day. And since Mary passed away,

I’ve had repeated opportunities to contrast my life with that of

others. I’ve learned that there may be an element of truth to

Susie’s assertion that I’d lived the perfect life and I had the

perfect family.

GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT? HOW ABOUT MY K–12

EDUCATION?

But why was I successful? Let me assert that one of my

greatest achievements is my K–12 education. Actually, I didn’t

go to kindergarten, so it’s actually a 1–12 education. Here’s the

story.

MY PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
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By nature, I am a curious and competitive person, and I

suspect my mother recognized and encouraged these traits from

an early age. In June 1946, a time when I would have just

completed kindergarten, my sister Sue was about to turn one

year old. That month, the three of us moved into the house in

Royal Oak, Michigan, in which I lived until we moved to

California four years later.

I was six but I’d been reading from the age of four. I read and

re-read Dick and Jane books. “Come, come. Come, Spot, come.

Run, run, run. Jump, Spot. Jump, jump. Jump, Spot, jump.”

I SKIP A GRADE

In September 1946, my mother enrolled me in the first grade

at Oak Ridge School in Royal Oak. It was the first time I’d

attended school. One month later, I was promoted from 1B to 1A,

which would start in late January. Laura Johnson, the teacher,

wrote in October, “Reads very well – fluently – word tests

enclosed – excellent. Writes nicely – has very good spelling

sense too. Larry has adjusted very nicely to the 1A group, and he

seems to be enjoying himself more – so many more things to do!

Has lots more books to read.”

But still I must have been way ahead of my classmates,

because I was soon thrust into second grade.

On January 14, 1947, Ms. Johnson sent a note home to my

mother, beautifully hand printed. It said, “Dear Mr. and Mrs.
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Rosevear,

“I gave Larry an Achievement Test just before Christmas in

which he did exceedingly well. Today I have had a talk with our

Grade Supervisor about what would be best to do for Larry. He

recommended that Larry go immediately to 2B for the remaining

days of this semester and then to 2A for next semester. I am of

the opinion that he could do that work, even though it is

practically a double promotion. How do you feel about it? Would

you like to come over and talk it over? I would like Larry to go to

2B tomorrow morning, if that is alright with you. Could you send

me a note with Larry tomorrow and drop in when you can.

“Sincerely, Laura Johnson”

So I finished the first grade after only four months, and then

five months later, in June 1947, I finished the second grade. Miss

Hammons wrote, after having me as a student for the ten days of

grade 2B, “I feel very certain Larry will be able to do the 2A work.

He is a very bright and sweet little boy.” My promotion to 2A

moved me into Miss Barr’s class.

BUT I’M A YEAR YOUNGER THAN MY CLASSMATES

In June 1947, having observed me since January, she wrote on

my report card, “Larry is a very nice child and a very capable

worker. The fact that he is young for the group he is with often

shows up. On the playground he plays with the younger children.

That is something we must watch is his social adjustment. He is
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a bit over confident.”

I GET CATHOLIC SCHOOLING

In the fall of 1947, I changed schools. My mother put me in

Catholic school, where I remained for four years. Three were at

the Shrine of the Little Flower School in Royal Oak, whose pastor

was infamous Radio Priest Charles Coughlin. The fourth was at

Our Lady of Perpetual Help School in Downey, California, where I

attended the sixth grade.

I suspect my mom put me in Catholic school because she felt

it would provide me a better education, not because she wanted

me exposed to Catholic doctrine. She was not an exemplary

Catholic, given that she had given birth to two children, each by

a different man, neither of whom was living with us. I do recall

going to Mass with Mom, but it was a very infrequent event.

The school was across the street from the church. They were

located at the corner of Twelve Mile Rd. and Woodward Ave. Our

house was located a block from Twelve Mile Rd. Each morning I

would walk to the corner and catch a bus, which would then

drive 2½ miles down Twelve Mile Rd. to the west and drop me

off at school.

CATHOLICISM PERMEATES MY BONES

I became an avid Catholic, devouring the doctrine, learning

under the iron tutelage of the nuns who brooked no dissent and

who were stern disciplinarians. I remember kneeling on
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broomsticks as punishment for an infraction. Another time, a

nun attempted to break a student for some rule violation. She hit

his open hand with a ruler repeatedly until the ruler split in half.

Internally the rest of the class cheered, but no one dared reveal

their feelings with words or expressions.

I read booklets on the lives of the saints that were available at

church exits. I believed each had lived a perfect life and I strived

to do the same myself. I believed in a punitive God and I wanted

to meet His expectations, but sometimes I failed. During class, a

nun once asked, “And what are you doing to avoid sin?”

I raised my hand and proudly answered, “When one of us

uses a bad word, any of the other guys can hit him in the arm.”

I guess that was not a good answer, as the nun exclaimed,

“What! You use bad words!!??”

I ATTEND CATHOLIC SCHOOL IN DOWNEY FOR A YEAR

When we moved to California in June 1950, I was enrolled at

Our Lady of Perpetual Help School in Downey. This was a much

smaller school. In fact, my classroom, with its six rows, had

students in three grades. My sixth grade occupied three rows,

the seventh grade took up two, and the eighth grade occupied

only one row.

I excelled at Our Lady of Perpetual Help, today called OLPH,

where we had both spelldowns (I misspelled “congratulate”

once, spelling it C O N G R A D U A L A T E) and
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Catechism-downs, in which I might be asked:

“What did Jesus Christ suffer?”

And I would answer:

“Jesus Christ suffered a bloody sweat, a cruel scourging, was

crowned with thorns, and was crucified.”

I had likely learned the Ten Commandments when attending

the Shrine, but now we dug much deeper, and I puzzled over the

Ninth Commandment:

“Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife.”

I could understand why the Tenth Commandment, “Thou

shalt not covet thy neighbor’s goods.” was included, but why

would anyone want a neighbor’s wife?

At the same time, I was experiencing strange feelings

throughout my body when I exchanged glances with classmate

Arlene Carlucci. I turned red, and I believe she did too, but I

never spoke to her of my feelings. I never saw her again after

June 1951, and just learned she had died in 2019. She was the first

girl for whom I had feelings. Had she been a neighbor’s wife,

would I have coveted her?

After the sixth grade, I was moved into public school. It

might have been to save money. It might have been because

three grades in one room didn’t make a lot of sense. At this
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point, Clyde was now in Mom’s life, so they likely made the

decision jointly.

Looking back, I may have become too obsessive about my

Catholic faith. Neither my mother nor Clyde shared my religious

views, although they did tolerate them. I would go to Mass on

Sunday, by myself, riding my bicycle to church, since I’d been

taught, “A Catholic who through his own fault misses Mass on a

Sunday or holyday of obligation commits a mortal sin.” And to

die with a mortal sin would commit my soul to hell.

I’M IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS FROM GRADES 7 TO 12

I spent the seventh through twelfth grades in public schools,

attending the seventh and most of the eighth grade at schools in

Downey. I completed the eighth grade and all of the ninth grade

in Tustin.

However, my life changed irrevocably when I was 14 and I

left my home and my family in Tustin to live with my

grandmother in Norwalk. Only days before this move, I had

begun my sophomore year at Tustin High School. But in my new

life, I enrolled at Excelsior High School in Norwalk, where I

completed my high school education, and graduated only two

months after turning 17.

During my high school years, one at Tustin High School and

three at Excelsior High School, I earned a GPA of 3.85, with 33

A’s and 5 B’s. Among the grades were 1 of A+, 6 of A-, and 3 of
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B+. (I’ve excluded Study Hall, necessary after I broke my leg, and

PE.) And upon graduation from Excelsior, I received not just a

diploma, but achievement awards for being Phi Beta Kappa, an

Honor Student, and a Life Member of the California Scholarship

Federation.

I TAKE A DEEP BREATH AS I HEAD TO COLLEGE

While living with my grandmother, I thrived and my life

blossomed.

I could now look back at my short life. I felt that my worst

years were behind me—and they were—but many adventures,

and a few misadventures, lay ahead. I’d obtained a high school

diploma. Now, how difficult could college be? I would soon find

out, and I stayed with my grandmother until I was 21 and a

junior in college at Long Beach State.
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October 1946: Oak Ridge School letter stating I was doing well in

1A, into which I had been promoted from 1B
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January 14, 1947: Oak Ridge School letter requesting permission

to advance me a year
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January 24, 1947: School letter promoting me to 2A after

spending ten days in 2B (1 of 2)
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January 24, 1947: School letter promoting me to 2A after

spending ten days in 2B (2 of 2)
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June 1948: Oak Ridge School letter promoting me to the third

grade (1 of 2)
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June 1948: Oak Ridge School letter promoting me to the third

grade (2 of 2)
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May 2, 1948: My First Communion photo
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June 1951: Sixth grade report card from Our Lady of Perpetual

Help School
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June 1957: Downey High School Graduation Photo of Arlene

Carlucci; we had a “connection” in 1950–1951
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October 24, 1955: A brilliant high school essay, for which Mrs.

Kerr awarded me two A’s (1 of 2)
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October 24, 1955: A brilliant high school essay, for which Mrs.

Kerr awarded me two A’s (2 of 2)
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1954: Tustin High School freshman report cards
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1955: Excelsior High School sophomore report cards
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1956: Excelsior High School junior report cards
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1957: Excelsior High School senior report cards
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June 14, 1957: My Excelsior High School diploma
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Have you ever won
anything?

You can be a winner through luck or through skill. I can’t

recall winning anything with just luck, but I’ve won a few things

with skill. Take a trip back in time with me and I’ll share with

you some stories about awards that I acquired between the sixth

and twelfth grades.

CHAMPION SPELLER IN THE SIXTH GRADE

In the sixth grade, as Larry Rosevear, I was attending Our

Lady of Perpetual Help School in Downey. I was the champion

speller, an honor acknowledged by Ken Eberhard of the Whittier

Council of the Knights of Columbus.

TWO AWARDS IN THE SEVENTH GRADE

The next year I attended Downey Central Junior High. Del

Ward, the school’s principal, gave me a Certificate of

Outstanding Achievement for Scholarship. I also won an award
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for making 100 percent in the written spelling contest. Del also

signed that award.

BEING A PAPER BOY CREATED OPPORTUNITIES

I turned 12 on April 7, 1952, and soon after, I began delivering

newspapers. I would get up early in the morning and pedal a mile

or so to the newspaper office, located only a few blocks from

Downey High School. There I would fold, rubber-band, and bag

that morning’s Los Angeles Examiner, and deliver them to my

customers. My route encompassed the area around Lakewood

and Firestone Blvds.

As a reward for my industriousness, I received a certificate

“in recognition of outstanding achievement in managing an

Examiner route.” Young boys needed some reassurance, even

praise, as it was not an easy task to get up, every single day, and

put in one to two hours of substantial effort, delivering

newspapers.

THE 1952 TEHACHAPI EARTHQUAKE

On Monday, July 21, 1952, I was folding and bagging that

morning’s newspaper. It was 4:52 am. Suddenly the table I was

working on started shaking intensely. I was about to say, “Stop

shaking my table,” but I quickly realized that no one else was

nearby. A 7.7 magnitude earthquake, the most powerful

earthquake to hit Southern California in the 20th century and the

largest in the nation since San Francisco’s in 1906, had just
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struck.

Its epicenter was Tehachapi, two hours away by car. It

heavily damaged this city of fewer than 2,000 residents, killing

12. Later in the day, my mother and ambulance-chaser

stepfather Clyde, drove there to see the damage. I remained at

home—it was my choice; staying home would provide me with

more than four hours of peace and solitude.

MY NAME CHANGES FROM ROSEVEAR TO RIGGS

In May 1953 we moved from Downey to Tustin. While

attending North Downey Junior High School, I was Lawrence

Rosevear. When I enrolled to complete the 8th grade at Tustin

Elementary School, I had become Lawrence Riggs. The legal

document that changed my name is dated July 24, 1953. A new

home, a new school, why not a new identity?

A TRIP TO BIG BEAR AND TWO TO CATALINA ISLAND

I continued delivering the Examiner after we moved to

Tustin, but there newspapers were placed on my front porch

before dawn, so when I woke up I could fold and deliver them to

my 60 customers in the Tustin area.

Perhaps once a month I would go “soliciting,” which is going

door-to-door asking people if they would like to subscribe to the

Examiner. Usually we would go as a group, with a grown-up

supervisor. During each outing we’d try to cover an area we had

not covered before. We generally solicited somewhere in Santa
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Ana, as that was where the Examiner office was located.

When I was 13, for my efforts in gaining new subscribers, I

won a 4-day trip to Big Bear Lake, where I stayed at Stillwell’s

Resort. (Today it’s a Holiday Inn Resort.)

I wrote a postcard to my mother on September 9, 1953,

stating, “I am having a fine time and never felt better in my life.

I slept out under the stars last night on the porch of an old

rickety cabin. The plunge is a stone’s throw from my cabin. The

food is excellent. I’m going horseback riding at 10 a.m. today.”

(We called a swimming pool a “plunge.”)

Within the following year, I won two trips, each several days

long, to Avalon on Catalina Island, also for getting new Examiner

subscribers. I stayed in the Island Villas and was given script

which would serve as “money.” I could use it as cash in certain

nearby restaurants.

Among my memories is a visit to the famed Casino one

evening to see the movie “The African Queen” with Humphrey

Bogart and Katharine Hepburn.

AWARDS IN MY SENIOR YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOL

I graduated from Excelsior High School in Norwalk in June

1957. My high GPA placed me about 7th in our class of 446. In

the months leading up to my graduation, I won several awards.

I won the Bank of America Achievement Award in the field of

Science and Mathematics, for which I was given both a
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certificate and a trophy. The trophy still graces my bookshelves

64 years later.

I was awarded a $600 grant toward a scholarship, which I

used to fund my first semester of college. I chose to attend

Pepperdine, but after one semester there, I switched to Cerritos

College, a local Norwalk junior college, and completed my college

sophomore year there.

Finally, I wrote an essay, for which I won honorable mention,

on the subject of “Why I Want to Own My Own Home.” The

contest was sponsored by the Bellflower District Board of

Realtors. I received a savings bond as an award.

Let me share this award-winning essay with you. Today I

find the concept puzzling: why would realtors ask kids about the

benefits or advantages of home ownership? I had no interest in

owning a home, and knew nothing about the home-buying

process. After all, I was only 17 years old.

Today, after rereading the essay, I can only speculate that the

competition was weak. Perhaps there were few entries as the

idea of home ownership may not have resonated with many high

schoolers. Here’s my essay—you judge its merits.

WHY I WANT TO OWN MY OWN HOME

The American Indian has his wigwam; the Eskimo, his igloo;

African natives have their mud huts. To everyone inhabiting

some type of dwelling—be it of wood, brick, bark, ice, or
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mud—it is his home.

In medieval times a home was everything; this tradition has

been carried on through the ages until today. Time and time

again men have inquired, “Why do you want to own your own

home?” and each time that this vital question has been asked a

different reply has resulted.

Owning a home would give a firm sense of security and the

pride of ownership which would give me something to hand

down to my posterity. I would much rather have something to

show for my investment than simply memories—memories of

renting my house for years. In a sense, renting is giving money

to someone for the honor of living in the residence which the

landlord owns.

I would much rather desire to be able to boast of possessing a

bank account than a handful of rent receipts, for actually the

owner of a home is putting money in a bank for use later on in

life. Meanwhile, the pitied renter collects only slips of paper

showing that he has paid his monthly rent.

The basis of all family life is the home and it can only be that

way if the residents live in an abode which is not only a house to

live in but a home with all the protection and security which it

signifies.

Montgomery, the British poet, wrote these lines about man’s

terrestrial paradise:
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His home, the spot of earth supremely blest;

A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest.

June 1951: Congratulations for being the champion speller of the

sixth grade
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June 1952: Seventh grade award for outstanding achievement in

scholarship
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June 3, 1952: Seventh grade spelling contest award
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April 30, 1952: Los Angeles Examiner Award for outstanding

achievement in managing a route
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September 9, 1953: Postcard from Big Bear Lake to my mother
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September 9, 1953: Charles Clark and Bill Bryant on the porch of

our Big Bear Lake cabin
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June 1954: Mike Tate at our Island Villas cabin on Catalina Island
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May 10, 1957: Bank of America achievement award in the field of

Mathematics
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June 1957: Trophies for my Bank of America award and “Own

Your Own Home” essay contest
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June 5, 1957: Excelsior Life article on Bank of America awards
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1957: Newspaper articles featuring my name and awards I

received
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June 1957: Essay on “Why I Want to Own My Own Home”
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1957: Newspaper articles featuring my name (1 of 3)
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1957: Newspaper articles featuring my name (2 of 3)
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1957: Newspaper articles featuring my name (3 of 3)
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Which fads did you
embrace while growing

up?

A fad is a temporary fashion, notion, manner of conduct, etc.,

especially one that is followed enthusiastically by a group. For

me, “growing up” refers to my high school days—I graduated in

1957—along with a few of the years that followed. At that time,

you were not an adult until you reached 21.

I NOMINATE FOUR FADS

Four fads come to mind. First, a boy and a girl might “go

steady.” Second, boys wore their hair much longer in the 1950s,

whereas today shortness is favored. Third, some clothing was

quite different from that worn today. And finally, we customized

cars; a car could enhance the image of the owner.

GOING STEADY
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In 1958, Elvis sang, “Won’t you wear my ring around your

neck, to tell the world I’m yours, by heck?” His song recognized

a popular custom at the time. Weeks after I graduated, I gave Kay

St. John a ring, and indeed she did wear it around her neck. Kay

was about two years younger than I, lived only a block away, and

was a single child.

Shortly after we started going steady, Kay, then a

15-year-old sophomore, asked me to the Sadie Hawkins Dance.

She made a dress for herself, and a matching shirt for me. I wore

that shirt for years. We went steady for almost a year, and when I

finally broke up with her, and took my ring back, she cried. She

was my first and only steady.

She played an important role in my life in that she was my

first girlfriend and first true confidante. But when I saw her at an

all-class high school reunion 46 years after I graduated, she had

become a very heavy and self-conscious woman. Marvella Hahn,

class of 1956, and a dear friend, upon seeing Kay at that time,

whispered to me, but loud enough so Mary could hear as well,

“You did fine, Larry!” referring to my choosing Mary as my

mate.

I discuss my relationship with Kay at length in my essay

entitled, “Tell me about your dating experience while a

teenager.”

HAIR STYLES
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Sideburns and ducktail haircuts were popular. I wore

sideburns but never let my hair grow out long enough for a D.A.

(slang for a ducktail and short for “duck ass”). In early 1956,

Elvis released “Heartbreak Hotel,” instantly making him a

superstar. Young boys tried to emulate his extremely cool look:

sideburns and long hair sculpted into a ducktail.

Kay and I attended his concert at the Pan-Pacific Auditorium

in Los Angeles on October 27, 1957. Before the concert, he was

asked, “How long do you expect to wear your [two-inch]

sideburns?” He answered, “Until Uncle Sam makes me shave

them off.” And five months later he was drafted into the Army

and his locks were cut off.

BOYS’ CLOTHING

I almost always wore a white t-shirt under a top shirt, which

was typically short sleeved. And I usually rolled up the sleeves

twice. Why? To be cool, of course. I suspect that sleeves on short

sleeved shirts from the 1950s were longer than those on shirts of

today. Some guys were able to roll a pack of cigarettes into the

fold on their shirt sleeves, as smoking in the 1950s was common,

although I never smoked.

It was also popular to have trouser cuffs and to roll them up

as well. If that were a custom today, I would not need to get

newly purchased pants altered, something I always need to do

given my short legs.
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GIRLS’ CLOTHING

For girls, pleated dresses were common, along with

petticoats and slips. Girls might wear wide belts and poodle

skirts, which flared when they danced or spun around. Under her

dress might be back seam stockings attached to garters or

girdles to make her legs more attractive.

Bras were made of a thick fabric, unlike the bras of today. A

girl occasionally came to school wearing a semi-sheer, partially

see-through blouse made with a translucent fabric. Although I

could see a bra underneath, it never seemed sexy. Rather, it was

simply stylish.

Permanent press fabrics were not available then, so clothes

needed ironing, a task your mom might do for you, if you were

good. Wrinkle-free cotton, which became common in the 1960s,

in my view, is one of the most significant developments of the

20th century.

CAR CUSTOMIZING

This was a huge thing in the late 1950s. We had drive-in

diners, where you might bring your date after the two of you

have been to a drive-in theater (aka “passion pit”) to “see” a

couple movies. At the diner, a guy (usually) could show off his

custom car. It would feature dual exhaust pipes, Tijuana

tuck-and-roll upholstery, and a custom paint job—candy apple

red was one of the most admired.
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The birth of rock and roll occurred in the mid-1950s. A

custom sound system could blast songs by Fats Domino or Ricky

Nelson. There would be a brodie knob on the steering wheel that

you could grab to make quick turns. Few cars of that era had

power steering.

Fords and Chevrolets were the cars of choice, and model

designs changed significantly every year. Starting around 1955,

the changes were dramatic. My first four cars (from 1956 to

1960) were a 1949 Ford, a 1953 Chevy, a 1953 Dodge, and a 1960

Chevy, which I bought brand-new in 1959.

I customized my 1960 black Chevy Impala. First, I heated the

front leaf springs to lower the car and put it on a “rake.” Next, in

the rear, I added dual exhaust pipes and a custom muffler to give

it a nice sound. Inside the car, I installed a tachometer and, with

my red seat covers covered in plastic to keep the interior clean, I

added seat belts (then uncommon) to let everyone know it’s a

hot car, and, with 335 horsepower under the hood, indeed it was.

It had “four on the floor,” and it would go 58 mph in first gear.

At that speed, the tachometer would have reached 6,000 rpm,

and I would shift to second gear.

Of course, it was not a frugal car to drive. Even when I wasn’t

hot rodding, my gas mileage was only 11 miles per gallon. But I

loved that car.

THOSE WERE THE GOOD OL’ DAYS
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Life now is different, and it’s fun to look back at those days.

We didn’t recognize any of the above as fads, but life is

constantly changing. And many of the things we do today will,

some day in the future, likely be called fads.

Fall 1957: Kay and I wearing matching clothes at the Sadie

Hawkins Dance
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April 7, 1958: Kay wishes me Happy Birthday
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Fall 1956: Olivia Robertson and I at the Sadie Hawkins Dance;

note her flared skirt and wide belt and my white t-shirt under

my short sleeved shirt
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January 1960: A look inside my black 1960 Chevy Impala
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January 1960: My Impala parked in my driveway
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Tell me about your dating
experience while a

teenager

My life irrevocably changed when I left my Tustin home in

mid-September 1954 and moved to my grandmother’s home in

Norwalk. I was 14 and a half years old and scarred from living

with my stepfather Clyde and my mother. He was controlling and

at times cruel. Both were alcoholics and smokers. The first

morning I woke up in my grandmother’s house, the air was clear

and I felt that an emotional burden had been lifted from my

shoulders.

I immediately started my sophomore year at Norwalk’s

Excelsior High School and slowly made friends. Some in my

grade had already formed boyfriend-girlfriend alliances. Jerry

Dry, who lived one block away, and Judy Bence, who also lived

nearby, were a couple.
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MY FIRST KISS

In November 1954, I attended my first party as a teenager. I

was at Judy Bence’s house; lights were turned down low and we

paired off. I kissed a girl named Denile. And she was my very first

kiss. Then Karen Megerle and I paired up. My journal from that

time states, “She really knew how to make out.”

At fourteen I had kissed at least four girls and I liked it.

Karen happened to live directly across the street from me,

but after this party, we had no further physical contact. We

remained great friends though.

MY INFAMOUS MOVIE DATE WITH NAN

I had a crush on Nan Kosarich and around June 1955—I had

turned 15 in April—I asked my grandmother if she could take

Nan and me to a movie theater. She said, “Of course.” We picked

up Nan, and Grandma dropped us off at the Norwalk Theater.

Two movies were playing. In those days, double features

were the norm. We saw “The Caryl Chessman Story” and

“Strange Lady in Town.” During the movie, I gradually but

skillfully put my arm around Nan, and then I turned my head

toward her to kiss her. But to my shock and surprise, she turned

away. Nan had rejected my attempted kiss!

I was worried sick the next few days, wondering why she had

turned me down. I even wrote down possible reasons for her

rejection. And I kept a crush on her for some time afterwards.
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Since that notable day over 66 years ago, Nan and I have

remained in contact and lunched together several times. We last

saw one another in July 2019 when we met at Maggiano’s in

Costa Mesa. The previous year we had seen one another at an

all-class high school reunion. Years earlier, she had become Dr.

Nan Aguirre, the psychologist, and she lives in Long Beach.

Regarding her rejection, she had told me long ago that she

was confused and didn’t know what to do. At that age, we’re all a

bit confused, I think. If I’m still troubled, she could counsel me,

she said, perhaps with sandplay therapy, or Imago, or Jungian

focused dream work. I told her I would think about it.

MY HIGH SCHOOL INSECURITIES

I was envious of boys and girls who were socially adept. Some

had grown up in the community and had known one another

since elementary school. I had three things going against me.

First, I was new to the school. Second, I was carrying emotional

scars from living with Clyde and my mother. Third, I was a year

younger than my classmates.

I never went to kindergarten, but my mother had taught me

to read, and like most kids I started the first grade when I was

six, as Larry Rosevear. However, I was apparently way ahead of

my classmates. My first-grade teacher, Laura Johnson, wrote, “I

gave Larry an Achievement Test just before Christmas in which

he did exceedingly well.” As a result, I was immediately pushed
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into the second grade. So I finished my first year of school as a

second grader. In that report card, Miss Barr wrote, “On the

playground he plays with the younger children. That is

something we must watch is his social adjustment.”

In high school, I admired the “soshes,” my popular

classmates who socialized easily and comfortably. Many were

adept conversationalists and frequent partygoers. I was not one

of these, but I aspired to be one. Because I excelled academically,

I became known as a “brain” by some of my classmates. I

increased my recognition in other ways. I became president of

the International Relations Club, was a member of the Annual

Staff for a year, was on the Student Body Council, and was a

member of the California Scholarship Federation.

A CAR, A JOB, A GIRL, A DRIVE-IN = A MAKEOUT

Two events enabled me to start dating a lot. Shortly after my

16th birthday, I got my first car, a 1949 Ford, and I started

working. I began as a boxboy at Market Basket in La Mirada, and

after just a few years had worked my way up to clerk. The car

gave me mobility and the job gave me money. In 1960, my last

year as a teenager, my total income, inflation adjusted, was

almost $70,000!

At that time, drive-in theaters were popular date venues.

Cars had bench seats in both front and back, and seat belts had

not yet been introduced. And so now that I had a car, I could take
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a girl to the “passion pit.”

I dated many ladies while I was just 16. Among members of

my Class of 1957, I dated Sandi Hahn and Olivia Robertson. But I

also dated younger ladies, including Jo Saljoin, Priscilla

Partridge. and Sandy McPherson, all from the Class of 1959.

SANDI HAHN

When I was 16, I took Sandi Hahn to the Circle Drive-In in

Long Beach and we saw “Rock, Pretty Baby” with Sal Mineo and

“Night Runner.” In my journal, I wrote, “I entered Paradise last

night. Or so it seems.” My writings then describe how we kissed

during the movies and later, parked in front of her house when I

brought her home, we kissed some more.

I’ve remained friends with Sandi and her two sisters, Peggy

and Marvella. Mary met Sandi and Marvella around the year

2000, and in 2007, Mary and I were starting a Spring Break

vacation, while at the same time, the Hahns’ mother was

celebrating her 90th birthday in Laughlin, Nevada. The Hahn

girls and I were in touch and they not only invited us to join their

celebration, but comped us a room at the Aquarius Hotel in

Laughlin. That night we joined them and their family and friends

to fete nonagenarian Ella Hahn.

In 2018, I had a lengthy chat with Sandi and told her she was

the best makeout I had in high school. We both laughed.
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Sandi was married four times. A few years ago, after Mary

passed, we met, talked for hours, and she showed me the

prescient message I had written in her 1957 yearbook, “Here’s

lots of luck with men in the summer & the rest of your life. Don’t

marry too many.” Whoa! What was I thinking and how did I

know!

Sandi and I spoke by phone on December 3, 2020. She and her

two sisters have buried nine husbands among the three of them,

she jokingly told me. I suspect there’s a lesson there.

OLIVIA ROBERTSON

I took Olivia Robertson to the Junior Prom in 1956. She had

previously asked me to the Sadie Hawkins Dance and I obliged.

My journal states, “After the Prom I dropped Olivia. I think she

still has a crush on me.” In 2012, I discovered a stunning photo

of us from our Prom date, and after some sleuthing, I telephoned

her. She’s now Olivia Welsh, living in Wellington, Nevada. I

emailed her copies of two photos from our high school dates.

JO SALJOIN

I had met Jo Saljoin a few days before my senior year began,

and in December 1956, I took her to the drive-in, where we saw

“Giant” with Rock Hudson, Elizabeth Taylor, and James Dean.

She had spent most of her life in Hawaii and told me she had

considered herself out of contact with the “American way of life”

while in the Hawaiian Islands.
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I kissed her and she replied, “Do all American boys and girls

kiss that way?”

I realized instantly that she considered me an expert on the

subject, but I knew I wasn’t. Jo had a huge crush on me and for a

while I gave her my senior jacket to wear. But I could not sustain

interest in Jo, and we eventually both moved on. She was a

sophomore when I dated her and she completed her junior year

at Excelsior, but she never graduated, and I have no idea where

she went.

PRISCILLA PARTRIDGE

Priscilla Partridge wrote in my 1956 Annual, “To my favorite

guy. May good fortune and girls follow you always. From

Priscilla Partridge.”

Priscilla was a mover and a shaker. She was smart and sexy.

On the day after Christmas in 1956, I took her to the Padua Hills

Theater in Claremont to see the Spanish play depicting the

Nativity, “Las Posadas.” A few days earlier I had taken her to the

Christmas dance. She was a good dancer. Unfortunately, she was

cool towards me and we did not date any more.

Priscilla became Dr. Priscilla Partridge de Garcia. She lived in

Camarillo for many years. After getting a doctorate in education

from USC, she became a clinical psychologist, with offices both

in Camarillo and at the Landing in Westlake Village. In 1995, she

was the Woman of the Year in Camarillo.
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She conducted research on aging, but alas died on January 15,

2019, in Clarinda, Iowa. Her memorial described her as a

“multi-faceted renaissance woman who channeled her creative

energy in many ways including as an artist, clinical psychologist,

media personality, teacher, management consultant,

fund-raiser and community hero / leader.”

SANDY MCPHERSON

Sandy McPherson was a classmate of Priscilla and Jo. Sandy

and I double-dated with Jerry Dry and Deanna Lee to the

Lakewood Drive-In. I don’t really like double-dating. The couple

in the front seat is always being seen by the couple in the back

seat, which can make any of the four uncomfortable. But Sandy

and I were in the front seat, so at least I was spared watching

Jerry and Deanna.

It was the first date for Sandy and me. My journal states that

“I didn’t know whether or not to kiss her on this, our first date.

Finally I did and she didn’t object.” and “I was the one to

terminate the kiss. She made no effort on that score.” Jerry told

me later that even though Sandy and I were kissing in the front

seat, he made no effort on this, their fifth date, to kiss her. I was

clearly more aggressive than he.

A couple days later, Sandy saw Priscilla and Priscilla’s date

Gill Mitchell. My journal states, “Sandy told them that I kissed

her nine times, that she didn’t expect so much on the first date,
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and that she likes me.”

I next took Sandy to a drive-in while it was raining. To

activate the wipers, I had to start the car first. But soon I just let

the rain blur the window while the Lakewood Drive-In movie

showed “Hollywood or Bust” with Martin and Lewis and “The

Search for Bridey Murphy.” I wrote in my journal, “About ten

minutes before the end of it, I kissed her. We held it for about

fifteen minutes.”

A couple weeks later, Sandy and I doubled with Jerry Dry and

Linda Fischer. I wrote, “It’s strange but the first time I kissed

Sandy that night I felt funny and suddenly wanted to kiss her

again and again. It just seemed like a craving having its source in

my stomach.”

In my 1957 Annual, Sandy wrote. “I’m sorry you don’t like to

hear me talk about other boys.” And Linda wrote, “Good luck to

a real swell friend. We’ll have to double again. It was fun. Lots of

love. Linda Fischer ‘60’.”

When I think of times like these, I also think of the concerns

that parents of teenaged girls today must have when the girls go

out on a date with guys like me.

AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

At graduation, I was 17 years and two months old. I attended

Pepperdine College for one semester and then Cerritos College,

located down the street from my high school, for five semesters,
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exiting my teenaged years just after my last semester at Cerritos.

I dated several girls during this time, but one relationship

stands out.

KAY ST. JOHN, MY STEADY

I had graduated in 1957. Kay St. John was of the class of 1960

and was two years younger than I. We had met toward the end of

high school. She was trim, brown-haired, popular, outgoing but

not effusive, and intelligent. I felt calmed when I was around her.

She lived only a block away, and for some time I was reluctant to

ask her out because she was so young. I feared “the guys” might

laugh at me for dating a barely 15-year-old. But finally I

overcame my fears, asked her out, and we started dating

regularly. I found her comforting to be around; soon I asked her

to go steady.

Having a steady meant having a confidante. She was an

excellent listener and easy to talk to. She learned that I, her

boyfriend, older and wiser, though often laughing on the outside

was unhappy on the inside. She provided me free psychotherapy.

I became a regular fixture at her house. Kay was an only

child. Her mom, Freddy Mae, loved me like a son. Her dad, Bob,

ignored me, but he ignored everyone, including Freddy, who was

the antithesis of Kay. Freddy was a beer-drinking, cursing, loud,

fun-loving woman. She was a terrific storyteller, and I was

always a willing listener.
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Freddy did commercials, live, on late night television, for a

nursery. She would drive to LA, entertain the viewer with her

outrageous behavior during movie breaks, and then return

home.

Kay and I double-dated, went to beach parties, went

water-skiing, and just hung out. After inviting me to the Sadie

Hawkins dance, Kay made me a light blue shirt and a matching

dress for herself. I wore that shirt for many years afterward.

Our relationship lasted for a long time, but at some point I

felt something was missing. I would meet other girls and wish

that I could date them. I had developed an emptiness within me,

a sadness caused by wounds that only time would heal. I must

have hoped that Kay would be able to wave a magic wand and

heal them instantly.

MY BREAKUP WITH KAY

After we had gone together for almost a year, I decided it was

time to break free, try a different therapy. When I returned the

ring, Kay was stunned and very hurt. She had not expected it.

After the breakup, I rarely saw her. I felt guilt-ridden and

hadn’t the maturity to know how to change from boyfriend to

just friend.

A few years later, Kay’s fiancé was killed in a car crash. In

1966, she married Howard Pease, and they had a boy and a girl.

About the same time, Kay returned to our high school and taught
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Home Economics for several years. Howard died in 2019. I’ve

attempted to contact Kay through her son but have had no

response. I may keep trying. I’d love to know how she is doing

today.

I SEE KAY AGAIN MANY YEARS LATER

More than four decades after I last saw Kay, we ran into each

other at an all-class high school reunion on June 21, 2003. Now

61, she was unrecognizable, very overweight, and visibly

insecure. She had become a totally different woman from when

we last saw one another. Marvella Hahn was with Mary and me

at the reunion. Marvella said, “You did fine, Larry,” referring to

my choosing Mary as a mate. Still, I prefer to remember Kay as

the kind, quiet, teenager who played an important role in

helping me during my transition from an adolescent to an adult.

FINAL THOUGHTS

I learned a lot about ladies while at a drive-in, watching two

movies, talking, and making out. A double feature plus news,

cartoon, and previews then meant that a young girl and I were

together for about four hours. Today there is no equivalent of a

drive-in, but it was where I learned how to kiss and woo a lady.

In addition, the driving laws have changed. I dated many

girls before I turned 17 on April 7, 1957. Today I could not do

that. In December, January, and February before I turned 17, I

went to the drive-in with a date at least six times—with Sandy
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McPherson three times, Sandi Hahn twice, and Jo Saljoin once.

During my teenaged years I progressed from a child to a

young but unformed adult. Looking back, it was the years that

followed, the years I was in the Army, from 1961 to 1964, that I

really matured. When I met Mary in the first few weeks of 1965, I

was focused, ready, and anxious to fulfill my destiny as an adult,

a married man, and even a parent.

June 1957: Three yearbook photos and a “mature” photo of Nan,

along with movies from 1957
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June 1957: My note in Sandi Hahn’s Annual: “Hi Sandi: Sorry I

goofed. It’s really been a blast last year. Here’s lots of luck with

men in the summer & the rest of your life. Don’t marry too

many” ● I have no idea now what “I goofed” meant
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June 1956: Olivia Robertson and I having dinner prior to going to

the Prom
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1958 and 1959: Photos of Jo and Sandy and Priscilla in high

school and a later photo of Priscilla
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June 1956: “To my favorite guy. May good fortune and girls

follow you always. From Priscilla Partridge”
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June 1956: “To Larry, A good friend of mine I hope, and even

better in the years to come. Jerry Dry” ● We were lifetime

friends—alas, Jerry died of Alzheimer’s in 2010 at 70
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June 1957: “To a guy I can never forget. Good luck always. Please

don’t run out in streets. Bye. Judy Bence ‘57’” (Judy saw me get

hit by a car in 1955) ● “Larry, Best of luck always to a real fine
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fellow. I’m sorry you don’t like to hear me talk about other boys.

Sandy McPherson”

June 1957: “Larry, You’ll never know how much I cared for you

once but bygones are bygones. May God grant you everything

you ask for. Sincerely, Nan Kosarich”
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June 1957: “Larry, Good luck to a real swell friend. We’ll have to

double again. It was fun. Lots of love, Linda Fischer ‘60’”
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June 1957: “Larry: A wonderful guy whom I’ve enjoyed knowing.

I know your fine personality will carry you to your goal. Have the

best of luck. Olivia Robertson”
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October 1957: Kay St. John and I at the Sadie Hawkins Dance

dressed in matching attire
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June 21, 2003: Kay St. John (now Kay Pease) and I meet up again

● Kay lost Howard, her husband of 53 years, in 2019
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June 1959: Gail and I at the Hollywood Palladium ● I’ve forgotten

her last name ● I dated her once
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February 4, 1961: My tax return from 1960, my last teenaged

year (income = almost $70,000 in 2021)
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Tell me about your
post-high school

education

In 1957, I graduated from high school near the top of my class.

I don’t recall why I felt compelled to go to college. No family

member had gone to college; no aunt or uncle had gone past high

school. High school counselors—they may not even have existed

then—had not spoken to me. I was living with my grandmother

who, according to the 1940 census, had not gone past the 6th

grade, although she was a nurse, which means she had

undergone additional schooling that enabled her to pursue a

nursing career.

I had taken a Senior Problems course, under Mr. Hunter, in

which we took aptitude tests to determine what career might suit

us. I liked math and I was proficient at it, or at least proficient in

high school math, which then topped out in trigonometry; today

calculus is taught. What does someone who is good at math do?
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Become an engineer, of course, although I frankly had no idea

what a real engineer did.

MY FASCINATION WITH HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE

I had heard about Harvey Mudd College, one of the Claremont

Colleges, when in high school. It was brand new. Their first

classes were held in 1957, and some of my classmates and I

talked about going there. But having no one to guide me, I chose

instead to go to Pepperdine, but I don’t recall why. I had won a

$600 scholarship grant which helped defray the cost of my first

college semester.

1957 Annual entry: “Larry: Best of luck the rest of the years.

Say “hello” to Mr. Mudd, or is he still living? Joy Carroll”

1957 Annual entry: “Larry: Thanks again for that ride the

night of the “all-night party.” It’s been fun these past years.

Keep up the good work and don’t rape more than three a night.

Good luck at Pepperdine and I hope you can come to good old

“Mudd” in your soph year. Tony Fallon ‘57” [Tony, class

valedictorian, and his wife Barbara were among those killed on

February 24, 1989, when their seats and seats of seven other

passengers were sucked out of a hole in the side of United Flight

811, a Boeing 747, as it was ascending, shortly after takeoff from

Honolulu, en route to Auckland, New Zealand.]

1957 Annual entry: “Larry: I hope you get to Harvey Mudd.

Remember all the “knowledge” you gathered in Great Books.
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Without you I never would have passed the test on Christianity

with 29 pts. John Benanti ‘57”

PEPPERDINE COLLEGE (SEP 1957 – JAN 1958)

Pepperdine then did not have a Malibu presence. To attend

class, I commuted from Norwalk to the Pepperdine campus near

81st and Vermont in Los Angeles. It was a 20-mile trip that I

made several times a week, but my heart was not in school. I felt

no connection to Pepperdine, and I continued to work and date

young ladies. In high school, I had gotten only A’s and B’s. In my

first college semester I got a C in a “Bible in Survey” course and

another C in “Conditioning and Weightlifting.” I wasn’t having

fun, I knew no one on campus, and I had no one to encourage me

during this new phase of my life.

My “Composition and Reading” course—in which I got an

A—and my “Bible in Survey” course were both taught by Dr.

Wade Ruby, a remarkable instructor, who peppered his lectures

with quotes from Shakespeare and the Bible. In 1950, he had

been an amusing contestant on Groucho Marx’s “You Bet Your

Life” quiz show. Then on August 18, 1958, he distinguished

himself by winning $67,000 on the “Twenty-One” quiz show.

CERRITOS JUNIOR COLLEGE (JAN 1958 – JUN 1960)

I returned to Norwalk and went to Cerritos for the next two

and a half years, striving to get two years’ worth of units. I had

returned to my neighborhood and was able to see high school
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friends once again; I now felt connected to my school. I worked

as a boxboy and then a clerk at various markets, eventually

ending up in 1959 at Lucky Stores, only a mile from home, and

across the street from the campus, which initially had only one

building on it, the Field House. For the first two semesters, I

attended many college classes in the evening at a school Cerritos

was using in nearby Artesia.

Cerritos’s football team was a powerhouse, winning first

place in their conference every year from 1957 to 1960. In 1957,

their first year of competition, they advanced to the Junior Rose

Bowl in Pasadena. I attended that game, which they sadly lost to

Arlington, Texas, 21–12.

I worked a lot. My combined income for 1958 and 1959

equaled $9,245, equivalent to more than $86,000 in 2021. In

fact, in 1959, I bought a 1960 Chevrolet Impala, black with red

interior. It had 4-on-the-floor and a 348 cubic engine that put

out 335 HP. I loved that car, but I sold it in 1961. I could be

impulsive!

Clearly, I wasn’t putting in the study time that a college

education deserved. As an Engineering major, I took Analytic

Geometry and Calculus (Calculus) I. I got a B. I tried Calculus II,

but got a C. The grade revealed that I was not learning the

material. I tried Calculus III and withdrew; I was simply not

prepared when I went to class.
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During the following semester I tried to recharge, taking

Bowling and Philosophy and another Engineering class. I finally

retook Calculus III in my fourth semester at Cerritos, and got a C.

I asked myself, “Do I really want to continue as an Engineering

major?”

The good news was that I had taken enough courses to

qualify for an A.A. degree. I was now a junior and it was time to

move on, to a four-year college!

LONG BEACH STATE COLLEGE (SEP 1960 – JUN 1961)

I took the SAT in February 1960, getting a 540 Verbal and 742

Math score, for a total of 1282. I sent my scores to UC Berkeley

and Stanford, although I likely had only Long Beach State in

mind as I could not have commuted to either Bay Area school.

The average SAT score at that time for college-bound high

school seniors was 477 Verbal and 498 Math, or 975. My score

placed me in about the 90th percentile.

I had managed to eke out a 3.02 GPA from my time at

Pepperdine and Cerritos, but I wanted to start anew. Engineering

and math classes had been difficult, and my grades disclosed my

inability to master the material. So I gave up on Engineering and

changed my major to Business Accounting.

In my first semester, I took Business Law, Business Writing,

and Elementary Accounting. I supplemented these courses with a

class on U.S. History. My grades were not stellar—two A’s and
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two C’s—but by now I acknowledged that greater demands were

being made on me. I was no longer in high school, which had

been an academic cakewalk.

In my second semester, I took five 3-unit classes, four of

which were business-related. I got four B’s and a C. I was now

technically a senior, having completed 91 units.

Had I continued at Long Beach State, I would have had to

meet the requirements for my Business major, which might have

taken me more than a year to complete.

But I was about to experience a life-changing event.

I HAD COME INTO MONEY FROM BEING HIT BY A CAR SIX

YEARS EARLIER

I turned 21 in April 1961, and I came into what was then a

small fortune of $3,500 (equivalent to $32,000 in 2021), an

award I received after being hit by a car around the time of my

15th birthday. Although I then was a high school sophomore, my

behavior suggested I had the maturity of about a 5-year-old.

I had been with a group of kids waiting for the school bus to

arrive to pick us up around 7:30 in the morning. Horsing around,

I knocked books from another boy’s hands, and then ran into the

road, where I was struck by a passing car. My left leg was broken

near the ankle, and my skull was cracked. Fortunately, I was able

to recover, although I was on crutches for many months.

I DECIDE TO GO TO EUROPE
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I saw a poster on a wall at Long Beach State that instantly

captivated me. It invited students to participate in a study tour of

Europe, and travel there with 27 other students. The tour, a

program out of Wayne State University in Detroit, would last

“Fifty-two days, from July 5 to August 26 inclusive.” The poster

continued, “The cost of the student tour, from the time a student

boards the airplane on July 5 (in Detroit) until he leaves the

plane on August 26 (in Detroit) is $920 plus tuition. The fee of

$920 covers ALL transportation, food and lodgings.”

The tour was promoted at Long Beach State by Geography

professor Edward Karabenick, a Wayne State graduate.

I really wanted to go, so I did the math. I could afford it!

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY (5 JUL 1961 – 26 AUG 1961)

In early July I flew from Los Angeles to Detroit, where I met

up with some chaperones and 83 other students, most from the

Detroit area, and a few from Long Beach State. On July 5, around

86 of us boarded a BOAC DC-7C, a noisy propeller and

piston-engine-driven aircraft that slowly carried us all to

London, refueling at Shannon Airport in Ireland.

In London, we separated into three groups of 28 each plus a

chaperone. Each group would travel a different route. On July 11,

we were en route to Paris and in a postcard home I wrote,

“In seven hours I’ll be in gay Paris. I’m crossing the English

Channel in a rockin’ boat right now and in two hours I’ll land in
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Dunkirk. London is so great. I really hated to leave. I still feel as

though I’m in a dream. I pinch myself thrice daily.”

After we crossed the Channel, our young bodies and minds

jumped from one country (and currency and language) to

another: to France (Paris, Tours, Le Puy, Chamonix),

Switzerland (Zermatt), Italy (San Remo, Milan, Venice, Florence,

Pisa, Rome), Austria (Innsbruck, Salzburg, Vienna), Germany

(Hannover, Berlin), Denmark (Copenhagen), Netherlands

(Amsterdam).

EUROPE ON A EURAILPASS MEANS WE CAN GO ANYWHERE

… AND WE DO

We used Eurailpasses to get around, traveling first class by

train. The Eurailpass gave us the ability to temporarily venture

off the tour and see different sights that interested us. We would

forego the meals and accommodation that had been booked for

us, but we had the tour’s itinerary and we could rejoin the group

later.

Europe was cheap. Arthur Frommer’s book “Europe on Five

Dollars a Day” was the traveler’s bible. The book described how

$5 would pay for your daily food and accommodation. After

seeing a bit of Paris, a group of students decided to leave to

venture off and visit Spain, which was not on our itinerary. One

of the girls invited me to join them but I declined.
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THE SIGHTS OF EUROPE WERE MANY-SPLENDORED

Our group of 28 was comprised of 20 girls and 8 guys. I had

dated some girls in high school and in college, but these

travelers were different. Many of these young girls, excited by

the freedom and independence that this trip was affording them,

appeared to have left their inhibitions Stateside.

Although Big Ben, the Eiffel Tower, and Leaning Tower of

Pisa were fascinating sights, the parties and activities that took

place back at our hotels were memorable too, perhaps even more

so. There were quick pair ups, it seemed. I coveted, and got

together with, Detroiter Eleanor Miller.

From Paris, we partied—and traveled—east to the glaciers of

Chamonix and the mountains of Zermatt, where we hiked to the

base of the Matterhorn. In Italy, we saw Leonardo da Vinci’s

“Last Supper” in Milan. Eleanor and I swam at the famed Lido

Beach in Venice. We saw Michelangelo’s “David” in Florence and

I took a photo of Eleanor posing with some sailors by the

entrance door to the Leaning Tower in Pisa. In Rome, I threw my

coin into the Fountain at Trevi, ensuring my return. (And I

did—with my wife Mary and our three children—in 1977.) From

Rome, we headed north and arrived in Innsbruck, Austria.

WE GO TO BERLIN WHEN THE WALL IS GOING UP

We had been hearing and reading in the New York Herald

Tribune, available throughout Europe, of threats by the Russians
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to seal off Berlin. After World War II, Berlin was divided into four

zones. Three were Allied zones; this became the Western sector

and was democratic. The fourth zone was East Berlin, which was

under Soviet control.

Eleanor and I were together much of the time, and we, and

several others, began discussing whether we might venture into

Berlin, as we sensed that history was being made there. Still, we

continued with the rest of the group on to Salzburg, Mozart’s

birthplace, and then into Vienna. Even today I recall a

memorable evening she and I had in Grinzing, a suburb of this

great city, talking, eating, and drinking wine.

There were three air corridors we might take to get to Berlin.

We chose to use the central air corridor, and we took a train to

Hannover, Germany. From there she and I and a few other tour

members flew into the city on August 17, 1961.

Soon we were partying with some Germans in a subterranean

bar in the Western sector. They were as curious as we to learn

what was happening in the city.

The Russians had already sealed off access to East Berlin via

the rail service on the surface (S-Bahn) but the underground

railway (U-Bahn) was still functioning, and that’s what we used

to enter the Soviet sector. My notes from that day indicate that I

saw 25 tanks on Stalinallee (now Karl-Marx-Allee). I wrote:
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“Having arrived in Berlin but four hours ago I have yet to be

exposed to the unrest and tension which is in the atmosphere of

this oasis in East Germany. Now we’re waiting in a line at the

border between the divided city preparing to enter the Russian

zone. Buildings around the bus are of two types—those

16-year-old structures which were damaged by the war and not

yet demolished and rebuilt and modern new apartment houses.”

THE TRIP CONCLUDES AND WE RETURN TO THE UNITED

STATES

After Berlin, she and I traveled by ourselves to Copenhagen,

home of the “Little Mermaid” statue, and of open-faced

sandwiches, which puzzled me as they could only be eaten with a

napkin handy. Finally, we rejoined the tour. On August 26, our

plane took off from Amsterdam, stopping once en route to

Detroit. When some of us complained of the engine noise during

this lengthy daytime flight, the stewardess muted our whining

by giving us a bottle of vodka.

From Detroit, Eleanor and I parted, and I returned to Los

Angeles.

The tour was called Geography 652, Travel Field Studies. Had

I submitted a paper by Thanksgiving I could have gotten 3

college credits. Instead, I got an incomplete.

RETURNING HOME, I NEED TO FIND A NEW PLACE TO LIVE
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In September 1961, I resumed classes at Long Beach State,

but my life had irrevocably changed. I thought I’d continue living

with my grandmother in Norwalk, but she had sold her house

while I was in Europe. She’d be moving to 7650 Balboa Blvd. in

Van Nuys, living in a trailer in Space 24 in the Park Royale

Trailer Park. I would have to find new quarters. She told me that

she had cared for me for seven years, but now that I was 21 and

employed, she wanted to move on and live a simpler life. She had

turned 66 while I was in Europe.

This was a surprise to me; she had never hinted that this was

coming. But when I learned that my former high school

classmate Jack Button needed a roommate, I responded. Soon he

and I were awkwardly sharing a one-bedroom apartment on

Bellflower Blvd. in Bellflower. It was closer to Long Beach State,

but the place seemed too small.

ELEANOR MILLER HAD CHANGED MY LIFE

But my emotional life was in turmoil. I had fallen for Eleanor.

She remained a student at Wayne State University, and I could

not focus on my studies in California.

I was in an impossible love arrangement, meaning I could

not get Eleanor out of my mind. In addition, I had been forced

out of my home and I suddenly had to learn how to cook for

myself. I was working full time, meaning that my studies were

suffering. (I did not work in July, August, and December, yet my
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income for 1961 was still $3,992, an amount equaling $36,500

today.)

I needed to reboot my life.

I had learned of a program in which the U.S. Army trains you

in a language and in exchange you give them three years of your

life. It sounded good to me. The Soviet Union held a peculiar

fascination for me; perhaps if I could study a related language,

this program might help me learn more.

U.S. ARMY ENLISTMENT AND BASIC TRAINING (27 NOV 1961

– MAR 1962)

So I dropped out of school and on November 27, 1961, I drove

to downtown Los Angeles and enlisted in the U.S. Army.

The Army administered a test similar to an IQ test, and soon

informed me that I’d be studying Russian, my first language

choice. A week later I headed to Basic Training at Fort Ord,

California. It was a grueling 12 weeks, as I came down with the

flu or a severe cold, but my training was fortunately interrupted

by a Christmas break.

During the break, I went to Las Vegas for five days, and

rendezvoused there with Barbara Shewach and Dorothy Yagoda,

two Detroiters whom I had met on the summer tour of Europe. I

stayed at the Stardust Hotel for $8 per night. We went to several

shows and saw Mitzi Gaynor, the DeCastro Sisters, Bob Crosby,

and the Ink Spots.
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When I resumed Basic Training in January, I was once again

in good health. After Basic, I was transferred to nearby

Monterey, where I settled into barracks at the Army Language

School, and was given light duty until my 47-week Russian

course began in March 1962.

U.S. ARMY LANGUAGE SCHOOL (MAR 1962 – 13 MAR 1963)

Classes typically had seven or eight students in them. We

attended class from 0800 to 1100 and 1300 to 1600 daily. Russian

was the first language for all instructors. Most were born outside

the Soviet Union—I remember some talking about living in a

Russian community in Australia.

There were 45 students who were in the class, dubbed 12–96,

meaning it was a 12-month course and 96 was a sequence

number. The classes were ranked from A (the top 8 students) to

F (the most challenged students). Periodically students would

get moved up or down. In this way the A group—which I was

always in—would never be slowed down by a less capable

student.

I studied for several hours each evening, memorizing a dialog

that we would recite the next class day, prompted only by

pictures. We’d recite each dialog twice with another class

member, first assuming one role and then assuming the other

role in the dialog.
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I was a good student, but there were three

classmates—Ralph Bogert, John Palmer, and David Johns—who

were outstanding linguists. They seemed untouchable and in a

league of their own. I often studied with Ralph in the evening,

practicing dialogs. Like me and a few other linguists, after his

Army tour was over, he went to UC Riverside, and graduated with

a Russian degree. He went on and got both a master’s and a

doctorate at UC Berkeley. He taught Slavic languages for many

years at the University of Toronto. He was an extremely gifted

person.

MY OCTOBER 1963 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN EXPERIENCE

WITH RALPH BOGERT

While still in the Army and stationed in Europe (he in

Harrogate, England and I in Heidwinkel, Germany), Ralph and I

got together for a Scandinavian vacation in October 1963, during

which we visited Oslo and Copenhagen. But we had quite an

adventure while in Stockholm. It was a Sunday night and we

were looking for a drink. We quickly discovered that all the bars

were closed. However, the University was an exception, so we

headed there and soon we were enjoying a wild and rowdy

evening.

People were laughing, talking, and drinking. I began talking

to a Swedish lady there, who spoke little or no English, but she

was fluent in Russian and passionate about politics. So I
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switched to Russian and she and I had an enthusiastic, at times

intense, conversation, in Russian, that went on for some time.

When the party cooled, Ralph and I got in my Volkswagen and

returned to our quarters.

We were staying on a ship called the af Chapman, which

functioned then as a Youth Hostel. Today, in 2021, it still exists

and remains a Youth Hostel, anchored on Skeppsholmen, an

island of Stockholm, which may be the same location where it

was back in 1963. At that time, the island also functioned as a

military base, and therefore to access it, you crossed a bridge and

a guard allowed you onto the island. However, this guard station

shut down at midnight, and we were unable to get back to the

comfort of the ship. So we found a quiet street, slept in the car,

and at 6 am drove back to the island and then to the af Chapman,

as the bridge was now open. We quickly shaved, showered, and

moved on. It had been a night to remember.

I GRADUATE FROM THE ARMY LANGUAGE SCHOOL

But I digress. Let’s return to Monterey and the Army

Language School. Twelve months—forty-seven weeks—had

passed. We had learned words such as бегемот (hippopotamus)

and пулемет (machine gun). We were fluent. I ended up ranked

7th in our class of 45 students.

On March 13, 1963, at 0915, there was a graduation

ceremony, not just for my Russian class, but for graduates of
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classes in 13 other languages: Burmese, Chinese Mandarin,

Korean, Arabic, Bulgarian, Czech, Hungarian, Persian, Polish,

Serbo Croatian, French, German, and even Spanish.

The commandant, Colonel Richard Long, told us,

“You have successfully completed a most difficult course.

Your identity as graduates of the U.S. Army Language School is

now established. This is not only a great honor but it imposes

certain responsibilities, for it is up to you to maintain and

enhance the world-wide reputation of this school. I have every

confidence you will acquit yourselves well and earnestly hope

that the interests developed here will influence you to continue

your language and cultural studies.”

I had learned prior to graduation that I would be assigned to

a post in Germany, so I studied German, first taking an evening

course at Monterey Peninsula College, taught by an instructor

from the Army Language School. Once I was in Germany, I took a

correspondence course in German, and in September 1963, I

received a certificate stating I had completed a German I course

and was given a “rating code” of D for “with distinction.”

HEIDWINKEL, GERMANY (MID-1963 – 1 SEP 1964)

After my Army Language School graduation, I was obligated

to serve less than 17 additional months in the Army—a

surprisingly short time, given the cost and duration of my
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training. I traveled first to Frankfurt, Germany, for several weeks

of classified training, and then went on to my station along the

East German border, in Heidwinkel, near Helmstedt. There a

group of us intercepted Russian military communications, taped

them, translated them to English, and submitted them for

inclusion in American intelligence.

While stationed in Heidwinkel, I met Betty Rosenwald. She

introduced me to sex, but alas not to lasting love. Because of our

passion, she was five months pregnant with my son Volker when

I returned to the States. Had I loved her, I would have either

remained in Germany or brought her to the States. What an

education the Army had given me!

Volker was born on December 21, 1964. I first saw him when

he was 13 and then when he was 31. However, since then he, his

wife Marion, and my grandson Alexander (born June 11, 2011)

have become an integral part of my family.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE (21 SEP 1964 – 10

JUN 1965)

I was discharged from the Army on September 4, 1964. My

mother died on September 12. I began classes at UCR on

September 21. It was a tumultuous month.

I had applied to UCR while in the Army, was accepted, and

was let out of the Army early—my enlistment would otherwise

have ended on November 26, 1964. I chose UC Riverside as it was
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the only UC campus that offered a Russian major.

This school year was profoundly different from any I had

previously experienced. I was a 24-year-old college student,

older than almost all of my classmates. I was now focused and

mature. I was not working—except for some part-time work in

the school’s Language Lab, where Mr. Espinosa, the professor in

charge, and I bonded, and we swapped military stories. He had

been in World War II.

I was living either in the dorms (first semester) or just off

campus (second semester).

I had crafted a program of study whereby I could graduate

with a bachelor’s degree in June 1965. I studied hard, and unlike

in the past, was able to go to class prepared. I profited from the

literature and history my Russian classes exposed me to, and my

Western Civilization course significantly deepened my

knowledge of world history.

I had no intention of using the Russian I had learned. It was

simply a means to get a valuable piece of parchment called a

bachelor’s degree. And on June 10, 1965, I graduated.

But my life had changed more than simply becoming a

college graduate. I had met Mary Burke in January 1965. She was

then a perky, highly intelligent junior, but on September 3, 1966,

she became my wife.

After UCR, I occasionally took formal classes mostly to

enhance my job skills, but occasionally simply to expose me to
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new thoughts and ideas. Some of these classes are mentioned

below.

IBM CORPORATION (OCT 1965 – MAR 1967)

I started working for Security First National Bank in

September 1965. Soon afterwards, and into 1967, they sent me to

IBM’s Wilshire Blvd. facility to take programming courses. For

each class I completed, IBM awarded me a punched card with my

grade on it.

LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE (JAN 1966 – JUN 1967)

For a year and a half, I took night courses at Los Angeles City

College in math and in computer programming, and I persuaded

the Veteran’s Administration to pay for them. I took six

classes—five math and one programming class—and I got an A

in every one. I took two classes before I got married, while I was

living with Don Hunt, and four afterwards, while Mary and I

were living on Crenshaw Blvd. in Los Angeles. Mary got her

Teaching Credential from UCLA in June 1967, and in the fall

semester she began her teaching career. We moved to Torrance

in April 1968, and ten months later Cathy was born.

EL CAMINO COLLEGE IN TORRANCE (SEP 1968 – JAN 1969)

This was a kick. Mary and I both took the same class on “The

Short Novel.” The class finished days before Cathy was born.
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The instructor, a male, had several kids, and Mary’s

advanced pregnancy became the subject of conversation one

evening. He joked that when his first child was born, he took his

wife to the hospital and stayed with her through the birth. He

then explained how his routine had evolved with each

subsequent child. Now, he says, he just tosses her the car keys

and lets her do all the work, while he stays home and reads

students’ papers.

TAFT HIGH SCHOOL IN WOODLAND HILLS (APR 1987 – AUG

1987)

I took an Artificial Intelligence course through UCLA

Extension. One of our children’s teachers saw me carrying my

textbook around, and asked Mary why I was taking a class in

Artificial Insemination. Today there is only one common answer

to the question, “What does AI stand for?” but the term then was

not in widespread use. Mary and I got a great laugh from it.

One evening I was gassing up at a station just opposite Taft

High School on Ventura Blvd. A Rolls Royce drove in, and Tiny

Tim got out and gassed up. He was an eccentric, some might say

scary, ukulele player, famous world-wide, known for singing

“Tiptoe through the Tulips” in a distinctive high falsetto/vibrato

voice. In 1996, he suffered a heart attack, his second while

performing on stage, and died shortly thereafter, at a

Minneapolis medical center, only blocks from where my mother
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had died in 1964.

UCLA (1989, 1998, 1999, and 2000)

I took various computing classes here. I took a course in OS/2

Concepts and Facilities, through UCLA Extension, thinking that

OS/2 was going to be the dominant operating system in the

future. Clearly, it wasn’t, and today few people have even heard

of it. Still, it was a fascinating course.

Nearly ten years later I returned to UCLA and took classes

because I had great interest in the topics: Visual Basic for

Windows, PERL and CGI Programming, JavaScript, and Microsoft

FrontPage 2000.

FrontPage introduced me to web development, and

subsequently I created web pages for all the classes that Mary

taught at CSUN, enabling students to access her class materials

and assignments. It may also have elevated her reputation

among her colleagues, although even without her website, she

was regarded as a talented and accomplished professor. One

student enjoyed greeting her by singing out, “Here comes Mary

Riggs dot com!”

CONEJO VALLEY ADULT SCHOOL (OCT 2004)

I took a course in Macromedia Flash. And about a year later

Macromedia was acquired by Adobe. Brian had started working

for Macromedia in August 2005, and a few months later became

an Adobe employee, where he remains today. He said that Adobe
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considered Macromedia employees to be like the “cool kids on

the block.”

I’m sure Brian is grateful that he was able to quickly

transition to Adobe, now a leading software provider. It appeared

that Macromedia never “earned its keep” within the Adobe suite

of solutions. Flash had a limited audience, and the revenue that

the product earned as part of Adobe was less than the cost of the

Macromedia acquisition.

CONCLUSION

After completing high school, I moved erratically from one

college to another. I changed majors from Engineering to

Accounting to Business, during a time when the grades in my

classes revealed I was not mastering the material being taught.

My military time enabled me to ripen, reach my prime, and

finally get affirmation that I was a college graduate.

I spent most of my working life programming computers, yet

that profession was almost unknown when I started college in

1957. In my 1955 Encyclopædia Britannica index, the word

“computer” doesn’t exist.

But after getting my Russian degree, and quickly determining

that I was not destined to be a soap salesman for

Colgate-Palmolive, I am grateful that Security Bank hired me,

and got me started. And in no time I realized that I was born to

program.
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I had learned nothing about computers in any of the college

classes I took, but the ideas that illuminated me then, while only

a youth, have made me a wiser adult. My Western Civilization

courses in the Humanities Department at UCR gave me

perspective on humankind’s wisdom and folly, by exposing me

to literature and history lessons from antiquity through

medieval times and up to the World Wars of the 20th century.

Learning Russian, and studying Spanish, French, and

German have enlightened me, as have courses in Geography,

Philosophy, Psychology, Economics, and Business Writing. I also

benefited from the non-academic courses I took at

Cerritos—Social Dance, Bowling, and Golf.

Taking everything into consideration, I got not just my

degree, but after choosing to go to UC Riverside, I gained my

life’s companion as well. And when the four children that Mary

and I created went off to college, Mary and I were of the same

mind: the children should attend a college of their choice, they

should live there and not commute, and we should pay all their

college costs. They should not have to work, as I did.

All four graduated from college and, when they did so, they

were debt free.

And they are likely to pass that same benefit on to their

children, making me proud and happy. It would make Mary

happy too.
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February 26, 1989: Tony and Barbara Fallon die in plane accident
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January 30, 1958: My Pepperdine University transcript, showing

completed classes and grades

1958-1959: My Cerritos College grade report for my first two

semesters there
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1959-1960: My Cerritos College grade report for my next three

semesters there
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1960-1961: My Long Beach State College grade report for the two

semesters I attended
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August 17, 1961: My note stating I saw 25 tanks on Stalinallee in

East Berlin at 16:45
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August 26, 1961: A smiling Eleanor Miller, aboard our return

flight from Amsterdam to Detroit
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February 1963: A photo of our Army Language School Russian

class, identifying me and Ralph Bogert
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March 13, 1963: My Army Language School final academic

standing
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March 13, 1963: My Army Language School diploma for my

47-week Russian course
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June 14, 1965: My transcript showing UCR classes and grades

plus credits from previous college courses, including 18 units of

Russian from the Army Language School
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June 10, 1965: My UC Riverside diploma for my Bachelor of Arts

degree in Russian
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June 10, 1965: Heralding my graduation, I wrote this on the back:

After eight years I’ve finally made it. It’s the day of my

graduation, June 10, 1965. On the verge of a smirk, I stare down

at the world, personified by my sweet Mary, the photographess,

and prepare to shout, “Look out, world, here I come!”
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1955: My Encyclopædia Britannica index has no entry for

“computer” ● Shown above is one for “Computing machines: see

Mathematical instruments. ––scales 23-485a” ● That entry is

simply photographs of scales, dubbed “VARIOUS TYPES OF

WEIGHING MACHINES.”
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1965 to 1967: IBM punched card stubs serving as evidence I’ve

completed the six classes shown
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When was the last time
you saw your mother?

My mother died on September 12, 1964, in Minneapolis,

Minnesota. She was only 43 years old. I saw her a few days before

she died when I visited her in the hospital. But my story starts

earlier, on September 1.

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 1, 1964

I was in the U.S. Army, working in Heidwinkel, Germany, as a

Russian linguist. My three-year enlistment was up on November

27, 1964. However, I had applied for an “early out,” meaning

that if I could show that I had been accepted by a college or

university, and that term started within 90 days of my normal

separation date, I could be released early. August 27 was ninety

days earlier. When I enlisted, I had completed my junior year in

college. So to get my “early out,” I needed to choose where I

wished to go for my senior year and what I’d like to major in.
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Months earlier I had decided I’d like to try to enroll at a

California university as a Russian major. At a military library, I

was able to access the catalogs for all of the University of

California campuses, seeking schools that offered a Russian

major. There was only one, the University of California at

Riverside. I knew where Riverside was, and my grandmother

lived in a Hemet trailer park about 30 miles southeast of the

campus. I said to myself, “Perfect choice.”

I was able to send them transcripts that showed college

courses I had taken at Pepperdine, Cerritos Junior College, and

Long Beach State College, and they had accepted me. I then filled

out the military paperwork for my early out, hoping I could get it

approved before the start of the mid-September 1964 term at

UCR. After submitting the paperwork, weeks later I was told that

it needed to be resubmitted, due to some deficiency. I made the

correction and resubmitted the application, but felt it would not

be approved before the start of the school year.

But suddenly, on this day, the first of September, I got the

news that my early out had been approved. I wasted no time. I

had no opportunity to tell Betty Rosenwald, six months pregnant

with our child, that I was leaving. She and I had previously met

with a lawyer in Bremerhaven and I had signed a paper that

affirmed I would support our child, whose sex at that point was

not known. Our commanding officer, Captain Bailey, upon

learning that my early out had been approved, agreed that time
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was of the essence and I needed to be separated quickly.

He directed Ralph Festo to get me to battalion headquarters

in Rothwesten, about a three-hour drive to the south. I had

already “sold” my VW Beetle for $25, after the car had suddenly

stopped running a few days earlier. The soldier who bought it

was responsible for towing the car and getting it running again. I

had the required proof that my car had been sold, so I simply

grabbed my gear, tossed it in our transport vehicle, and Ralph

and I were off. Arriving in Rothwesten, I thanked Ralph, got a

bunk, and crashed.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 2, 1964

In the morning I was processed through battalion and given a

ride to Frankfurt, about five hours further south. I would be

returning to the States along with many other soldiers, and some

families. Here a major called me into his office. “We have been

informed by the Red Cross that your mother is seriously ill.”

I was stunned. I had last seen Mom in March 1963 on a

cross-country trek from Monterey to McGuire Air Force Base in

New Jersey. From there I had flown to Frankfurt. I had

occasionally gotten a letter from her and I knew that she, Clyde,

and sons Marshall and Tim, were living in Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

The major continued, “Here are your choices. I can put you

on a plane today that will take you to McGuire. From there you
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could get a plane that goes to Minneapolis. However, you’d still

be in the Army and you would have to return here to finish

processing out. Or, you could remain here for one more day, be

fully separated, and fly to McGuire tomorrow. What would you

like to do?”

I had no information about the state of my mother’s health.

Perhaps, more importantly, I did not feel close to her, having left

home as a fragile and abused boy about ten years earlier. At that

time she was severely addicted to alcohol. I had lost respect for

her because she was a drunk, and because she had married Clyde,

who had mistreated me, and likely abused Sue. Mom had made

such a mess of her life. I did not hesitate, when I replied to the

major, “I’ll stay another day to get fully processed out.”

This would be my last night in Germany. Time to party. I

knew Frankfurt well, having spent time there before being

assigned to Heidwinkel. So I went to Sachsenhausen, south of

the Main River, where people sat on benches, locked arms, drank

apple wine (Äppelwoi), and sang songs:

Du, du, liegst mir am Herzen,

Du, du, liegst mir im Sinn

Du, du, machst mir viel Schmerzen,

Weißt nicht, wie gut ich dir bin

Du, du, du, du, du, weißt nicht wie gut ich dir bin!
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I drank, I spoke with my newly made German friends, and I

told them I was saying Auf Wiedersehen to Germany. I was now

24 years old, had gotten a German girl pregnant, and would be

leaving her before the child was born. I was not proud of these

actions. I knew I would be returning to the States to get a college

degree but wondered if at some point I might return to Germany.

My future was a nearly blank slate, although I suspected that our

child might become part of my life in the future.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 3, 1964

I boarded a TWA Boeing 747 at the Frankfurt airport and we

took off. The flight lasted 7 hr 35 min. This was such an easy

transition from Europe to the U.S., I thought, given that not too

long ago G.I.’s would return to the U.S. on troop ships. We landed

at McGuire Air Force Base, part of Fort Dix, New Jersey. I spent

my last night in the Army there.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 4, 1964

I was put into a queue, as I was not the only one getting out

of the Army. I had a leisurely breakfast and lunch. Then it was

my turn, and at 2:45 pm, once again I was a civilian. I had at

least a couple hundred dollars in my pocket, a lump sum

payment for 34 days of accrued leave.

Soon I was on a bus heading to Penn Station in New York

City. On the bus, which took more than three hours to reach its

destination, I wanted to share my euphoria with my bus mates
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by shouting, “I’m now free!” Fortunately, I restrained myself.

My sister Sue was living in Port Washington, New York, with

her dad Reg Rosevear and stepmother Joye. When I left home in

1954, Sue had just turned 9. She was now 19, and working in New

York City. Perhaps five or six years after I left home, Sue ran

away to our grandmother, who contacted Sue’s biological father

Reg. Reg brought Sue back East. She went from Orange High

School to St. Genevieve of the Pines boarding school in Asheville,

North Carolina. After finishing high school the year before I got

out of the Army, she came to live with Reg and his wife Joye on

Long Island.

Sue was an adult now, freed from the terrible life she had

experienced in her childhood. I had not seen her for a few years,

but we had no difficulty bonding with each other, as adults.

I had somehow informed Sue that I was getting out of the

Army and was coming to see her. Once I got to New York City, I

boarded a Long Island Rail Road train that took me from Penn

Station to Port Washington in under an hour. I arrived about 9

pm, and I called Sue. She picked me up and took me to her home

at 48 Orchard Farm Rd. There I met Reg and Joye, chatted with

everyone over dinner, and then relaxed in front of their color

television, a novelty at the time, for a while before retiring.

In February 1964, Reg had been promoted from a

vice-president to a director of the W. T. Grant Company. He

worked in New York City. He was 17 years older than my mother,
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having been born in Canada in 1903. He later died in 1984, in

Pompano Beach, Florida, where he is buried.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 5, 1964

I knew I needed to get to Minneapolis, but I also wanted to

spend some time with Sue. So I booked a late-night flight and

then Sue and I were off to do some sightseeing. The 1964 World’s

Fair had been running for over four months and it was only a

half hour away. It was exhilarating. I was out of the Army,

reconnecting with my now-adult sister, and together we were

seeing colorful and imaginative views of future society,

symbolized by the Unisphere, a 2-story stainless-steel globe at

the heart of the fair.

Sue and I ate at a Brass Rail lunch bar, admired the General

Motors cars of the future, saw a Picturephone, and marveled at

the IBM Selectric typewriter, which featured a single type ball

rather than individual bars that struck the paper.

The airport was only about 15 minutes from Flushing

Meadows, site of the World’s Fair, and at 8:15 in the evening I

boarded a flight to Minneapolis out of newly named John F.

Kennedy (formerly Idlewild) Airport. I had been in Heidwinkel

when Kennedy was killed; the news came in bit by bit and, as I

was a strong Kennedy admirer, upon hearing he had died, I was

stunned and shocked to my core.
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But soon I left New York, not knowing that less than a decade

later I’d be living in New Jersey, with a wife and two daughters.

It was about a three-hour flight, and I landed shortly after 10

pm, local time. I called Clyde and he came and picked me up. We

drove to his and Mom’s apartment at 1124½ S. 6th St. in

Minneapolis. The building no longer exists, but at that time

living there were he, 42, my mom, almost 44, Marshall, 13, and

Tim, days shy of 12. I believe they had moved there to be near

Clyde’s brother Bud, who lived about four miles away at 346

Johnson St. NE in Minneapolis, gone now, likely torn down to

make room for Interstate 35W. (Everyone called him Bud, but his

real name was Adam.)

There were four entrances on the front porch of the

apartment. Clyde’s was on the far right. Living or visiting, I don’t

recall, in the unit on the far left, at 1122 S. 6th St., was Mary

Clark, a young, attractive 19-year-old girl.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 6, 1964

I didn’t go to bed right away. Clyde loved to talk. He was no

longer a threat to me, and he had accepted me years ago as an

adult and his equal. He was somber as he told me about Mom’s

plight. She was in a ward at the University of Minnesota Hospital

Medical Center, less than three miles away. He suggested that I

see her on Monday.
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The night was young and it was warm, and about 1 am I met

Mary Clark. She and I connected immediately. It was wonderful

to have a new friend. I’m sure I poured out my heart to her, and

told her about my past and about my future plans. At 3 am we

went out for a hamburger and it wasn’t until 5:30 in the morning

that we parted, because both of us needed some sleep. Yet at 7:30

am I was at the airport to meet my grandmother, who had flown

in from Los Angeles to see her hospitalized daughter.

I had not seen my grandmother since the spring of 1963, so

we had some catching up to do. She and I went to Mass, but as

she was not a fan of Clyde’s I suspect she stayed in a local hotel. I

spent the day at Clyde’s, watching TV with Mary. We kissed, but

we were both tired, and we each retired early. Clearly Clyde knew

and approved of Mary, and enabled, perhaps even facilitated my

continuing to see her. Mary was born on December 20, 1944, was

5’1” tall, and weighed 125 lb.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 7, 1964

I slept in rather late; then Clyde took me to the hospital to see

Mom. I still have the hospital’s phone number—(612)

339-7311—although it is no longer valid. She was in Room 218

near Station 201. Mom was isolated. No one could touch her but

we could hear her. Looking back, my impression was that she

was angry at her needing to be there. We could talk, but her

anger was palpable in her language which included the word
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“shit.” I know she wanted to be out, yet she only had a few days

to live. Her skin had turned to yellow from the cirrhosis, caused

by excessive consumption of alcohol over the last two decades,

and her liver would soon stop functioning.

I likely felt little emotion when I saw her. She had not been in

my life for the past decade. It had been a decade almost to the

day since I had left home. During this time I had transitioned

from a boy to a man. I had seen her on occasion, but one meeting

stands out.

I had enlisted in the Army on Monday November 27, 1961.

Within the following few days, with my mother’s help, I

completed a DD Form 398, Statement of Personal History. This

four-page document is dated the following Friday, December 1,

1961. I suspect I was given the form upon enlistment, and then

given a reporting date, perhaps a week later. And during that

time, I visited Mom—she was living in Orange, California—and

she helped me complete the document.

I know that Clyde, Marshall, Tim, and she all lived together,

but I remember sitting only with her. As we were going through

the form, I watched her dig into her memory and papers to

supply information that only she could provide, and she did it

thoroughly and accurately. While doing so, she came across a

color photo of her wearing a bathing suit, with a guy, on a

motorboat in the Detroit River. She was still in her teens, given

that she was only 19 when she became pregnant with me and her
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life irrevocably changed. As she looked at the photo, she smiled

wistfully, likely going back in time for a few moments and

reliving some wonderful memories.

She provided me dates and places of everywhere I had lived

since birth, schools I had attended, and dates of marriages and

divorces. She hid nothing, but while I accepted then that Bob

Nowka was my father, fifty-four years would pass before I would

discover that he was not.

I provided the rest of the information for the form, such as

places I had worked and names and addresses of character

references. I treasure that document, which is neatly

typewritten, full of vast amounts of information, and dated only

four days after I enlisted. She was alert and sober when we

created that document. If only …

Only three years had passed, but she was now near death.

I came back to the apartment after visiting Mom in the

hospital and saw Mary Clark in the early afternoon. After all the

family came home, Mary and I moved to the front porch, sat and

talked, and then went to a car, presumably hers, and continued

our “conversation” until 3 am or later.

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 8, 1964

I saw no Mary Clark today, but I visited the hospital in the

morning and saw Mom. I saw her alive for the last time at about

1 pm.
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In the evening, I flew back to Los Angeles with Grandma. I

was curious to see my new school and anxious to get back to

California, where I would be able to resume a normal life again.

My Uncle Bill, Mom’s brother and World War II veteran, born in

1923, picked us up at the airport.

We spent the night at Bill and Zita’s home in Canoga Park

(now West Hills) at 23808 Northwoods View Rd. I had attended

their wedding at the Santa Barbara Mission on March 15, 1946,

when I was only five years old. I had the greatest admiration for

Zita, whom I thought was the ideal wife. I only learned years

later how wrong I was, and how she had failed not just Bill, but

their two children, Billy and David.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 9, 1964

I slept in until 9 am. Bill drove us to Betty McClellan’s home

in Santa Monica, where Grandma picked up her car.

When Grandma married my grandfather Paul Rogers on June

26, 1917, Betty and her then soon-to-be husband George, whom

I had known but who had died in 1961, were in one of Grandma’s

wedding photos.

We drove to Hemet to Grandma’s trailer, located in Space 60

at 225 Elk St., about a 40-minute drive from the UCR campus. I

ended up staying there at times while attending UCR.

Grandma loaned me her car, I drove to UCR, and I reserved a

room in the dorm. I drove back to Hemet. Uncle Bill called in the
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evening and said that mom was in bad shape.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 10, 1964

I had spent the night with Grandma. During the day I relaxed,

hung around the pool in the trailer park, and got sunburnt. I

received a report that mom was getting worse. I called the

hospital and received confirmation that this was the case.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 11, 1964

I continued to get news that my mother’s condition was

worsening. Clyde had been at the hospital for 24 hours straight. I

called the hospital. The outlook was not positive.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 12, 1964

At 2:30 pm Sam Ellis came over and announced that Mom

had died at 1:15 pm CST. (The death certificate stated 12:54 pm

CST.) Sam was the husband of Grandma’s sister Jean (born

December 20, 1898, and died February 29, 1968). They lived two

miles from Grandma at 24221 San Jacinto St. in San Jacinto.

My stepsister Linda, Clyde’s daughter by a previous

marriage, had called me in the morning. Linda was 17 and likely

living in a foster home in Orange, California. She had heard from

Uncle Bill of Mom’s death. I know Linda did not mourn her

stepmother’s passing. Linda had endured psychological abuse

from my mom. And when a teenager, Linda was abandoned by

both Clyde and my mother, who, without any warning, moved
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from California to Michigan, so that when Linda came home

from a stint at Juvenile Hall, she came back to an empty home.

But that’s another story.

That night I called Clyde’s brother Bud, who said, “Larry,

you’d better get out here!” That shook me into reality. I called

Clyde and told him I’d try to come. Then I decided that no matter

what, I’d go back for the funeral. I never regretted it.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 13, 1964

I went to 8:30 Mass with Grandma. Afterwards, I borrowed

her car, checked in at UCR, moved into my room, and then drove

to Los Angeles, arriving at 5:15 pm. I caught the 6:15 flight to

Minneapolis and arrived at 11:10 pm. Clyde picked me up and told

me Mary Clark would arrive from Iowa at 2 am.

I don’t know why Mary was in Minneapolis, but I’ve learned

she was almost certainly born in Emmetsburg, Iowa, about three

hours south. Her parents probably still lived there. I’m guessing

she had returned to Iowa, and upon learning that I was coming

back to Minneapolis, she chose to join me, even though it would

be for a very short time. She might have been visiting a friend or

relative in the apartment where I met her.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 14, 1964

I picked Mary up and parked with her until 5:15 am. I was up

at 7:30 am and went to Bud and Millie’s house. I picked up Sue at

the airport at 5:30 pm, went to Rosary at 8 pm, and afterwards
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went back to Bud and Millie’s.

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 15, 1964

An 8 am funeral Mass took place at St. Elizabeth Catholic

Church. The church no longer exists today. Like Bud’s house, it

was a victim of the construction of Interstate 35W. After Mass,

Mom was transported in a hearse to her burial site, which is in

section N, site 1263 at Fort Snelling National Cemetery, just

south of the Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport. Bud Riggs served as

one of the six pallbearers.

Thirty-five years later I would visit Mom’s burial site with

Brian. An empty plot had been reserved next to her for Clyde. I

informed the cemetery office that his site could be freed up as he

had died at the age of 50 on November 24, 1972, and is buried in

Oakview Cemetery in Royal Oak, Michigan.

That evening I saw Sue off at 5:45 pm and saw my Uncle Bill

off at 7:30. I had supper at the airport. Later I took Mary to a

drive-in, where we saw “Viva Las Vegas” and had a wonderful

time. We then came home and I parked with her in front of the

house until 3 am.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 16, 1964

I took Mary, Marshall, and Tim to see “McHale’s Navy” at a

walk-in theater. Afterwards I sat in the car for an hour with

Mary. Then I went alone to Nick’s, a local bar, where I had six

drinks. I retired at 12:30 pm.
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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 17, 1964

I said goodbye to Clyde and the boys, and I saw Mary for the

last time. I kissed her briefly upon parting. I flew back to Los

Angeles on the 7:30 flight, arriving at 11:30 pm. After returning, I

never communicated with Mary again and I have no idea what

her life afterwards was like.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 18, 1964

I arrived back at UCR at 1:30 in the morning, slept in my

dorm room, rose early, and began registering and enrolling. I

bought $70 worth of books. I drove back to Hemet at 6:30 pm

and returned Grandma’s car, which I had been using for the past

few days. Grandma brought me back to UCR at 9 pm. And my

new life began.

POSTSCRIPT

Shortly afterwards, I bought a used Chevy, which became my

transport until graduation the following June.

Only four months later, in mid-January 1965, I would meet

Mary Burke, then 19 years old. She and I would merge our lives,

form a team, create offspring, and explore the world together for

decades to come. You know, there’s a wonderful story there. No,

it’s actually many many wonderful stories!
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September 1-2, 1964: The route I traveled from Heidwinkel to

Frankfurt
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September 3, 1964: Relaxing at Frankfurt Airport before my

departure for the States
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September 4, 1964: My travel route from Sue’s house to the

World’s Fair to JFK Airport
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September 4, 1964: Sue in front of the Brass Rail at the 1964

World’s Fair
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September 12, 1964: Mom’s Death Certificate ● Father’s name

should be Paul Rogers (not William Rogers) ● Mother’s name

should be Rose Kirchner (not Rose Kiechner)
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September 1964: Mom and Clyde lived at the far right at 1124½

S. 6th St. in Minneapolis

September 15, 1964: Mom in an open casket before her funeral

Mass
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September 15, 1964: Sue, Tim, Clyde, me, and Marshall at Bud

and Millie’s home after the burial
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September 17, 1964: Mary Clark and I sitting on the front porch
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September 23, 1964: Studying in my dorm room at UCR
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May 10, 1999: I pay a visit to Mom’s grave at Fort Snelling

National Cemetery
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What is one of your go-to
stories, one you like telling

over and over?

I first met Mary when she was a teenager. She was a few weeks

shy of 20, and I was nearly five years older. I was worldly wise

and smarter, so I thought. For my go-to story, let me tell you

about one of our first meetings, when I challenged her intellect,

and in the battle that ensued, I came out a distant second, and

had to eat humble pie.

She and I were both students at UC Riverside. I was starting

my last semester prior to graduation, and she was a year behind

me. It was perhaps Sunday January 17, 1965. Classes for the

semester would begin on Monday.

During this semester break Mary had become the new

roommate of Susan Stockbridge, a senior and Spanish major. I

had met Susan at a New Year’s Eve party and we had become

friends. In the first semester I had lived in an on-campus dorm.
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For the second semester, George Guzzardo, who too had lived in

the dorms, and I had decided to become roommates, and we

moved into an off-campus apartment, close to Susan’s.

While spending time at Susan’s apartment during the weeks

following the new year, I had met Susan’s first semester

roommate Lucy. Then one day Lucy moved out and Mary moved

in. I had become friends with Lucy and felt I should do the same

with Mary.

I CHALLENGE MARY TO A VOCABULARY QUIZ

I had dropped by and there were just the two of us in her

apartment. She was ironing. I noticed a copy of Reader’s Digest

on a table in the apartment. I picked it up and soon turned to a

feature called “It Pays to Increase Your Word Power.” This was a

monthly quiz that featured a collection of 20 words united by a

common theme. For each word, you were to select the synonym

or meaning from among four choices.

I found pencil and paper, took the test, and got 17 correct. I

challenged her to take it as well, writing down for her on my

sheet the numbers 1 to 20. She calmly and humbly declined. But I

was persistent. Finally, she relented and took the test; my jaw

dropped when I checked her answers. She got all 20 correct! I

was stunned! What kind of woman had I met?

As I was growing up, I had bought and read vocabulary

enhancing books, such as “30 Days to a More Powerful
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Vocabulary” and “Word Power Made Easy.” I had studied word

roots, allowing me to group words together, like misanthrope

and misogyny. I had learned words that had similar meanings

like loquacious, verbose, voluble, and garrulous. Yet this young

lady, this “teenager,” had cleaned my clock.

I had been humbled, but at the same time I had become

curious. I wanted and needed to get to know her better. But

would she be interested in an older guy like me? I had some

profoundly serious baggage. Less than a month earlier, I had

become a father. My son Volker had just been born on December

21, 1964.

That was my go-to story, a narrative describing how Mary

chastened me on our first meeting. But as I said, I wanted to

know more about her. So what happened next? Well …

WE START DATING

I was intrigued by this woman. I asked her out on a date, and

we went to a walk-in movie. When we got there, I discovered I

had no money, and she had to pay. “You gotta do better,” I told

myself. During the years that followed, my asking her out and

not having money for the movie became one of HER go-to

stories.

But I did improve, and soon we were near constant

companions. The on-campus library was open for studying from

9 to midnight every evening. Many evenings, she and I would
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walk from our apartments to the library, study for a while, and

walk back, a 15-minute journey each way. On the walk back, we

trod on a pathway illuminated by light standards. We’d stop at

the darkest point between each light, kiss, and continue. The

walk would take us longer, but we didn’t care. We were falling in

love.

Soon after we met, she told me I should meet her family and

she invited me over for dinner. I was not a scintillating

conversationalist. I felt awkward, fearful of being judged, and I

was especially conscious of our five-year age difference. But I

was welcomed into her family. At the dinner table were Mary and

I, her mom and dad, little Michael, 3, Teresa, 13, and Bob, 17.

(John, 21, the oldest, lived elsewhere, and would graduate from

UCR the following June as I would.)

Her dad was easy to talk to and, like Mary, was

unpretentious. He was a World War II veteran, and we sat around

and compared notes regarding his wartime and my peacetime

Army. Her mother was gracious and managed the household

expertly. I’m sure her siblings found me a curiosity. I went home

impressed by this family that worked. There was no drinking,

there was lively conversation at the dinner table, and everyone

showed respect for one other.

OUR BOND GROWS
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The bond between Mary and me grew that semester. As my

graduation approached, we both knew that our lives would soon

be changing irrevocably. Susan too would be graduating, so Mary

would need to move somewhere else, as she had to remain at

UCR for one more year. And I would have to move on. What

would that do to our relationship?

During the first semester at UCR I had taken 19 units, and I

took 18 units in the second semester. Among the 12 classes I took

two were Western Civilization Humanities courses, one was

Principles of Economics, and nine were upper division Russian.

These classes built on the Russian I had learned while in the

Army, when I had taken a 47-week course at the Army Language

School in Monterey. The Army Russian satisfied lower division

requirements and the UCR Russian satisfied what was needed to

graduate with my B.A. in Russian.

I GRADUATE FROM UCR AND TAKE A JOB IN NEW MEXICO

I had no intention of using the Russian after graduation. I

had neither the interest nor the skills required to become a

translator, or an interpreter. As graduation approached, I started

interviewing. I learned I might be able to get a desk job in Los

Angeles as a Civil Service employee. But when Colgate-Palmolive

offered me a job on April 14, I accepted, expecting they might

assign me to a position in San Diego. Instead, they informed me

that I was to become their representative in New Mexico, news
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that rattled me, but it was a job I felt I had to accept. The next

few weeks passed rapidly and soon my graduation month

arrived.

On Thursday June 10, 1965, I graduated from UCR with my

B.A. in Russian. Mary finished her junior year and immediately

moved into a house on Olivewood St. in Riverside with three

other women, all UCR students. On Saturday I flew to

Albuquerque, and on Monday I started my new job, tutored by

Bob Wagner. Bob informed me that I needed to visit eight stores

per day in the northwest quadrant of New Mexico, ensure that

Colgate products had adequate shelf space, and give store

managers an opportunity to purchase cases of product at

discounted prices for their store ads.

I started my job on June 14, and submitted a letter of

resignation on August 23, requesting to be relieved on September

3. It was a painful two and a half months, much of it on the road,

during which I often felt alone and unhappy. I had become a

salesman; I was not gaining a skill, and I had no life.

I RETURN TO CALIFORNIA AND GET A PROGRAMMING JOB

IN LOS ANGELES

Mary and I had met in Flagstaff for a joyful weekend, over

July 4. I knew I wanted to be with her, and she wanted to be with

me.
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The term “computer science” had just been coined, and the

first Computer Science department at a university was only three

years old. To get programming staff, some companies conducted

on-site training. Others hired trade school graduates. I had

visited a vocational school in downtown Albuquerque that taught

programming courses and had spoken to the owner about

attending. Later, when I was working some stores in Las Vegas,

New Mexico, I had spoken to an enthusiastic graduate of that

Albuquerque school by phone who was working in that town.

From that moment on, I knew what I wanted to do, even though

I knew absolutely nothing about the field.

After leaving Colgate in September, I stayed with Mary at her

Olivewood St. house and started job hunting. Less than a month

later I had a job with Security First National Bank at Fourth and

Main in Los Angeles. They said they would train me on the job,

either through on-site training classes or by sending me to

off-site classes, such as ones conducted by IBM on Wilshire Blvd.

to learn Assembly Language or COBOL. To be close to Mary and

to my job, I rented an apartment in El Monte, and saw Mary

when I could.

I PROPOSE

My life now seemed secure, and I was happy and optimistic

about the future. So while staying with her one weekend, I

invited Mary on a picnic to Oak Glen Park, located in the San
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Bernardino Mountains. Nervously, I proposed, but in the

process, I told her about Volker before soliciting a reply. She

accepted, saying that none of what I told her diminished her love

for me. I had been fully prepared for rejection, and afterwards

felt like I had received absolution.

WE START A LIFE TOGETHER

On September 3, 1966, we tied the knot at St. Catherine’s

Catholic Church in Riverside. When the ceremony and reception

were over, we sped off in my 1966 Pontiac Tempest hardtop, and

headed north. We spent our honeymoon night in Malibu, and

then meandered up the coast, into Napa Valley, over to Reno and

Virginia City, and back home through Las Vegas.

And that was the start of a wonderful life together, during

which we created four children, with whom we explored the

world. We shared adventures that were unimaginable that day

when Mary flabbergasted me by getting all 20 words correct on

the Reader’s Digest vocabulary quiz.

Now, back to today’s vocabulary words. I want to make Mary

proud of me. Let’s see … callipygian … ulotrichous … jentacular …

nudiustertian … kakorrhaphiophobia …

And the answers are … having well-shaped buttocks … having

woolly or curly hair … pertaining to an early breakfast …

pertaining to the day before yesterday … abnormal fear of failure

…
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May 2004: Sample Reader’s Digest “Word Power” vocabulary

quiz (there used to be 20 words)

January to June 1965: Approximate route of our walk from our

apartments to the UCR library
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August 23, 1965: My resignation letter from Colgate-Palmolive
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June 1966: Mary’s official UCR graduation photo
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September 3, 1966: Our wedding announcement in the Riverside

Press
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September 3, 1966: Cutting the wedding cake
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September 3, 1966: Our 1966 Pontiac Tempest with “LARRY’S

FUNERAL” on the back window and marbles in the hubcaps
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How did you feel when
your first child was born?

I knew my life was about to undergo a dramatic change. I had

grown up in a fatherless family. I had left home when I was only

14, to live with my grandmother. But by the time I was 9, and my

mother 29, I had never once seen a man around the house. At

that point, my mother had been married twice, had two

children—my sister Sue and me—but no man had lived with her,

or at least I do not remember a man being in the house. No one

had taught me to play golf. No one had taken me fishing. (To this

day, I neither fish nor golf.)

MY WISH AS AN IMMINENT PARENT

From nine until 14, my “father” was Clyde Riggs; I never

called him “dad.” He could be cruel and arbitrary; I did not

respect him. In contrast, after I met Mary, I realized that a

family could be comprised of loving, kind, respectable people. I

wanted us to create a family that emulated hers. So when my
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first child was about to arrive, I was determined to love and

guide the child and play an important role in his or her life. And

with Mary at my side, and her family serving as a model, I felt

optimistic about my future as a father.

THE IMPACT WAS GREATER ON MARY THAN ON ME

There’s an opportunity here to discuss more than just my

feelings. After all, the man starts the pregnancy and then can

almost forget about it as he goes about his life. My father did

that to my mom and I did that to Betty Rosenwald.

However, to the woman it’s an emotional and physical

undertaking that, as the pregnancy progresses, becomes more

and more consuming. She spends time thinking about the care

that must be given to the child after birth. At that time, in the

late 1960s, women earned about two-thirds what a man did.

Thus, the man’s income had greater significance than the

woman’s. It follows that it was common for the woman to quit

her job when the first child was born. In 1970, when Cathy

turned one, only 41 percent of working women were in full-time

positions. (Today, it’s 75 percent.)

So Cathy’s birth had a major impact on Mary, who was in

that 41 percent minority. She worked full time and she knew that

would change.

PREGNANT MARY TAKES A “LEAVE OF ABSENCE”
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Mary and I were married in September of 1966, and our first

child, Cathy, was born on February 11, 1969. Before Cathy’s birth,

Mary had lost one, perhaps two pregnancies by miscarriages. But

as this pregnancy advanced, and became more and more visible,

we knew that she was truly carrying our first child.

We were living in Torrance in a two-bedroom ground level

apartment. Mary had gotten her California Teaching Credential

from UCLA on June 13, 1967. Her first job was teaching seventh

grade at Bret Harte Junior High at 93rd and Hoover in Los

Angeles. She loved teaching. She was born to teach, and the

students, almost all black, loved her.

Students expressed their affection for Mary in the 1968 Bret

Harte Annual, dubbed the “Prospector.”

Soul Sister S. Beard the Great called Mary, “The soulest

teacher in the world.” And Paula Walker wrote, “Mrs. Riggs, I

have enjoyed being in your homeroom and when I go to Mary

Bethune I hope I can find a homeroom teacher as nice as you

because I could never love another.” Renée Leonard wrote, “To

the best teacher around. From the worst student around.”

Perhaps the best compliment was this rhyme submitted by

Brenda Jones.

Roses are red;

Violets are blue.

You can teach
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Like a B-52.

But she and I knew, and we had accepted the reality, that

soon we would be parents. And Mary acknowledged that she

would be trading her teaching job for a new one: motherhood.

We were young and accustomed to change. Life was good, and

living a married life, for both of us, was still a novelty.

I had a respectable job. Our rent was only $120 per month. If

Mary wanted to, soon after our child was born she could return

to work and continue to teach, but she had no intention of doing

so.

Tak Nakahara, Mary’s Bret Harte principal, wrote in a

performance report dated 53 days before Cathy was born, “She is

truly a professional teacher in all ways! I am confident Mrs.

Riggs will be one of the outstanding English teachers in this

district.” At the bottom of the review, which included a

recommendation that Mary be continued in service at this

school, was the statement “Maternity Leave effective January 6,

1969.” Thirteen years would pass before Mary returned to

formal teaching.

I was confident that just as she excelled at her teaching

profession, she would excel as a mother. I was not present in the

room where Mary gave birth. Perhaps I could have been, if I had

first taken the appropriate childbirth class. Mary never

encouraged me to do so and I showed no interest; I didn’t feel
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my presence was either needed or helpful. As the projected birth

date drew nearer, I created a pool at work. Throw in a few bucks

and whoever guesses closest to the actual time of birth wins the

pot.

MARY GOES TO THE HOSPITAL

It was Monday February 10, and I had arrived home from

work. Mary often sat in a recently purchased, unfinished wooden

rocker, one she had stained during the previous month now that

she was not teaching. I would find her sitting there, smile on her

face, belly protruding, crocheting. She was crocheting something

for the new baby, but given that we did not know the sex, she

likely avoided the colors blue and pink. Mary said that she felt

labor had begun, but suggested we go to bed.

In the middle of the night, Mary woke me and said, “I think I

need to go to the hospital.” We had practiced and timed the

route. It was no more than 15 minutes to the Little Company of

Mary Hospital in Torrance. She had a suitcase packed, of course.

We left at 4:10 am and within 30 minutes, she was comfortably

resting in a bed. She was fine but I wasn’t. I’m thinking, “When

will the baby get here? Can Mary hurry up? I’m getting tired.”

And I yawned.

Cathy would not arrive for another 19 hours. I was not just

tired, but feeling quite bored, when suddenly I came up with a

brilliant excuse for leaving, “I think the alarm may still be set. I
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need to go home and turn it off.” I went home and slept. No

phone call awakened me. I returned to the hospital after dawn,

having called into work to take the day off. I repeatedly met

people entering the waiting room, and then soon leaving with a

baby. I visited Mary regularly during the day, not knowing what

to expect or what was “normal.” In fact, if you had looked up

naïve in the dictionary, you were likely to find my picture there.

CATHY IS FINALLY BORN

Late in the evening of Tuesday the 11th, it was clear that the

birth was imminent. In the waiting room, I was antsy, pacing,

and waiting. Then I heard the magic words, “Congratulations,

you are the father of a baby girl!” They brought Cathy out and

presented her before they had cleaned her—she was covered in a

white substance. My first reaction was, “Did she make it? I hope

the mother’s OK.” I learned later that the baby’s first bath would

clean her up, but after 27 hours of labor, I suspect someone felt I

needed to be rewarded with the sight of my new child and be told

it’s a daughter.

We named her Catherine Kerry. I don’t recall why we chose

Catherine or what name we might have chosen had she been a

boy. Her middle name Kerry was the first name of Bobby and

Ethel Kennedy’s seventh child, born about ten years earlier.

Kerry went on to marry New York governor Andrew Cuomo.
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I won the pool. After I told the delivery doctor that I would

win if she were born before midnight on February 11, he said,

“I’ll put down the birth time as 11:59 pm,” and he smiled at me.

Clocks were not accurate in those days. We’ll never truly know

whether she was born on the 11th or 12th.

Mary spent three nights at the hospital as was the custom at

the time, and I brought Mary and Cathy home on February 15,

which happened to be her birthday. It was raining. When we

arrived home, there were “Happy Birthday,” “Welcome Home,

Mary,” and “Happy Valentine’s Day” signs and symbols greeting

her. That evening she blew out 24 candles on a birthday cake I

had set in front of her.

OUR LIFE WITH CATHY BEGINS

I knew our lives had changed. I also knew that Mary would be

an outstanding mother, and that all I had to do was follow her

instructions. Her breasts kicked in and we joked that one

provided chocolate milk and the other normal milk. We had been

in our Torrance apartment for ten months, having moved from a

one-bedroom apartment in Los Angeles to this one, with its two

bedrooms. The second bedroom would become Cathy’s; it was

furnished with a crib and a dresser, already containing some tiny

clothes and cloth diapers. I soon became proficient at rinsing the

poopy diapers in the toilet before wringing them out and putting

them in the diaper pail.
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WE SHOW CATHY CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA

Before Cathy was born, Mary and I had traveled whenever we

had the opportunity. We were tent campers and we knew that the

growth of our family would not impede future travel. As Cathy

grew both in height, weight, and awareness, she became a

regular fixture in a Gerry Carrier, which usually I wore on my

back, so that Mary could easily tend to Cathy’s needs. Cathy was

a restless and a curious child. Change was constant in her life.

Before she was four months old, I would accept a new job in

Sacramento, and in her first ten years of life, we lived in around

ten different places.

Cathy was only a few months old and we were living in

Sacramento. Mary and I, with Cathy on my back, walked into a

casino in nearby Reno. The constant noise of the ka-ching of the

coins—perhaps silver dollars in some cases—delighted and

amused Cathy, and her smile quickly became a laugh. The

security guard was not amused. “I’m sorry, but no minors are

allowed in here.” We had likely planned only to walk through the

casino. Neither Mary nor I were gamblers; we might have put a

few coins in a slot machine. Instead, we smiled, turned around,

and walked out. Cathy likely saved us a couple dollars.

THE FUTURE LOOKS VERY BRIGHT

Life seemed simple in those days. There were no computers.

Rent, food, gas, motels were all cheap. Cathy had changed our
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lives, but so had marriage. Mary and I had united to become a

family, and now our family unit had expanded to three. But Mary

was the primary caregiver, and I knew that, with the guidance

she was getting from “Dr. Spock’s Baby and Child Care” book,

everything would be manageable.

After all, Cathy, an Aquarian, was born in the “Age of

Aquarius,” one of the top songs of 1969. In it the Fifth

Dimension promises that “peace will guide the planets and love

steer the stars.” And Creedence Clearwater Revival reminded me,

in another big song of that year, that I had “Proud Mary” to

thank for bearing and caring for this child.
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June 1968: Mary’s 7th grade Bret Harte Junior High 1967-1968

class
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June 1968: Student entries in Mary’s Bret Harte Prospector

yearbook
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February 11, 1969: It’s 4:10 am ● Time to go
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February 15, 1969: There are homecoming decorations
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February 15, 1969: Cathy arrives home ● Happy birthday, Mary
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February 21, 1969: Cathy is 10 days old
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February 22, 1969: I help her sleep ● 11 days old
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February 22, 1969: Curious Cathy ● 11 days old
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December 25, 1969: Cathy graces our Christmas card
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What would you consider
your motto?

Decades ago—I don’t know exactly when—I stumbled upon

this expression, and it resonated:

Luck is the residue of design.

ORIGIN OF THE MOTTO

Branch Rickey (1881–1965) was a baseball player from 1905

to 1907, and an accomplished sports executive, who made

significant contributions to baseball.

In an interview in a 1946 issue of The Sporting News, Rickey

said:

“Things worthwhile generally don’t just happen. Luck is a

fact, but should not be a factor. Good luck is what is left over

after intelligence and effort have combined at their best.

Negligence or indifference are usually reviewed from an unlucky

seat. The law of cause and effect and causality both work the
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same with inexorable exactitudes. Luck is the residue of design.”

Rickey was a major contributor to baseball: (1) While

managing the Brooklyn Dodgers in the late 1940s, he signed

Jackie Robinson, the first black major league baseball player, (2)

He invented the batting helmet, and (3) He created the

framework for the minor league farm system, which gave young

men an opportunity to hone their skills and be recognized by

major league scouts.

He was inducted into the National Baseball Hall of Fame in

1967, the College Baseball Hall of Fame in 2009, and the St. Louis

Cardinals Hall of Fame in 2014.

MY APPLICATION OF THE MOTTO

My Uncle Bill, who passed away when I was 42, once told me:

“You could fall into a pile of shit and come up smelling like a

rose.”

I find his comment as thought-provoking and inspiring as

the motto itself.

So how do I apply the motto?

When I begin an activity, I first study it carefully and deeply.

I don’t dive in, for fear that I may make a mistake or miss an

opportunity.

My life has been full of some dramatic changes, each of

which likely illustrates an application of the motto. Let’s go back
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to the year before I was married.

MY CAREER CHANGE TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

I resigned from my first job out of college—selling

Colgate-Palmolive products in New Mexico—after only two

months, and then crafted a plan to get a job as a computer

programmer, then a relatively new profession. It seemed like a

more interesting form of work than what I had been doing. I had

learned that it was demanding, but well paying, and that there

was a shortage of workers. I felt that my college degree, albeit in

Russian, illustrated that I could pursue and achieve a goal, and I

was aware that companies would train you to meet their need for

personnel. And my effort paid off, as I got a job in a few months

with Security First National Bank in Los Angeles.

A year later, in 1966, Mary graduated from UCR, and she and

I were wed. I had a talented and loving wife who, while I was

learning the principles of my new profession, was attending

UCLA and getting a teaching credential. She began her teaching

career in September 1967. Every few months, it seemed, I would

be rewarded with a salary increase. I loved the work I was doing,

and Mary was doing what she felt was her life’s

destiny—teaching—and being well paid for it.

OUR FINANCES WERE SOLID FROM THE BEGINNING

In 1968, both of us benefited from the fruits of our labor. We

earned over $21,000 in that year. Of course, our income fell the
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next year because of charming Cathy’s arrival in February 1969.

The motto “Luck is the residue of design” may have yielded a

good life for both of us right from the start. Our income in 1968

is the equivalent of over $178,000 today. This was not due to luck

but due to careful design—both of us chose careers which paid

well and provided work we loved. (When you factor in all the

benefits, teaching can be a financially rewarding profession.)

As a result, we drifted through life with financial ease, never

having to seriously budget, because of careful “design.” I must

add that I always had Mary’s support in any significant move we

made—to Sacramento, to New Jersey, to La Cañada, to England,

and finally to Newbury Park. In all cases, I “designed” the move

with meticulous precision.

“DESIGN” SOMETIMES MEANS LENGTHY PREPARATION

Even though Rickey acknowledges the existence of luck, he

argues that it’s directly connected to effort and drive. As I’ve

proceeded through life, I’ve employed a significant amount of

effort—and drive.

There have been times when I’ve been told, “You’re taking

too long.” People might expect that a task be done quickly, and I

may be unable to satisfy them, because I’m taking too much time

studying the product, service, or activity. I’m betting that a delay

now will be more than offset by an improved result. In addition,

what I learn on my first attempt benefits me in the future when I
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encounter the same issue again.

Sometimes I’ve failed, but from each failure I try to learn

something, and it becomes a lesson that influences my future

decisions.

WAS I LUCKY IN LOVE?

Mary and I were married for 51 years before she passed away

in 2018. Was I lucky to marry one woman and stay married for

over a half century?

I can’t claim sole responsibility for having such a long

marriage. There indeed were many rough spots. But I married a

tolerant, forgiving, loving, intelligent woman, who was

determined to make our marriage work. A couple weeks before

she died, I got down on a knee to help her put her pants and

shoes on, looked up, and, feigning a proposal, I said, “Mary

Burke, will you marry me?” Without hesitation, she answered,

“In a heartbeat!”

Since Mary died, I’ve met a couple dozen ladies. I can’t recall

a single lady who has not divorced. Perhaps our “luckiness” in

being married so long came from “designing” a working

solution to each problem that we encountered during our time

together.

I’M A RISK TAKER

My motto means that I take risks.
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I was fortunate to have a wife who believed in me. Without

her support I’d never have had the rich and varied life I’ve

experienced.

In 1968, while pregnant with Cathy, she stood with me when

I suggested we move out of the smoggy and congested Los

Angeles area. We wanted to remain in California, but move to a

smaller metropolitan area. I told a headhunter I wanted to move

to Bakersfield or Fresno or San Diego or Sacramento, all less

congested than Los Angeles. He told me I’d never find a job in

those cities.

Yet weeks later a job opened up in Sacramento with a

first-class company and we moved there when Cathy was but a

few months old. It was a risky but ultimately successful move. In

1976, I applied for and got a job near London. Prior to the move,

Mary said, “If we don’t go, for the rest of our lives, we will

wonder what we might have missed.” In both instances, I

assessed the risk, planned, and then moved.

I’VE BEEN LUCKY IN INVESTING

My motto means that I follow projects through to

completion. In investing, I’ve bought both securities and real

estate. In either case, one needs to pay close attention to the

investments. I concluded that real estate requires constant

attention and involves higher risk. As a consequence, I’ve

created my own portfolio of securities, subscribed to
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newsletters, and monitored my investments carefully. My “luck”

in investing is definitely the end product of “design.”

AM I NOW ON A DOWNWARD SPIRAL?

But sometimes life can blindside you and “bad luck”

confronts you. We, as a family, were confronted with Mary’s

1997 diagnosis of breast cancer. And dark years followed. The

skies only brightened several years later.

I treasure the last 15 years of her life, but unfortunately

neither she nor I could find a way to extend it.

Has my luck run out? Only time will tell. I’m hoping that in

my future I will once again “get lucky” with a woman, where my

luck leads to a mutually happy relationship. And of course I’d

want her to say that she was lucky to find me.

My motto: Luck is the residue of design
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The cat plans, and then jumps. Does he make it just due to luck?

1948: Jackie Robinson and Branch Rickey
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April 15, 1969: Our 1968 tax return reveals high income
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Tell me about one of the
best days you can

remember

Thursday, August 19, 1976, was a day I’ll never forget. We

were in London. On that day, Mary and I learned that our lives

were about to change, dramatically and irrevocably. I had a new

job, and soon our family would be moving to London. So, we

decided to celebrate.

IT BEGAN WITH AN AD IN THE LOS ANGELES TIMES

The story begins a few months earlier, when an ad appeared

in the May 9 edition of the Los Angeles Times, stating that a

company called ICL was looking for software developers to work

outside London. In part, the ad stated, “We’re tough, we’re

proud, and we’re professional. When it comes to installing

complex software systems, on time, there’s absolutely no room

for amateurs.”
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It added, in tough boy jargon, “Brian O’Heron will be coming

to the States in May. Don’t try to bluff him. He is totally aware of

large-scale complex system problems.” The ad concluded with

an invitation to call him in London, or air mail your résumé to

him.

MY JPL OFFICEMATE AND I DISCUSS A MOVE TO EUROPE

I was working at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena.

Both I and my officemate, Taylor Gee, had seen the ad. We

discussed it. He was familiar with Europe, having bummed

around it in 1970 with his wife Susie. I had discovered Europe in

1961, when I took a 52-day tour with a group of college kids.

Taylor and I were both attracted by the prospect of living there. I

talked to Mary about interviewing for a job in London and

consequently moving, and she responded positively.

I APPLY, CHICKEN OUT, AND THEN RECONSIDER

So on May 13, I mailed my résumé to Brian, including

references and programming samples, stating in the letter that

“I am interested in the position of development manager.”

Things moved quickly after that. On May 21, Taylor was invited

to come to London, and left on June 1, for a whirlwind week of

dinners, theater, and interviews that he described to me a week

later over lunch at Pepe’s in La Cañada.

In the meantime, ICL had contacted me as well, but suddenly

overwhelmed by the enormity of the undertaking, I had abruptly
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told Bruce Stewart, my ICL contact, that I wasn’t interested.

However, after Taylor was invited to London, I contacted ICL

again, and asked to be reconsidered. I soon got a call back. They

would indeed talk to me.

I INTERVIEW WITH BRIAN O’HERON

On June 22, I met Brian O’Heron at the Marina del Rey Hotel.

My interview was short and efficient. I don’t recall any initial

chit-chat. Instead, he turned and asked me something like,

“What are the most important considerations in designing a

communications system.” Staying very focused, I gave him a

lengthy answer. Then, only twenty minutes into the interview,

he told his secretary Janine Broule to set me up with a trip to

London. It was that quick.

ICL INVITES BOTH MARY AND ME TO LONDON

It was the bicentennial year, and on July 4 the five of us were

in a campground near Mount Rushmore in South Dakota. A week

earlier we had attended a Burke Family reunion in McCall, Idaho.

Back home from our vacation, I waited. Then on July 27, I

received a morning phone call from Jane Jones of ICL. “We would

like you and your wife to come and spend a few days with us.”

“My wife, too?” I exclaimed.

“Yes, both Brian and Bruce [Stewart] wish to talk with you,

so we can charge one trip to one and one to the other.”
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AND WE FLY TO LONDON FOR A WEEK

On Friday the 13th of August, a propitious date, I thought,

Mary and I flew to London.

On the flight back on August 21, I wrote in a journal, “We’re

now on our way back—we just passed Reykjavík, Iceland—after

spending the most incredible week imaginable as guests of ICL

in London.”

IN LONDON, I INTERVIEW AND MARY VISITS SCHOOLS

By inviting both Mary and me, ICL recognized that we were a

unit. I was there as a potential employee. Mary was there as a

wife and mother of our three children. So while I was

interviewing, Mary was visiting potential schools for the two

girls (Brian was not yet 3, and schools were not yet a

consideration for him), stores (to look at appliances), and real

estate agents to look at homes.

We were put up at the 5-star Royal Garden Hotel on

Kensington High St., where each evening during our visit we

compared notes.

I’M TOLD I WILL BE HIRED

It’s now Thursday the 19th. We’d both just arrived back at the

hotel. I’d been to numerous interviews during the week, most

recently with Don Long, that afternoon. Don had invited me into

his office, sat back in a chair, and put his shoes up on a desk. Don

was an American, an ICL employee who proudly characterized
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himself as a “computer gypsy.” He had worked in Brazil, Spain,

and Germany. I asked if ICL would be hiring me.

He told me he’d talk more with Dave Hucker (who had

previously interviewed me), but that in all probability I’d be

hired. I interpreted that as a YES, and that’s when I fully grasped

that our lives would be changing.

WE CELEBRATE THE IMMINENT TRANSFORMATION OF OUR

LIVES

We had been told that any charges we made at the hotel

would be picked up by ICL. So at 8 pm, the two of us, dressed to

the hilt, took the elevator to the top floor of this international

hotel, which hosted affluent guests from around the world.

When we exited, we found ourselves at the Royal Roof, the site of

their first-class restaurant.

I pretended I was James Bond, and that my sexy lady had a

derringer strapped to her thigh, concealed under her

tight-fitting dress. As the sun was setting, we were escorted to a

seat in the bar, where we ordered cocktails. Of course, mine was

a martini, “shaken not stirred.” Mary’s might have been a gin

and tonic if she wished to be British, or perhaps a Manhattan to

remain American.

WHAT A BENEFITS PACKAGE ICL IS PROVIDING!

We were two giddy people trying to wrap our heads around

the huge changes that were about to occur in our lives. That
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afternoon, I’d been shown the benefits package I’d be offered.

(1) I’d be paid a salary, in dollars via a deposit in a U.S. bank,

that would include a 10–15% increase over my current American

salary.

(2) ICL would reimburse me for the costs of selling our U.S.

home and buying a new one in the U.K.; in addition, when we

opted to return to the U.S., they would pay all repatriation costs,

including air fares and transportation of household goods.

(3) I’d get 21 days of annual vacation, 7 days of public

holidays, and a free trip home for family after two years, and

every two years thereafter.

And there was much more.

IT’S AN EASY SELL TO OUR YOUNG KIDS

We excitedly discussed how this adventure would impact not

just us, but our kids, aged 2, 5, and 7. They were young,

malleable and, we presumed, would acquiesce to the change, if

we enthusiastically sold them on it.

Mary and I had both experienced international travel before

our marriage. In 1962, she had spent six months in Argentina as

an exchange student, and in 1961, I had been to Europe on my

college tour. These two events had exposed us to the excitement

of travel and had given us confidence that we could thrive in a

foreign environment.

WE ORDER DINNER
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As we sipped our drinks, we discussed how much our lives

will change. We speculated about how we’ll need to adapt to life

in a place where people drive on the “wrong” side of the road,

speak English with an accent, use pound “notes” rather than

dollar bills, and spell “color” and pronounce “schedule”

differently. And we laughed a lot.

We finished our cocktails and requested the menu, which was

all in French. Avec plaisir, Mary helped me choose, as she had

taken some French in college. I felt I was in high-class company

and did not want to reveal my true pedigree. We remained in the

bar, and when our meals were ready, we were escorted to a table

and seated.

THE MUSIC IS RUSSIAN

As we ate, we were entertained by a group of strolling

musicians singing Russian songs. They moved from one table to

the next, and I named several Russian songs that I loved,

including Подмосковные Вечера (Midnight in Moscow),

Kalinka, Катюшa (Katyusha), and Эй, Ухнем (Song of the Volga

Boatmen). I was floored when the group sang every one of them!

I tried to hand them a £5 note ($9) but they refused, suggesting

that they were simply providing expected entertainment.

We concluded our evening with coffee, pastry from a sweets

trolley, and topped it off with brandy. To enhance the sensory

experience one gets from the first waft to the final sip, it was
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served of course in a snifter.

When the meal was over, we were presented with the bill,

which I signed. We had experienced the feast of a lifetime, and

its cost, £34.56 ($62.21 then, or $300 in 2021) would be picked

up by someone else.

AND THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING …

As we were retiring, we contemplated our future. We knew

this was the start of something marvelous, breathtaking,

awesome, not just for Mary and me, but for our children as well.

And just before we turned out the lights, Mary and I looked at

one another, smiled, and together whispered Paul Simon’s

lyrics, “Life, I love you, all is groovy!”
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May 9, 1976: ICL’s advertisement in the Los Angeles Times for

software developers
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August 13, 1976: Aboard our DC-10, flying overnight from Los

Angeles to London
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August 20, 1976: In our Royal Garden Hotel Room 519, preparing

to go to the Aldrich Theatre and see the play “The Devil’s

Disciple”
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August 20, 1976: My beautiful wife, the night after we celebrated

our good fortune
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August 21, 1976: Aboard our Boeing 747, returning to Los

Angeles from London
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Who is the wisest person
you've known? What have
you learned from them?

From 1969 until 1976, I worked for Informatics as a computer

programmer. Wilson Cooper was my first project manager

during that time, and I nominate him as the wisest person I’ve

known. He was not wise in the sense of Aristotle or Confucius. He

did not provide the wisdom one might solicit or expect from a

priest or a psychiatrist. His wisdom was in the surgical use of the

skill set he employed as a software project manager. In this

capacity he excelled.

WE’RE IN TORRANCE WITH NEWBORN CATHY

Let’s go back to 1969. Our first child Cathy had just been

born. We were living in Torrance and I was working in downtown

Los Angeles at 4th and Main. On many days, heavy smog would

blanket Los Angeles. I suggested to Mary that we move to a less
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smoggy big city, remaining in California, but avoiding San

Francisco. She agreed. I gave my wish list to a headhunter who

said, “Good luck. There are no openings in Fresno or

Bakersfield.”

SACRAMENTO BECKONS WITH A JOB OPPORTUNITY

But our destiny was to leave Los Angeles, and after a short

while a headhunter called and asked, “Would you be interested

in Sacramento?” I was shown a job description, dated seven

weeks after Cathy’s birth, from a company called Informatics

Inc., which stated:

“We require at least four skilled programmers to work on the

implementation of the California Law Enforcement

Telecommunications System. The system is being implemented

on four RCA Spectra 70-46 computers located in Sacramento and

Los Angeles. The major portion of the work and the project

headquarters, however, will be in Sacramento. At the present

time we would like to avoid having project staff members

resident in Los Angeles.

“The CLETS system is a major computer based message

switching system which interfaces the California State

Department of Justice with the County Sheriffs of California,

major California Police Departments, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, California Department of Motor Vehicles and

California Highway Patrol. The system supports several
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networks of teletype devices, and provides the basic means for

inquiries directed to the DOJ criminal identification division

files, driver’s license and motor vehicle registration files, stolen

car report files, and all points bulletins.”

I INTERVIEW AND GET THE JOB

As I read the rest of the statement, I thought, “I can do this.”

Within days, Mary and I flew to Sacramento and I interviewed.

Two weeks after viewing the job description, I had an offer.

“It is a pleasure to summarize our recent conversations by

submitting to you this formal offer of employment with

Informatics Inc.

“The position we are offering you is that of Member of the

Technical Staff in Sacramento, California at a salary of $273.00

weekly.”

I’d be making an incredible $14,200 a year! (That’s like

$105,000 in 2021.) I had a B.A. in Russian from UC Riverside, and

3½ years of experience as a computer programmer. I had no

formal schooling in programming, only on-the-job training,

writing banking programs.

Now I had a job working for a highly respected consulting

firm. I’d be joining a team that had strong experience in

designing and implementing database and message-switching

systems. I was excited because I knew I’d be challenged more
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than I’d ever been before. At the same time, I’d have the

opportunity to demonstrate that I could meet this challenge.

WE MOVE TO SACTO AND I START WORK ON CLETS

We moved to the Sacramento area, first to Citrus Heights,

where we rented an apartment for $159 per month. Mary and I

made new friends as we familiarized ourselves with the area.

And I started my new job. As I expected, there was a steep

learning curve at the start.

WILSON COOPER IS THE PROJECT’S NEW BOSS

Wilson Cooper, deemed the “Dean of Project Managers,” had

recently been sent to rescue CLETS. Informatics’ contract

contained provision for penalties of $1,000 for each day late in

performing a 30-day, 24-hour per day acceptance test. The

project was behind and was faltering and seemed incapable of

handling the expected volume of inquiries.

AFTER A REVIEW, WILSON SAYS, “WE’RE STARTING OVER!”

I arrived just as Wilson was evaluating this design. He had

brought in a team of East Coast telecommunication experts from

Computer Deductions, Inc. (CDI). We were all sitting at a lengthy

board room table, and the CDI experts—a talented group with

whom I worked over the next year—were weighing in on the

current design.
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The manager whom Wilson replaced was present but fully

aware that he’d failed at his assignment. A massive program

listing was setting on the table. Wilson listened attentively to

CDI’s analysis, but at some point he’d heard enough about the

shortcomings of the current design and a proposal of ways they

could be overcome. He reached over, forcefully shoved the listing

off the table and onto the floor, and exclaimed, “We’re starting

over!”

Certain goals needed to be met by the CLETS design. We’d be

receiving messages from everywhere in the state. The program

couldn’t limit the number or the rate of the messages. If the

computer were fully busy processing inquiries and updates, then

further incoming messages were put into a queue, stored on disc,

and processed on a first-in first-out basis.

Over the next year, we worked at different sites, first on the

Capital Mall, a 10-minute walk from the State Capitol Building.

For a short while we worked in a basement directly across the

street from the Capitol. But the bulk of the work was done at the

California Department of Justice building.

WILSON LEADS BY EXAMPLE

Wilson never occupied an office. When we were at the DOJ

building, he sat at a desk a few feet from mine. He documented

the software, which meant he knew and understood the design.

He arrived early and worked late. None of us punched time
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clocks, but by arriving early and working late he motivated and

inspired you to do the same.

He once said, “You aim for here, but settle for here,”

elevating his hand and then lowering it, but when he was on a

project, you understood it would be successful. I doubt that he

ever settled for less than his target.

OOPS! HIS PORSCHE BECOMES A STOLEN VEHICLE

Wilson drove a Porsche Roadster. One of the CLETS

components was a database of stolen vehicles, then maintained

by the CHP. Police could submit an inquiry, specifying a vehicle

license, to determine if a car was stolen. Wilson entered the

license of his Porsche into the database to test the update

feature. Alas, when he tried to remove his license from the

database, he discovered that he lacked the authority to do so.

Fortunately, he was able to find someone who had the

“permission” to remove it before he had to plead his case to a

police officer on a highway.

I SWITCH INQUIRIES AND UPDATES INTO DATA BASES

He tasked me to design and write the interface programs to

switch inquiries, updates, and their responses between CLETS

and computers at the CHP, DMV, and DOJ. For example, when a

license plate inquiry was sent to the DMV, the response

identified the owner of the vehicle along with any history

associated with that vehicle. Most responses were short, but
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occasionally a lengthy reply would appear.

To harden CLETS, I wrote test software that would run

overnight, generating reams of paper in response. I’d prime the

query sequence with a license such as ABC123, and it would

increment, all the way to ABC999, and then to ABD000. I used a

similar approach with driver license inquiries, also handled by

DMV database software. In the process, the responses revealed a

host of bugs within the DMV software. I invited the DMV to send

a programming team to a meeting. I showed them my findings,

they acknowledged the bugs, and they fixed them.

I was proud of this achievement.

The project advanced smoothly and quickly. I was

particularly impressed with the CDI team, comprised of perhaps

four designer/programmers who, because of their experience

and skills, were being paid more than I, but were clearly worth it.

THE SYSTEM IS READY – I CREATE TEST SOFTWARE

Wilson came up with an impressive testing strategy, and to

implement it he asked me to go to AeroJet General Corporation,

located about 15 miles east of Sacramento.

They had a Mylar tape machine that could punch out durable

Mylar tape messages that normally would be created on paper

tape. I was tasked to write software to cause these machines to

output hundreds of random DMV and CHP inquiries, along with

other messages. I cut each message off the output spool of Mylar
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tape. Then I rolled several of them up and inserted them into

dozens of bicycle inner tube repair cans. We mailed these cans to

police agencies throughout the state, with instructions to input

their messages at a certain time on a certain day.

WE TEST AND CRASH … AND TEST SOME MORE

We were all excited and a bit apprehensive when we powered

up the CLETS computers in Los Angeles and Sacramento. That

time arrived—of course we didn’t have accurate clocks like we

do today—and the first few messages arrived. The system

crashed within seconds, but our team quickly reviewed the core

dumps—listings of hexadecimal code—and isolated and fixed

the problems. The following day, the process was repeated.

We soon met our goal of performing a 30-day, 24-hour per

day acceptance test. Wilson did it by assembling a talented team

of programmers and, as any great leader does, inspiring all of us

to do our best.

CLETS IS DONE – I MOVE TO WANTED PERSONS

When the CLETS project was completed, he tasked me to lead

the team that added a Wanted Persons database inquiry and

update capability. I implemented a Soundex search method in

which a name inquiry for Smith, Smyth, and Smythe are all

treated equally. The system provided an inquiry-response and

update capability to hundreds of law enforcement agencies in the

state into a database of over 50,000 persons wanted in California
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for felonies and serious misdemeanors.

In my November 1970 review, Wilson wrote, “Has handled

wanted persons project without much help from his manager

(me) and has learned to take care of himself and of his project.”

Under PERFORMANCE, he wrote, “Excellent. Was thrown into

the water and came up swimming.” And then, responding to the

question, “What can we do to increase [my] value?” he added,

“Supply more water.” Wilson was a good writer, and clever at it.

NEXT, IT’S PALO ALTO AND PIONEER 10 WORK

After I completed Wanted Persons, Wilson sent me to Palo

Alto to the Informatics office there to work at NASA/Ames

Research Center for a data acquisition system in a 40 x 80 foot

wind tunnel. Then I wrote software for testing two instruments

aboard the Pioneer 10 spacecraft, a spectacularly successful

mission that was launched in March 1972.

WE SPEND A YEAR IN NEW JERSEY AND THEN I GO TO JPL

On about that launch date, with my tasks completed, Wilson

sent me and my family—I now had two daughters—to New

Jersey to use my newly acquired telecommunication skills at

General Foods Headquarters in White Plains, New York. A year

later, he brought me back to work at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in La Cañada, California, where I worked on a

spacecraft tracking system.
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I FINALLY SAY GOODBYE TO INFORMATICS AND TO WILSON

After three years at JPL, I left Informatics, taking a job

outside London, and soon our family was living in County Surrey.

I worked there for four years, and then we returned to Southern

California. Just prior to our return, I contacted Wilson, and then

visited the U.S. to interview with Informatics in Canoga Park, as

well as with several other companies. When I told him I had

accepted a job offer from System Development Corporation, he

was visibly upset, “Why didn’t you check with me?”

LESSONS I’VE LEARNED FROM WILSON

When I met Wilson, he was already bigger than life, already a

heroic figure, unafraid to make daring decisions, but only after

he’d fully understood the challenge and weighed all the

consequences in his mind. Likely the most consequential

thing—the greatest wisdom—I learned from him is his

affirmation of my belief that if you work hard, if you take the

time to study an issue deeply, and then you act, you will succeed.

And when I’ve aimed for “here,” I’ve rarely had to settle for

less.

I LAST HEARD FROM HIM IN 2019

Today, in late-2021, Wilson is 83 (to the day two years older

than I am), and he lives in Palo Alto with his wife Sue. In January

2019, he wrote me, “Life is good—Sue and I retired here in Palo

Alto on the same day in 1995 while we were still healthy enough
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to hike some more trails and bicycle some more roads. We are

still doing one or the other most mornings while at home, and

we tend to spend several weeks in Moab in the spring and in the

Swiss Alps in the fall.”

___________________________________

WISDOM FROM WILSON

In his magnum opus, entitled “Managing Software

Development Contracts,” dated June 8, 1970, he revealed his

wisdom, some of which I share below.

MANAGING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS

A project is a team, and a team needs to work together, to

cover for each other’s weaknesses, to be project oriented rather

than self-oriented. Maintaining esprit de corps is a non-trivial

part of the job.

The strongest members should stay for the system test. Weak

members can be found by the detail specification stage, and

should not be retained on the project. It is tragic to put a weak

member on a fixed-price team just because he is “on overhead.”

The project manager should:

MANAGING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS

A project is a team, and a team needs to work together, to

cover for each other’s weaknesses, to be project oriented rather

than self-oriented. Maintaining esprit de corps is a non-trivial
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part of the job.

The strongest members should stay for the system test. Weak

members can be found by the detail specification stage, and

should not be retained on the project. It is tragic to put a weak

member on a fixed-price team just because he is “on overhead.”

The project manager should:

● Chair every skull session.

● Write the overview, standards, and table of contents

portions of the design specification/documentation.

● Read, understand, and audit every word of the design

specification.

● Resolve occasional technical points; almost every technical

argument should be self-resolving through the skull sessions.

● Write the user’s guide, the operator’s guide, and the system

test plan.

● Write weekly progress reports and maintain, in the latter

stages, the log of outstanding bugs and fixes.

● Talk with members of the project and with the direct

customer interfaces every day.

● Arrive at work with the early birds, leave with the late

stayers, and get called at home all hours of the day, all days of

the week.

● Run the computer, run the decollator, run the Xerox, make

the coffee, move furniture, bolt up blackboards, and generally

practice blocking from the quarterback position.
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● Refuse to become involved in any diversion on the

company’s behalf if there is the slightest chance that it might

interfere with the daily leadership of the project.

In other words, recognize the importance of the project to

the company’s well-being, and remind your boss when he strays.

April 2, 1969: CLETS job description
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April 16, 1969: My Informatics job offer
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September 1970: Wilson Cooper, CLETS project manager
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May 10, 1970: My photo in a Sacramento Bee article on CLETS
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June 8, 1970: Wilson Cooper’s article on managing software

projects (p. 1)
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June 8, 1970: Wilson Cooper’s article on managing software

projects (p. 4)
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September 1970: Wilson’s article on CLETS (1 of 4)
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September 1970: Wilson’s article on CLETS (2 of 4)
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September 1970: Wilson’s article on CLETS (3 of 4)
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September 1970: Wilson’s article on CLETS (4 of 4)
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What are some choices you
made about how to raise

each of your children?

The four children that Mary and I raised were born over a

span of 11 years. I was almost 29 and Mary was days shy of 24

when Cathy was born. When David arrived, I was 40 and Mary

35; by then, each of us had acquired over a decade of parenting

experience. We were no longer novices at the job.

OUR PREMARITAL TRAVEL HAD AN IMPACT ON OUR

CHILDREARING

Before we were married, Mary and I had done some traveling.

These opportunities influenced us in some key choices we made

during the years we raised our children.

In 1961, while attending Long Beach State College, I took a

summer trip to Europe with a group of college students. The trip

was promoted at the college, lasted two months, and took me to
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many of the major European cities, including London, Paris, and

Rome.

A year later, Mary spent six months (March to September

1962) in Argentina as an exchange student. During this time, she

graduated from Riverside’s Ramona High School, a ceremony

she could not attend because she was abroad.

Our travels immeasurably enriched our lives, so when we had

the chance to take our children overseas and provide similar

opportunities for them, the choice was simple: Let’s do it!!

But first, let me tell you about my early days as a father and

the naïve view I had at the start.

CATHY COMES FIRST

When Cathy was born, I considered this first child a piece of

putty that I could massage and form into a mini-me. After all,

she and I would share much of each day together, I would

approve or disapprove of her actions, and she would respond

accordingly. If I motioned her to jump, she would motion back,

“How high?” Simple, right?

Very quickly I learned that she was her own person. Of

course, this made her a delight rather than a challenge.

JENNY ARRIVES NEXT

We did not know the sex of any of our first three children

prior to birth. Jenny was born about 18 months after Cathy.

Mary’s physician, Dr. Bugbee, had scheduled a vacation; after all,
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it was summertime. “If your child is not born by Thursday,

August 20,” he told Mary, “then we’ll induce labor on that day,

because I have vacation scheduled starting on the weekend.”

I paced the lengthy empty hallways of Mercy San Juan

Hospital in Carmichael, a suburb of Sacramento, for hours, late

into the night. Finally, at 3:03 am on Friday, Jenny entered the

world. Mary wrote, “Big dark blue eyes, long fingers and toes.

She has her Daddy’s chin, too.”

WITH TWO KIDS, WE NEED RULES

Of course, by then I had acquired lots of childrearing

knowledge—eighteen months of it. I was now an expert. I had

learned that Cathy was her own person, and I knew that Jenny

would be wonderfully unique. As she became aware of her world,

Jenny deferred to her older sister. But I soon determined that

rules would be necessary to resolve sibling conflicts.

When they were traveling in car seats in our station wagon, I

had to repeatedly inform them that there was an imaginary

demarcation line in the center of the seat. That line was not to be

crossed! I did not want to hear, “Cathy touched me!!”

I had choices to make. Should I employ a laissez-faire

childrearing approach or should there be guidelines for the

children? Should I be permissive, or should I be protective,

gently steering my child away from situations which I felt should

be avoided?
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DR. SPOCK’S BOOK SERVES AS OUR BIBLE

During that time—the early 1970s—parents were relying on

Dr. Benjamin Spock’s “Baby and Child Care” book, touted as “An

authoritative, illustrated, common-sense guide for parents on

the care of children from birth to adolescence.” It was known as

“The Common Sense Book.” Frequently, it seemed, the cover

would state, “The new revised and enlarged edition of his

famous book,” or “The entire book has been reset and

reindexed.”

But the book would not have been a success if it hadn’t

comforted parents and validated the methods they were already

employing in raising children. And much of its success was due

to the advice it gave when a child got sick, which was more

frequently than today, as measles, mumps, and chicken pox were

common childhood threats.

BRIAN COMES ON THE SCENE

Three years after Jenny was born, Brian arrived. We were

living in La Cañada, I was working at the nearby Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, and after Brian’s birth, I volunteered to relieve Mary

of some of her childrearing tasks. So I took on the job of putting

Brian to sleep.

I would put him in his crib, talk to him, lay him down, and

pat him on his back as he went to sleep. But as I attempted to

creep out of his room, he would realize that my hand was no
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longer patting his back, and “Waaaahh!”

So I would go back to the crib and start all over. On some

occasions, I would fall asleep, on the floor, next to the crib,

exhausted, from having to perform my routine. But if I were

asleep, that meant he had gone to sleep too.

WE DISCUSS A TRAVEL OPPORTUNITY

In May 1976, an ad appeared in the Los Angeles Times. A

company outside London was seeking software engineers. Mary

and I discussed it. “What if I responded to the ad, and was

offered a job? Does the idea of you and I and our children going

to live in Europe hold any appeal?”

I knew what her answer would be.

“If you got the job, it would be an exciting adventure,” she

said. “Of course, I would love to do it. And it would be so

enriching for the children.”

I laughed. “They would soon be speaking British English. And

saying ‘God save the Queen.’”

We realized that, given the ages of the children—2, 5, and 7

at the time—there would be no resistance. If they had been

teenagers, we likely would never have considered a move such as

this.

OUR TIME IN ENGLAND LEAVES A LASTING IMPRESSION

I got the job, and while we were preparing to go, we had a

yard sale. One lady said, “You know, if you didn’t make this
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move, at some point years from now, you would be asking

yourself, ‘I wonder how our lives might have changed if we had

gone to England.’” I never forgot her words. Recently a lady

shared with me an account of her life, when decades earlier she

had an opportunity to move to Australia. She did not go.

This choice, of moving our entire family to England, had an

impact on us that is felt even today. During our nearly four years

there, the five of us traveled to over a dozen different European

countries, changing the lives of the children forever.

Cathy told me recently that she had no fear of Europe and felt

very comfortable going and traveling there.

Jenny traveled to Greece while she was based at the Rome

Campus of the University of Dallas during her sophomore year.

She had returned to and recognized the classic site of Mycenae

and imagined she’d “see Mom” any second as she turned the

corner. Our trip to Greece as a family when she was 9 had burned

enduring memories into her brain.

Brian, after graduating from college, worked for Intuit for

just shy of seven years, and then abruptly quit his job, even

though it meant he would be forsaking some lucrative stock

options. He wanted to see the world. And where did he start?

Europe, of course. He flew off to Lisbon, beginning a lengthy

journey during which he would ultimately meet his life’s partner

and now mother of their three children, Marion, from Munich

(although they met in Africa, which is an enchanting story all by
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itself).

But after our family moved to England in 1976, Mary and I

knew that we would ultimately be returning to the U.S. This

meant we’d have another choice to make: when and where to?

WE START TO PLAN OUR RETURN

In late 1979, after three years with ICL, my project, to

develop an operating system called VME/K, encountered

difficulties. There were rumors that either it might be

discontinued or merged with another ICL product called VME/B.

I knew that if I remained, some major changes in my career

would likely occur.

Mary and I began considering a return to the U.S. She had

become pregnant in November 1979, and obviously that would

impact our scheduling.

Both Cathy and Jenny were fully immersed in British

schooling and culture, and Brian had recently begun school

there. We asked the children about their feelings regarding their

nationality. One said, “Well, I know I’m American, but I feel like

I’m British.”

The girls were clever. American students say the Pledge of

Allegiance. British students sing “God Save the Queen.”

However, Cathy and Jenny sang slightly different lyrics,

substituting “your” for “our”:

God save YOUR gracious Queen,
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Long live YOUR noble Queen,

God save the Queen!

Jenny now spoke British English all the time. Cathy spoke

American at home and British when with her friends. Brian just

went with the flow but was gradually becoming British. Still,

they were young and we knew that soon after our return their

speech and manners would change and become American.

SOON WE’LL HAVE A BOY!

Mary and I had now agreed on a time to return, which would

be right after the birth of our number four, which an ultrasound

revealed would be a boy.

In early 1980 I reached an agreement with ICL that I would

leave my job in August and return to the U.S. a month later. My

contract with them included full repatriation costs.

Mary and I concurred that it made sense for all of us to

return to Southern California, so on June 20 I flew there to find a

job. I had previously sent résumés and lined up interviews with

several companies. It turned out to be an incredible week. I

quickly got two good offers, one with a company in Camarillo

and the other in Fullerton. I accepted the Camarillo job offer,

bought our home on June 28, and flew back to England. Mary

was overjoyed as we now had a home to move to.

DAVID IS BORN AND THE SIX OF US RETURN TO THE U.S.
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A month later, on August 1, we welcomed David into the

world at Frimley Park Hospital. Mary had told me before David’s

birth. “I will heal most quickly after the birth, if you can allow

me to care for him, and not make demands of me that might

inhibit this recovery.”

So, my focus became: to handle all the details of the move, to

sell the cars, to close all accounts, to plan the flight home, and to

handle the house sale. Fortunately, the house was sold to the

first person who looked at it, and we got the price we asked. I

made lists and checked off items as I accomplished them. Our

departure from England went smoothly. Mary had opportunities

to relax, focusing on healing and on caring for David.

A DECADE PASSES, AND SOON AFTER, THREE ARE GONE

David grew up with two sisters that cared for him, loved him,

played with him, and babysat him; he had an older brother

whom David idolized. The bond between the two boys was

palpable.

As David was growing up, our travel activities almost

exclusively involved camping. We carefully managed our money

and the children went off to college, first in 1987, then in 1988.

When Brian left for UCSD in 1991, 11-year-old David sobbed as

Brian got in his car to drive away. Now there were only three of

us at home.

DAVID VISITS HIS BIRTHPLACE WITH US
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A few years passed; the three older children had all graduated

from college, debt-free due to focused efforts by both Mary and

me. During the summer of the year of Brian’s graduation, we

decided to spread our wings and show David some of the world.

In 1995, he and Mary and I visited her brother Michael on the

East Coast. We introduced David to Boston and New York City

and Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.

The following year, we took him to London and showed him

his birth hospital in Frimley. Then it was on to Paris and Berlin,

where he, and Mary, met my son Volker. We were fulfilling our

plan to introduce David to Europe, and plainly we were

successful.

In coming years, he went to Ireland to attend a wedding,

joined us outside Rome in Frascati for another wedding, and ran

with the bulls at Pamplona. We’re grateful he survived this last

endeavor. When they blew the second horn announcing the

release of the bulls, David said, “everyone started running

towards us like they’re about to die. This part was so scary I was

literally about to pee my pants.”

TODAY I LIVE ALONE

The children are no longer here, each having left the nest and

embarked on a career and an independent life. As I scan in old

photos and read old documents, I reflect on the wonderful times

when they lived here. And I’m so grateful for the more than half
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century that Mary and I spent our lives together.

But now I am by myself.

CONCLUSION

I would love to return, with a companion, to visit Europe.

Since Mary died, I have met, and traveled with, three ladies:

Susie, Cheryl, and Judy.

Susie and I traveled throughout California. Cheryl and I took

a Fall Foliage trip to New England, starting in Boston and

finishing in New York City. Judy and I traveled within California,

Nevada, and Arizona. All are sweet ladies.

When I feel that it’s safe to travel to Europe, I would love to

go there once again. Unfortunately, COVID-19 has dealt a huge

blow to everyone’s travel plans and opportunities. I’m also

starting to feel the effects of ageing; at times I wonder whether

all my overseas travel is now behind me. Will I travel abroad

again? Whom will I travel with, as I do not desire to travel alone?

I have many questions, but few answers.
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June 1, 1978: Cathy, Jenny, Brian, and I return to England from

Scotland
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September 1978: Cathy, Brian, and Jenny are dressed for school
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August 1981: One-year old David, dubbed “Nature Boy” by the

girls, plays on the patio with Cathy
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October 14, 1986: David appears in his Cypress Elementary

School first grade picture
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September 21, 1991: Brian leaves for college but consoles David,

who is losing his best buddy
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July 29, 1996: David is at Berlin’s Olympic Stadium, with me and

his brother Volker, whom he just met
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At what times in your life
were you the happiest, and

why?

On August 30, 1980, TWA flight 761 departed Heathrow

Airport for Los Angeles with our family of six aboard. David was

less than a month old. The future seemed secure and bright for

the first time in years. I felt joy inside. We were about to embark

on an adventure that would last for decades. I would characterize

the years immediately following 1980 as among the happiest

times of my life.

MY REASONS FOR BEING HAPPY

Why? First, I felt completely in control of my destiny. I

sensed that my family was now complete—two girls, two boys,

and a capable, intelligent wife. I knew she would ultimately

return to her first love—teaching—but her mothering skills

would be needed for the next few years as David grew and
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learned about the world he had burst into. Second, we had a new

home, for the first time large enough to comfortably

accommodate our entire family. Our British home too was large

but didn’t have the amenities of our American home: multiple

bathrooms, closets, a modern kitchen, three-car garage, and

more.

Finally, I had a good-paying job, which although initially

demanding a lengthy commute, soon would require a short

ten-minute drive over the hill into Camarillo. At the same time,

our finances were in exceptional shape; we were not profligate

spenders, and we did not need to budget.

OUR LIVES UP TO THAT POINT

The story of the months prior to our move back to the States,

and the events that unfolded after our return constitute an

interesting saga.

We had been living outside of London since December 1976,

first in a rental home in Windsor, and then, seven months later

in a home we purchased in Camberley. We knew this was an

adventure that would be relatively short-lived, but it was one

that enabled us to do extensive traveling, with the family,

throughout Europe.

TO THE SOVIET UNION AND TO GREECE

After Mary became pregnant around November 1979, we

continued traveling; at the same time we started to plan our
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return. I felt my work at ICL (International Computers Ltd.) was

finishing up. She and I traveled to Leningrad and Moscow in

January 1980, and then to Greece three months later at a time

when she was visibly with child.

MARY IS CARRYING A BOY, WE LEARN

Our previous child, Brian, had been born in 1973, and since

then birthing technology had improved. It was now possible to

view the fetus with ultrasounds and determine its sex before

birth. For a brief time, Mary thought she might be carrying

twins. But soon we learned that a boy would be born near the end

of July.

A couple months earlier I had given notice at ICL, who had

provided me with a generous contract when I agreed to come to

Europe and work for them in 1976. They would pay the realtor’s

fees for selling our home and pay for the transportation of us

and our goods back to the United States.

I ORGANIZE OUR RETURN

We had subscribed to the Los Angeles Sunday Times, which

arrived by mail six weeks after publication. I had looked in the

Help Wanted section, identified about 25 companies in Southern

California, stretching from Camarillo to Irvine, that were seeking

programmers, and sent them each a letter and a résumé. I told

them I would be in the area in June, and they could contact me

for an interview by leaving a message with the Burkes, Mary’s
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parents, in Riverside.

With Mary almost eight months pregnant, I flew to

California, interviewed with numerous companies, quickly

obtained multiple job offers, and, within ten days, accepted a job

with System Development Corporation. Then I bought the

biggest house I could find close to my new workplace in

Camarillo, a brand-new 2,967 sq ft home in Newbury Park, and

returned to England. I called Mary at one point from the U.S.,

saying giddily, “Well, I’ve got a job! Can I buy us a house?” I

could almost see the look of both joy and relief on her face, as

she now knew where we would be living upon return.

WE SELL OUR CAMBERLEY HOME

I credit Mary with having confidence in me, and in my ability

to navigate these waters. She knew I was a meticulous planner.

We sold the Camberley house to the first person who saw it, and

we sold it for the full asking price of £75,000, resulting in a

profit of £40,000 in only four years.

Another sign of the stars aligning perfectly was that the

British pound was near an all-time high against the dollar at the

time of our departure, and we converted the pound to dollars at

£=$2.40. We had a $96,000 windfall. Our new home cost

$167,270, but with a down payment of $100,000, our mortgage

was only $67,270. These were financially challenging times

though—our interest rate was 11.5%.
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But with a job paying $38,500 ($127,000 in 2021 dollars) per

year, my home mortgage to salary ratio was under 2 to 1. That’s a

near impossible feat today.

Back in England, our life was in a constantly gyrating state. I

told Mary to focus on bringing David into the world and I would

take care of the rest. She told me that if I were able to free her

from physical activity as much as possible for 30 days following

the birth, she would heal much quicker. I accepted the challenge

joyfully because I knew we would both benefit from the effort.

DUAL-CITIZEN SON DAVID IS BORN

David was born on August 1, 1980. I was present when he

literally popped out; it was an amazing, almost sacred event. We

asked that he be circumcised, in the U.S. a common request. It

turned out that it was far less common in England, but we got it

done. (I’d imagine that it could be a good sideline job for a

mohel, a Jewish circumcision practitioner.) A couple days later, I

brought Mary and David home.

Nine days after David’s birth, Mary’s brother John, wife

Vivienne, and sons Tom (14) and David (almost 11), arrived at

Heathrow Airport from Seattle. Mary was calm—she always

was—and welcomed them as guests at our home. Our living

room was stacked high with packed boxes. The day after their

arrival, we—although Mary may have stayed home—visited

Stonehenge, Salisbury, and Winchester.
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The following day, we visited Windsor and did a brass

rubbing, a popular British activity of putting a sheet of paper on

top of a brass image in a church and rubbing it with a special

pencil to transfer a picture of the image onto the paper. We

lunched in Windsor Great Park and paid a visit to the Hampton

Court estate, which has magnificent gardens and a challenging

maze, and was the residence of Henry VIII. After a couple days

John and family headed off to Ireland, to locate the Burkes there.

Mary’s dad a few years earlier had advised us to “look in the jail

records” to find them.

WE SAY OUR GOODBYES

As our departure day had approached, Mary and I had visited

and said goodbyes to our friends Rona and Bob Purtill and to

John Hughes. I had hosted an ICL going-away party at a local

pub, at which I tossed money in a jar that paid for drinks for my

colleagues who attended. I gave a farewell speech in which I

feted the hospitality of the Brits, and stated how the four years in

the U.K. had enriched my life, to the extent that I was taking back

with me a British son, then yet to be born.

I had made an album, which I shared with my colleagues,

showing the house and the area I was moving to, annotated with

British terms such as “show home” for “model home” and

“completion costs” for “closing costs.”

GET PASSPORTS FOR DAVID AND SELL CARS
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I had many items to check off on my “to-do list,” and among

them were getting documents for David and disposing of our two

cars.

I visited the American Embassy in London to get a citizenship

document for David. At the same time, we solidified his British

citizenship by obtaining a birth certificate and passport. For his

U.S. and U.K. passport photos, David’s weeks-old body was

placed in a beanbag chair, the camera went click, and he rolled

over to one side. But it was a good take.

In the final days of our stay, I closed bank accounts,

transferred money to the U.S., and sold my car, a Vauxhall Viva.

At the last moment, I sold our family car, a Peugeot station

wagon, at a nearby auction house, walking home carless after the

sale.

GET THEE TO THE AIRPORT!

Three days before our departure, movers came, and hauled

away our household goods. The following day, the meter readers

came for the final reading of the utility meters. We spent our last

night in the U.K. in the house of our next-door neighbors, Brian

and Valerie Waites.

The following day Taylor Gee took us to Heathrow for our

flight to California. Taylor had been my officemate at JPL (Jet

Propulsion Laboratory). It was he who had seen ICL’s ad in the

Los Angeles Times. And with his help and enthusiasm, he and his
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family and I and my family had come to England for this

amazing adventure.

WELCOME, AMERICA!

Aboard our flight, Mary cared for our now almost one-month

old child, as she and I wondered how our new life back in the

USA would pan out. The other three children had acquired British

accents during their life in England. Brian, Jenny, and Cathy

would move into our Newbury Park home about a month into the

school year, and enter the second, fifth, and sixth grades at

Cypress Elementary School.

They had done well in England, and Mary and I were

confident they would do well in American schools, which Brian

had never attended. The female classmates of Brian loved his

British accent, and because of the attention it drew, he worked

hard at restoring his American accent. He had played some

football, oops, soccer, in England, and so soon he was playing for

an AYSO team, the Kings.

Jenny had adopted not just a British accent but British

mannerisms—gestures and facial expressions—as well. Cathy,

more resistant to language change—primarily had spoken

American English at home but British English at school. Still, not

too long after we had returned, the girls had, once again, walked

and talked American.

IT WAS A NEW LIFE FOR ALL OF US
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My job with System Development Corporation was to help

develop the OfisFile, a device that could be used to store

documents and then retrieve them by entering search terms,

words that were in the documents. We developed both software

and hardware.

This was an exciting time in the computer industry. The

personal computer was in its infancy, with the Apple II

computer, the Radio Shack TRS-80, and the Commodore PET

computer all vying for your attention. Spreadsheet and word

processing software were both in their infancy. In 1981, IBM

would introduce the Personal Computer, running an operating

system called MS-DOS. These were exhilarating times indeed for

me, a software engineer. Demand for my skills was high, which

made me feel optimistic about our future.

We moved into our home a few weeks after our arrival, in the

interim living first with Mary’s parents and then at a motel in

Santa Monica, close to where I was working, to save me the daily

commute from Riverside to Santa Monica. We moved into our

Newbury Park home on Monday, September 22, the day it

became available for occupancy.

Two days later, Mary had coffee at Cypress Elementary

School, and the three older children started there that week. At

home, we were sleeping on air mattresses and using a

microwave and small portable refrigerator that we had borrowed

from a neighbor for meals. But soon our goods arrived from the
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U.K. They came in two shipments, three days apart. Our return to

the U.S. was complete.

AND THE FUTURE WAS BRIGHT

When David was 89 days old, he laughed. Even he knew life

was good. Of course, we had challenges, but they excited us

because we were confident we could overcome them. And we

were all happy. As we looked ahead, we saw only blue skies and

green lights.

January 1980: En route from London to Leningrad
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April 4, 1980: Before and after
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April 4, 1980: Mary patiently waits
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July 6, 1980: In Bristol, England, with Cousin Mark Pilkinton, 26

days before David’s birth
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May 1980: The Camberley home at 35 Kingsley Ave. that we left
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August 1980: Our Newbury Park home at 3932 Calle Valle Vista

awaits our arrival
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October 1980: Our four American children
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What is one of the
strangest things that has

ever happened to you?

Two strange events have occurred in my life, both dealing

with my paternity.

MY DAD IS REGIS SULLIVAN AND NOT BOB NOWKA

The first was the 1997 discovery that Bob Nowka, the man

identified on my birth certificate as my father, and I were not

related.

The second event was discovering in 2015, through

Ancestry.com, that my real father was Regis Sullivan, who died

in 1989.

Together these events blend into a fascinating story.

MY DAD IS BOB NOWKA ON MY 1940 BIRTH CERTIFICATE

I was conceived in July 1939, and born in Providence Hospital

in Detroit, Michigan, on April 7, 1940, at 3:06 pm. My birth
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certificate gives my name as Lawrence James Nowka, and states

that my mother was Patricia Mary Rogers, 19, and my father was

Edmund Robert Nowka, 20. Her occupation was Stenographer

and his, Ford Factory. My mother’s residence was given as 14562

Prest St. in Detroit.

MOM MARRIES BOB, THEN DIVORCES HIM IN 1941

On the birth certificate, the question, “Is mother married?”

is present and her answer was “Yes.” Bob—he preferred to be

called by his middle name—married my mother on March 29,

1940, nine days before I was born. They were divorced on August

15, 1941, in Detroit. Later I would learn from Bob that they never

lived together. The marriage took place solely to give my mother

respectability when I was born.

But if Bob was not my father, why did he marry my mom?

Decades later I got insight into this issue, as well as what led to

their divorce after 504 days.

Bob was born in Hastings, Nebraska, on September 14, 1919,

and died on February 8, 1999. He is buried in Grand Lawn

Cemetery in Detroit.

MOM MARRIES REG ROSEVEAR IN 1943

From 1943 to 1949, my mother was married to Reginald

Wallace Rosevear. They produced my sister Sue in 1945, but it

was a strange marriage as Reg—like Bob—never lived with my

mom; at least, I have no memory of their having lived together.
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This story has a Twilight Zone twist to it though. In 1939, Reg

was the manager of the Dearborn Montgomery Ward store—at

the same time that Regis and my mother worked there!! So, he

and Regis knew each other, and both “knew” my mother as

well!!

After I got out of the Army in 1964, I met Reg, when he, Joye,

and Sue were living in Port Washington on Long Island. I spent

one night there with them before flying to Minneapolis, where a

week later, my mother would die, in a hospital, of cirrhosis. If

only, knowing what I now know, I could return to Port

Washington and quiz him about those times!

MOM MARRIES CLYDE RIGGS IN 1949

In 1949, my mother divorced Reg and married Clyde Riggs,

whose name I formally took in 1953.

Over the years I initiated and received some contact with the

Nowka family. I needed and wanted affirmation that Bob was my

father.

I LEARN BOB NOWKA’S STORY

My first contact was in 1961, when in Detroit en route home

from Europe, I telephoned Elwood, Bob’s uncle. He gave me

Bob’s phone number. I called and spoke to Ivy, Bob’s wife. She

was not cooperative or encouraging, so the call was

unproductive. I later learned that Bob’s mom Gladys, who was

good friends with my grandmother Rose, was upset with Elwood
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for not calling her. “I would have gone to the airport to pick him

up!” she had said.

In 1980, 1982, and 1990, I spoke with Bob’s brother John

(May 25, 1933 – June 22, 2006) and John’s wife Louise (born

December 2, 1936). They were supportive and believed Bob was

my father. However, John, 14 years younger than Bob, was

intimidated by his older brother. After John called me in 1982,

the two went fishing, and John brought up the subject of my

paternity. Bob said, “Mind your own business.” In 1990, John

said he remembers a family disagreement over my mother’s

pregnancy. John was only 6, but he recalls his father yelling at

Bob, “You’ll marry that girl!”

Years later Louise told me that when I had contacted his

family in 1961, Bob had told her, “The timing was not right.”

BOB NOWKA SUGGESTS A PATERNITY TEST

In 1997, I wrote John and Louise to request a visit as we were

traveling to Detroit. Mary and I, along with Brian and David,

were welcomed into their house, and Bob’s daughter Alice, then

48, was present. Her dad, she said, was not ready to meet me just

yet, but was willing to undergo a blood test. “This will provide a

definitive answer!” I thought.

I located https://www.dnacenter.com on the web and sent

instructions to Alice. Bob and I would each have a few drops of

blood taken at labs near each of us. The samples would be sent to

https://www.dnacenter.com
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the DNA Diagnostics Center, which would analyze them. The

center stated that paternity can be established with greater than

99.9% certainty.

I bore the cost of $475. Bob and I sent in our samples and we

waited.

I LEARN BOB IS NOT MY FATHER!

On September 11, 1997, I received the results. They stated,

“Probability of Paternity: 0%.” I was stunned. I felt like crying.

All my hopes for knowing my father had been dashed, and Bob’s

statement that “The timing was not right” was proven correct. I

wrote in our 1997 Christmas letter that I had gone “to Detroit to

finally put to rest some ghosts from my past. The search for my

real father culminated with a paternity test which showed that

the man listed on my birth certificate is not related to me, and

since my mother died in 1964, the mystery remains unsolved

and insoluble—just another of life’s interesting twists.”

I HEAR STORIES ABOUT 1939 TO 1941

However, Bob had supplied some new information to assist

me in my quest. My mother had been working as a secretary for

Montgomery Ward at the corner of Michigan Ave. and Schaefer

in Dearborn. Her boss occasionally made business trips to

Chicago and took her with him. Some time after she became

pregnant, she told Bob that he was the father.
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Bob’s mother Gladys and my grandmother Rose Rogers—my

mom was Pat Rogers—were good friends. Bob agreed to marry

my mother a few days before I was born—partly to give

respectability to the birth and partly in response to pressure

from his family. He told Alice, his daughter, that he did so

because, “I’m not a bad person.”

Bob never lived with my mother but agreed to pay alimony

(he said “alimony” and not child support). However, when my

mother told a girlfriend that Bob was not the father, and Bob

found out, he stopped paying alimony, and soon afterward, got a

divorce.

I LEARN OF CITY DIRECTORIES

I seized on the clue that my father may have been a work

colleague of my mother’s. On another unfruitful trip to Detroit in

1999, I discovered that around the time of my birth there had

existed City Directories in places such as Dearborn and Detroit

identifying names, addresses, and workplaces of everyone living

there.

These City Directories, some of which I perused when in

Detroit and Dearborn, later would become available online so

that they could be examined on a computer.

IN 2015 I PROVIDE A SALIVA SAMPLE TO ANCESTRY.COM

Over the next fifteen years, genetic online databases began to

appear. Maybe there still is hope that I could find my father, I
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thought. I’ll give it a try.

So, on August 17, 2015, I paid $89.70 to Ancestry.com for a

DNA test kit. When the kit arrived, I spit into a tube, sealed it,

and mailed it back. On October 7, 2015, I went online and looked

at the test results.

ANCESTRY PROVIDES A CLUE

The site provided DNA matches, sorted by relationship.

Those genetically closest to you appear first in the list. I started

looking at them. I recognized the first four, all familiar cousins.

But number five was someone identified as C.P. Who might that

be? I suspected immediately he was from my father’s side. The

entry mentioned it was “administered by speters101.”

I obtained speters101’s email address from another

genealogy website, and on October 8, I emailed him. I explained

who I was, and then asked, “if there is a history on your side of

the family that was centered in the Detroit or Dearborn area in

the late 30s, then that would suggest that C.P. is from my

father’s side. … My father might have been a work colleague of

my mother at Montgomery Ward in Dearborn.”

STEW PETERS, A PATERNAL COUSIN, JOINS THE SEARCH

speters101 (who is Stew Peters, he told me) promptly replied,

“Happy to help any way I can. C.P. is my dad, recently deceased.

However, I am the family historian and I would be glad to speak

with you and help your quest any way I can. … Just off the top of
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my head I do not know of a Detroit connection but I’ll think on it.

… Call me Sunday night if you wish.”

THE SURNAME SULLIVAN APPEARS IN THE SEARCH

We spoke on the phone for almost an hour on Sunday,

October 11. He explained that C.P.’s father was an only child, but

was married to a woman whose maiden name was Sullivan.

I located C.P.’s obituary online. The obituary states, “Mr.

Peters was born Aug. 23, 1933, in Wellsville, Ohio, to Clarence H.

Peters and Mary Grace Sullivan.” This was a valuable hint, one

which facilitated my search, given that Clarence H. Peters was an

only child. I should then focus on Mary Grace Sullivan (1905 –

2000).

Over the next few weeks Stew and I communicated via email,

and at the same time I explored his family tree on Ancestry.com,

initially by using their search facility to search for Mary Grace

Sullivan from Wellsville, Ohio.

From the 1910 and 1920 census documents, I determined that

the oldest of Mary Grace’s siblings was Alfred, who was born

about 1887. According to the 1910 census, he was aged 23 and

living at home. But by 1920, he was married, to Catherine “Kate”

Walsh, and they had four children.

William (born around 1913) and Regis (born around 1915) fell

within the date constraints of my father’s birth. Even Robert

(born around 1919) could be a candidate, although I suspected he
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might be too young.

EUREKA – IT’S REGIS J. SULLIVAN

Then I found an entry in the Ann Arbor, Michigan, City

Directory from 1943, showing a Regis J. Sullivan working in Ann

Arbor as an assistant manager for Montgomery Ward, married to

Jane L. (I would find out later her maiden name was Jane Lies.)

Bingo!! It was October 29, 2015, and I had discovered my

father’s identity. (The entry suggested that four years after I was

conceived, Regis had been given the Ann Arbor store, 35 miles

from Dearborn, and promoted to assistant manager.)

I emailed Stew and he replied: “I think you got it! Regis was

Grace’s nephew I believe. … you look just like Grace’s brother Joe

Sullivan from your pic on Ancestry. … I think you threaded the

needle, cousin.”

I TALK TO MY HALF-BROTHER PAUL SULLIVAN

Cathy then joined the search two days later, and located and

cold-called my half-sister Bonnie in Florida. Bonnie was

stunned when Cathy explained what the call was about, but

Bonnie was accommodating and told Cathy that Regis and Jane

had seven children. There were five boys and two girls. Jeffery

had died in 2004. (In 2020, another brother, John, died.) Bonnie

filled Cathy in on some more family details and then called her

brother Paul in Arizona.
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Paul Sullivan immediately called us. Cathy answered the

phone, chatted a while, and when I got home from the gym, she

handed the phone to me and said, “I have Paul Sullivan on the

phone.”

I explained to Paul how I had come to believe that Regis was

my father. He turned out to be a prolific source of information.

He told me that Rex (he preferred “Rex” over Regis) and Jane

met in college in Cincinnati. She went to Mount St. Joseph’s

College and he went to Xavier University. He was four years older

and two years ahead of her. They met in 1936. He graduated in

1938 and she in 1940. They married in Chicago days after her

graduation and weeks after I was born in Detroit.

I immediately requested that a DNA kit from Ancestry.com be

sent to him. Paul submitted a DNA sample, and the results

confirmed he is my brother.

He provided me with a photo of Rex from 1944, when he was

a Navy officer during World War II.

PAUL STOPS COMMUNICATING

But Paul had great difficulty accepting the fact that their

father met and impregnated a lady in 1939, at a time when he

was engaged to their mother Jane. Paul stated in an email:

“I am very uncomfortable with you referring to me as

“brother,” or to my brothers or sisters. I have not shared the

DNA results with any of my siblings. I was with my sister when I
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got the results [of his DNA test]. I could tell by her reaction

before I got the results she was not happy with the prospect. She

had broached the subject with two of our other siblings and they

were dismissive.

“This is probably not what you wanted to hear. I can spend

time rationalizing my feelings, but as I said that does not change

my overall feeling. It is nothing about you, it is about my father’s

legacy. It is about how my siblings, their children, and their

children’s children feel about their patriarch. Right now our

parents are considered as the Ozzie and Harriet of our lives.

Though reality may not change our reality it may affect the

perception. And as I am sure you know, perception is reality in

most folks lives.”

MY RESPONSE TO PAUL’S LAST EMAIL

Patriarch!? Ozzie and Harriet!? I replied to him the next day,

December 26, 2015, telling him the story of how I too had

fathered a child before marriage while in the Army, but told the

mother before Volker’s birth that I would provide support, and

then left her in Germany and returned to the U.S. Then when I

proposed to Mary, my subsequent wife of 51 years and told her

what I had done, she answered simply, “I don’t care. I love you.”

Since I sent that email, Paul and I have not communicated.

That was over five years ago.

I’VE SINCE COMMUNICATED WITH OTHER SULLIVANS
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But I have spoken to Lauren Sullivan Kaeppner, the daughter

of my late brother John, Ray Sullivan the son of my late brother

Jeffery, and Dan Sullivan, the son of my oldest brother Mike. I’ve

met Joe Metzger, the grandson of my sister Bonnie.

FINALLY, I EXPRESS THANKS AND GRATITUDE

I thank Stew Peters for his assistance and for pointing me in

the right direction.

I know that today my half-siblings are fully aware of my

existence. I’m grateful that Rex fathered me, as he has given me

genes that have enabled me to live a fantastic life. My five

children too have benefited, and likewise these genes will be

passed down ad infinitum to future generations.

And not surprisingly, my children dismiss the views that Paul

expressed in his last email. Are my children suggesting that we

are the “gold standard Sullivans?” I won’t go there, but I do

admit it’s an interesting thought.

Last, I thank Ancestry.com for helping me solve this

“strange” mystery.
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April 7, 1940: My birth certificate
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1940 and 1941: Ancestry.com records of the Nowka marriage and

divorce dates
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September 11, 1997: DNA report showing that Bob is not my

father
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Closest Ancestry.com DNA matches, with father’s side starred
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Family tree showing how “cousin” Stew Peters’s dad is related

to me
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1939: Revelations from the 1939 Dearborn City Directory
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My mother Patricia Rogers at about 18 and my father Regis

Sullivan at about 29

Me at 19 and Regis at 29
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1958: Clockwise are Regis, Jane, Margaret (5), Bonnie (16), Mike

(17), “Jimmy” (13), Paul (10), Jeffery (7), and John (7)
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1914 to 2021: Key dates in my paternity search (1 of 2)
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1914 to 2021: Key dates in my paternity search (2 of 2)
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Who inspires you?

My children inspire me.

ONE BENEFITS FROM NATURE AND FOUR BENEFIT FROM

NATURE AND OUR NURTURE

Volker, born in Germany and raised by his mother and

stepfather Manfred, has benefited from nature, and from the

nurture provided by growing up in Germany under the care of

Betty and Manfred.

Cathy, Jenny, Brian, and David were all raised by Mary and

me and have thus benefited from being raised as Americans

under our nurture.

“Nature” of course refers how a person is wired from genetic

inheritance and perhaps other biological factors, and “nurture”

refers to the influence of exposure to an environment, parenting,

and learning.

Or, nature is how a person is at conception, and nurture

refers to the influence of external effects after conception and
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birth.

All five have settled into productive careers. All are happy.

None are into drugs. Three are presently married. Through my

children’s efforts, I have seven grandchildren. Boys are ahead,

five to two.

I’m inspired by their lives and by their accomplishments, but

also by the love, caring, and respect they show for me.

VOLKER

Volker was my firstborn. As he was growing up, I saw him

only once, when he was 13 years old, and then only briefly. But in

1996, when he was 31, we—Mary, David, and I—met him in

Berlin, and our relationship instantly flourished. The four of us

explored the city and we became acquainted. As I observed

Volker, I kept thinking, “Wow! I created this person!” I was

proud and pleased.

From Berlin, we traveled west, and for the first time since

August 1964, four months before Volker’s birth, I saw his mother

Betty. Betty and Manfred had two sons of their own, Ingo and

Torsten, but Volker was quite different. His serious mien had

resulted in his being called “Profi,” or Professor, when he was

younger.

I’ve seen Volker many times since 1996, and our entire

family has embraced him. He has visited us in the U.S. three

times, and we have seen him in Europe many times. Mary and I
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attended his wedding to longtime girlfriend Marion in

Braunschweig in 2005. Earlier, after earning a degree in

biochemistry from the University of Braunschweig, he embarked

on a career in biotechnology.

In summary, Volker is loving and caring to his wife and my

10-year-old grandson Alex. He has been well-educated.

Although I abandoned him before birth, he was raised skillfully

by Betty and Manfred. He appears to be a happy and

accomplished child, and I find this inspiring!

CATHY

A month after Volker was born, I met Mary. About twenty

months later we were married, and two and a half years after

that, Cathy was born. Cathy was our first to benefit from both

Mary’s and my nurture. She was, from the very start, an

independent child; she was self-confident and curious about the

world around her. She was fun, easy to raise, and soon had

grown up.

She went to UCLA, got her degree, joined the LAPD, and met

her mate Kirk Kahoe. They married, and after some fertility

issues that Cathy overcame, produced a daughter, Victoria. Alas,

there were marriage issues that she could not overcome. And so,

Cathy and Tori came to us at Christmastime, just prior to Tori’s

fourth birthday. Cathy said, “Mom, Dad, I’m not going back.”
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Cathy and Tori moved in, and Cathy and Kirk divorced. Mary

and I watched Cathy raise Tori. We kept our own council, but

noted that Cathy’s unmitigated love for Tori influenced all her

decisions.

Tori wished to sleep with Cathy and Cathy allowed that. Tori

chose not to eat everything Cathy put on her plate and Cathy

accepted that. Cathy gave Tori snacks when she felt Tori needed

or wanted them. This child-raising approach contrasted with the

way we had raised Cathy, but we watched, we marveled, and we

accepted, because love, complemented by good judgment, is

what shaped Cathy’s responses to Tori’s needs.

Cathy has inspired me. Today, Tori is a young teenager, now

a freshman in high school. I see little of her because Cathy no

longer lives here, but I feel that Tori’s character as an adult will

be positively shaped by the actions Cathy took in raising her.

Around the time that Tori graduates from high school, Cathy

will retire from the LAPD. However, with a recently acquired

master’s degree in forensic psychology, she may have the tools

that could thrust her into a new career. A crime scene

investigator? Hmm!

JENNY

Jenny arrived only 18 months after Cathy. I probably walked

the hospital corridor for miles, counting tiles, just prior to her

birth. When she was one, I worked during the week at a site 140
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miles distant. Weekends I would come home, and discover each

time she and I would need to become reacquainted. I tickled her,

made her laugh, and played with her, and soon we were familiar

buddies again.

She was a delightful, loving child, comforted I think by

having a self-confident older sister. She adapted easily to change

and amazed me with her reading skills and sponge-like mind.

When she was 9, we visited Greece. Prior to the trip she

acquainted herself with Greek mythology and thus had an

instant appreciation of the many historic sites we visited, which

included Delphi, Corinth, Mycenae, and Olympia.

As she moved through school, she excelled academically. She

earned a college scholarship, headed off to Texas, but came

home often. A few years after graduating from the University of

Dallas, she decided she needed more challenges. So it was on to

Northwestern Law School in Chicago, a J.D. degree, and a career

as an attorney.

Today, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, she works at

home, lawyering during the day. I see her occasionally. Earlier

during the pandemic, she brought me groceries once per

fortnight, so I didn’t need to risk venturing out to buy food. She

has since sensibly passed that baton on to Cathy, who now

performs that task. Jenny is indeed an inspiring person!

BRIAN
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Three years after Jenny was born, Brian arrived on the scene.

Cool! I had a boy now. I learned about a key difference between

boys and girls when he peed in my mouth while I was changing

his diapers. Mary had told me to cover him when I was changing

him, but of course I knew better.

Soon he abandoned diapers and we moved to England. There

I was running around the block, pushing him on a bicycle,

releasing it, and watching him maintain his balance and

continue riding without training wheels.

He went off to college and got a degree in computer science

from UC San Diego. He took a job with Intuit—on their TurboTax

software team—but must have been restless. I know the trip that

he, Cathy, and I took to the U.K., Italy, and Greece for three

weeks in 2000 primed him for some more travel.

Intuit had given him lucrative stock options, so, after he had

been there for almost seven years, he quit his job, and cashed

some in to finance some international travel. Risky? Nah! I’d

have done the same! He was competent, marketable, and I

trusted his decision-making.

So, in 2002, I drove him to the airport and he began an

adventure that would change his life. He started in Lisbon,

ventured deep into Europe, traveled above the Arctic Circle, and

then went to London, to join a tour that took him to western

Africa.
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One of the ladies on the tour was Marion Hornung, an

adventurous Fräulein, and two years later she became his wife.

Today they, along with their three children, live in Berkeley, he

works for Adobe, and she profits from contracting out her

graphic design skills.

Observing this family, one recognizes the love between Brian

and Marion, and among the kids and their parents. I enjoy just

sitting back, observing, and feeling inspired.

DAVID

Mary and I thought we were done, but perhaps she was

saving the best for last. Oh, dear! I shouldn’t say that!

Almost seven years after Brian’s birth, and less than a month

before we left England, David slid across the delivery table—his

birth was the only one I actually observed. It was a magical

event.

Only a week or so later, David sat in a beanbag chair for his

passport photo. Then, 29 days after his birth he was crossing the

Atlantic. He was raised as much by his three older siblings as by

Mary and me. He cried when, at 11, Brian left for college; they

had become inseparable buddies, sharing a love for soccer and

computers.

For the next seven years, he lived the life of an only child. He

traveled with Mary and me, to Boston, New York, London, Paris,

Berlin. His three older siblings modeled behavior—and life—for
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him. He was almost a high schooler before he learned that

college was not “mandatory,” he once said.

He found college a pleasure, learning about computers as

Brian and I had done. Even though some consider UC Santa

Barbara a party school, he had little difficulty after graduation

finding employment in a lucrative career in which he used these

computer skills.

He had some girlfriends, of course, but he finally found Jen

Bailey, attractive and ambitious, and skilled at marketing; they

functioned like a dynamic duo.

In 2016, Mary and I wed them above the cliffs of Malibu.

Today, alas, Mary is gone; Dave and Jen have produced two

young boys and have only begun their parenting lives. Many

adventures await this loving and inspirational family.

I’M PROUD TO BE THEIR FATHER

I feel blessed—and inspired—to be the father of these five

children.
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August 8, 2018: I’m with Volker, Marion, and Alex (7) in front of

my home
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November 23, 2018: Cathy is with Tori (almost 12), and Brian and

Marion are with Nicky (9), Lucie (almost 12), and Jamie (9)
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November 23, 2018: I’m with my sister Sue and Jenny
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October 31, 2020: Dave and Jen are with Lucas (almost 3), George

the dog, and Parker (5½ mo) on Halloween
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What is one of your
favorite trips that you've

taken? What made it
great?

In January 2006, during her semester break while teaching at

CSUN, Mary and I spent three weeks in Argentina. What an

astonishing trip this was!

MARY LOCATES HER 1962 ARGENTINE “SISTER”

Mary’s high school class graduated in 1962, but at the time of

her graduation, she was in Rosario, Argentina, living with the

Casanovas and their daughter, Hilda, as an exchange student.

During the six months (from March to September 1962) that she

was with them, she was fully immersed in the Spanish language

and Argentine culture, and the experience changed her life.

In 2005, through an internet search, Mary was able to locate

and reconnect with Hilda, her Argentine “sister,” and a
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get-together was arranged.

ARGENTINA, HERE WE COME

So, on December 31, 2005, we took off from Houston, and

headed to Buenos Aires, the starting point for a 21-day vacation

in Argentina.

This was likely my favorite trip, and I have taken many. It

fulfilled one of Mary’s long held desires, to return to the country

and the family she had bonded with over forty years earlier.

Beyond that though, we discovered on this trip that

Argentina—which from north to south stretches the distance

from Los Angeles to Detroit—has some of the greatest sights on

earth to see, and we arrived home deeply enriched from this

journey.

WE SAID: “SHOW US YOUR COUNTRY”

We brought in the new year, asleep, passing over the

Yucatán, and arrived in Buenos Aires on New Year’s Day. Our

hotel was central but near the waterfront, or Embarcadero,

where there were some fine waterside restaurants. The next day

we visited the Maryterra Travel Agency, where Roberto

responded to our request to “Show us your country” by

constructing a wonderful itinerary for our visit. We had arrived

with only the first few days and the last day booked.

AROUND BUENOS AIRES
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During the first four days, we explored B.A. but we relaxed as

well, often spending late afternoons enjoying siestas. The

weather was summery warm. The Southern Hemisphere has

seasons opposite of ours, the sky features different

constellations at night, and water in the toilet rotates

counterclockwise when flushed (sorry, that’s actually a myth).

But, this is true: used toilet paper in our fancy hotel had to be put

in a container next to the toilet rather than in it. You know,

“When in Rome, …”

During our evenings in the capital, we walked to the

Embarcadero, dining there, with excellent Argentine Malbec

wine usually complementing our meal. We saw Evita Perón’s

sarcophagus, we watched a tango exhibition, and we

photographed the Casa Rosada (Pink House), President Néstor

Kirchner’s mansion. The city seemed European in nature, as the

country had been largely settled by Spaniards, Italians, and even

some Germans, as the president bore a German surname,

identical to that of my great grandparents.

MARY AND HILDA MEET AFTER 43 YEARS

Now, somewhat acclimated to the country, we bused from

Buenos Aires to Rosario, a 4-hour journey, and checked into the

Hotel Majestic. We dined at the nearby Aduana restaurant. It was

still about 85°F at midnight.
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The next evening, we took a taxi to Hilda’s home. Hilda

greeted Mary; their journeys since 1962 had many parallels. Both

had sought careers in education. Hilda had been both a teacher

and a principal. Both had married and raised a child who had

become a lawyer.

MALBEC ENHANCES MY FLUENCY

We were joined by Eber, 67, and his wife Mary, 55, Hilda’s

son Alfonso, and Hilda’s daughter Xímena and husband Pablo

and their son. There were twelve of us dining on food prepared

on a parrilla (barbecue grill) and drinking wine. All spoke

Spanish. ¡Caramba! I had taken three years of Spanish in high

school and was seated next to Eber.

Mary and Hilda, seated to my left, conversed excitedly,

sharing stories about life after high school. Eber, a college

professor, and I communicated in Spanish. I would occasionally

turn to Mary and ask, “¿Cómo se dice…?” but I noticed my

fluency increasing as I drank more wine and the evening

progressed. It was a remarkable and exciting celebration for both

of us. Finally, we bid farewell to Hilda and her family and

friends, and Eber and Mary drove us back to our hotel shortly

before 2 am.

BACK TO BUENOS AIRES ● THEN WE EXPLORE ARGENTINA

Over the next couple days, we shopped at Rosario stores,

dined again at the Aduana, attended Mass in air that was thick
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with smoke from crop-burning, and then caught a bus that

returned us to Buenos Aires.

The trip planned by the travel agency consisted of four parts,

each requiring lengthy flights. Finally, we would return home

from Buenos Aires via Houston.

Leg 1 would consist of a 662-mile flight north to Iguazú,

located on the border by Brazil and Paraguay, followed by a

return flight to the capital. Here we would visit the Iguazú Falls.

Leg 2 would consist of an 836-mile flight west to San Carlos

de Bariloche, close to the Chilean border. We would see the

beauty of Patagonian mountains and lakes here.

Leg 3 would be a 632-mile flight south to El Calafate, even

closer to the Chilean border. Glaciers and icebergs would

welcome us here.

Leg 4 would be a 350-mile flight south to Ushuaia to visit the

southernmost tip of Argentina; it was followed by a 1,473-mile

return flight to Buenos Aires.

LEG 1: IGUAZÚ FALLS

We rose early and flew north to the town of Iguazú. After

checking into the St. Georges Hotel, we walked to the Tres

Fronteras area, an overlook where you can see Brazil and

Paraguay on the opposite side of the Iguazú and Paraná rivers. In

the evening we were driven to the Iguazú River, where we

boarded a catamaran. For a couple hours we cruised the Iguazú
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and Paraná Rivers, briefly stopping on the Paraguayan side of

the Paraná River, where we were treated to a show by natives. We

were in a humid subtropical summer climate; photos of Mary

show a flushed face. We dined outside that evening near the

hotel.

In the morning we took a bus to Iguazú National Park and

toured the falls, seeing them from above from a couple angles.

The Iguazú Falls, located on the border between Argentina and

Brazil, are the largest waterfall in the world, dwarfing Niagara

Falls, not quite as high as Victoria Falls, but wider than both. The

spray refreshed us as we stood on walkways and overlooks,

taking in panoramic views of the falls in the distance. We were

elated at our opportunity to see such an impressive sight. We

shouted out our thanks to Roberto for fashioning such a

delightful start to our “seeing his country.”

Within hours, we were aboard a plane, returning to Buenos

Aires.

Some time after our return from Argentina, Mary used the

photographs I took to craft a painting, a triptych of the falls.

LEG 2: SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE

In the morning we flew west to San Carlos de Bariloche

(commonly called Bariloche), population about 120,000. We were

now in Patagonia, the vast area comprising the tip of South

America, and would spend the rest of our vacation there. This
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town borders Lago Nahuel Huapí, a large glacial lake surrounded

by the Andes Mountains. Here we would be exploring the nearby

mountains and lakes.

A driver met us and took us to the Hotel Huemul, but soon we

were visiting Cerro Catedral, a nearby mountain, traveling by

bus, gondola, and chairlift to reach the snow-covered top. But

what a view! The deeply blue lake in the foreground and the

white tips of the Andes Mountains in the distance complemented

a multi-hued blue sky.

On the second day, we took an all-day, van trip to the north,

visiting Siete Lagos and San Martín, with more views of the

mountains and lakes. On the third day, we took the 44-mile

Circuito Chico (Small Circuit) trip. It began with a chairlift that

took us to the top of Cerro Campanario and was followed by

lunch at Puerto Pañuelo. Next, we took a boat trip to Bosque de

Arrayanes, whose trees influenced artists for Disney’s 1942

Bambi film. We cruised to Isla Victoria, walked the trails, and

then returned to Puerto Pañuelo. All three evenings we dined

well at the hotel.

LEG 3: EL CALAFATE

In the morning we flew to El Calafate, population 10,000.

That evening we joined others in a 4-wheel drive Land Rover,

which the driver maneuvered up into the hills onto a butte

overlooking the city. Winds were howling, the air was chilly, the
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ride was rough, nearly vertical in places, and the sights were

unforgettable—in other words, it was exhilarating!

Argentina has more than 300 glaciers, and we spent the next

two days exploring some of them. From El Calafate, we traveled

west about 30 miles to Puerto Bandera, boarded a ship, and took

a voyage into various “brazos” (branches) off Lago Argentino.

Each brazo featured unique glaciers and floating blue and white

icebergs. I now know what the view must have been from the

Titanic.

The highlight of this part of our trip occurred the next day,

when Daniel drove us into the Los Glaciares National Park. We

spent the day viewing the minty blue, cathedral-high Perito

Moreno glacier, first by boat, and then by land, where we viewed

the glacier from pasarelas or walkways.

This glacier is considered by some to be the 8th natural

wonder of the world, unusual because it is one of only three

glaciers that grows rather than retreats. However, each day, after

growing about 7 feet, it loses about the same amount so that its

size remains consistent year-round. We watched as huge chunks

of ice fell into the water, making a deafening noise.

LEG 4: USHUAIA

From El Calafate airport we flew to Ushuaia, population

60,000. Here we toured Tierra del Fuego National Park. We rode

on the Tren del Fin del Mundo (Train at the End of the World).
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Then we boarded the catamaran Elizabetta for a voyage through

the Beagle Canal, past a lighthouse and many islands, one of

which was the site of hundreds of penguins.

On our final day in Patagonia, a van took us on a tour of Lago

Escondido and Lago Fagnano, lakes east of Ushuaia. We stopped

along the way at a couple lodges and a Coast Guard station. We

dined at a lodge in the Valle de los Huskies, where we took our

Christmas photo. Back in town, we visited the Maritime

Museum, and then went to the airport for a late-night 3-hour

first class return flight to Buenos Aires.

ONE MORE NIGHT IN ARGENTINA

We arrived at our Art Deco Hotel about 1 am for the start of

our final day in Argentina. We spent several hours at the Museo

de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires (MALBA) and shopped

at Paseo Recoleta, an outdoor market with dozens of vendors’

stalls. Then late in the evening, we returned to the hotel, picked

up our bags, and headed for the airport, leaving for home on a

10:50 pm flight. After switching planes in Houston, we arrived in

Los Angeles around 10 am and got home about noon.

LASTING MEMORIES

We both agreed that this had been a remarkable vacation.

Although it was motivated by Mary’s desire to see her “sister”

Hilda, the trip had become much grander, giving us an

opportunity to see Argentine wonders such as the Iguazú Falls
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and the Perito Moreno glacier.

June 1962: Porota (Hilda’s aunt), Mary, and Hilda
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September 16, 1962: Back from Argentina, Mary reads news in

the Riverside paper
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December 31, 2005 to January 22, 2006: Our Argentina Trip

Itinerary
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January 6, 2006: Mary+Eber, Me, Hilda and Mary in foreground

January 11, 2006: At Iguazú Falls
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January 15, 2006: Above El Calafate and Lago Argentino
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January 17, 2006: At the Perito Moreno Glacier
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January 20, 2006: Our Christmas card and photo – Ushuaia
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How has the country
changed during your

lifetime?

Let me count the ways!

BASEBALL

As a child, I was a big baseball fan. There were 16

professional baseball teams, 8 each in the American League and

the National League. The westernmost city in professional

baseball was St. Louis, home of the Browns (AL) and Cardinals

(NL). The west end of Lake Superior is farther west than St.

Louis! There were 154 games, not 162, in a season. The St. Louis

Browns averaged under 4,800 in home field attendance per game

from 1945 to 1950.

A pitcher pitched a complete game more than one third of the

time. (Today this occurs about 1/40th of the time.) Every pitcher

batted. The top salary in 1945 was less than 1/1000th of what it is
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today. There were no black players in Major League Baseball

until 1947, when Jackie Robinson became a Dodger. Yet there was

a Negro Baseball League, and when a Negro League team played

a Major League team, the Negro League team won more often

than its opponent.

WORDS

As a child, we called different people “queers” or “retarded.”

Now we say “gay” or “intellectually disabled.”

“Mankind” is now “humankind.” We have firefighters and

police officers, not firemen and policemen.

Some words now have a new meaning: “cloud” and “tablet.”

“Friend” is now a verb, as is the new word “unfriend.”

“Text” is a verb too, and texting abbreviations have

proliferated: LOL, IMHO, BTW, and even simply U.

MAGAZINES, SMOKING, AND THE POST OFFICE

We had 52-page comic books for a dime, and large weekly

national magazines like the Saturday Evening Post, Look,

Collier’s, and Life Magazine. We would see doctors and dentists

advertising cigarettes in them. A pack cost under 20 cents. If you

were a 30 to 50-year old male, there was about an 80% chance

you smoked. Fifty percent of females of the same age were

smokers.

A stamp cost only three cents and a postcard cost a penny.

The postman delivered mail twice a day outside Detroit, where I
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lived until I was 10.

TRAVEL: DOMESTIC AND ABROAD

In my youth, movies and, once I was 9, television, provided

images of the world we lived in, but few people traveled widely.

However, before I was 11, I had traveled twice—by car—to

California, once with only my mother, and the second time,

when our family of five moved here from Detroit. But there were

no interstate highways; we got our kicks on Route 66.

Interstates were built in the 1950s, and the jet plane was

introduced late in that decade, enabling comfortable, fast travel

to far off places. I first traveled to Europe in 1961, although I flew

in a propeller-driven plane. The jumbo jet was introduced in

1969, countries built airports to accommodate these aircraft, the

tourist industry took off throughout the world, and the quality of

life in these countries was raised.

LAWS AND TRENDS BENEFITING WOMEN

During our 51-year marriage, at times Mary was on “the

pill.” The birth control pill was first approved in 1960, allowing

women to control when and if they had children. Mary used it to

regulate her period and at times she used it for birth control.

The Equal Pay Act was signed into law in 1963. In the same

year, Betty Friedan published “The Feminine Mystique,” a book

I later bought and gave to Mary, recognizing that she had great

talent that deserved recognition. For the two years before Cathy
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was born, Mary was a teacher, earning equal pay, of course.

When she tried to get her first credit card, Mary was turned

down. She challenged that decision, and the company

unhesitatingly issued her one.

Laws in the 1970s gave women deserved recognition. In 1972,

Richard Nixon signed into law what subsequently was known as

“Title IX,” a law that applied to education, stating that no

person can be excluded, on the basis of sex, from participating in

any education program or activity receiving federal financial

assistance. As an educator, Mary frequently mentioned this law

as empowering not just her female students but our daughters as

well.

In 1973, the historic landmark 7-2 Roe v. Wade Supreme

Court decision stated that the Constitution protects a woman’s

legal right to an abortion. This decision has had a major impact

on the lives of women in this country since.

Bobby Riggs—no relation—further energized women by

losing to Billie Jean King in straight sets on September 20, 1973,

before 90 million television viewers. Fortunately, it did not

shame the Riggs name.

Women gained even more opportunities. Sandra Day

O’Connor became the first woman on the Supreme Court in 1981.

Two years later, Sally Ride flew on the Space Shuttle Challenger,

becoming the first American woman in space.
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In 2013, the U.S. military removed a ban against women

serving in combat positions.

And we now have, in Kamala Harris, an American Vice

President, who some suggest, not too far in the distant future,

may become our first female President.

RACIAL EQUALITY

This topic is widely discussed today. As I mentioned earlier,

in 1947, Jackie Robinson made his debut as the first black

baseball player. However, a decade later in my two high schools,

there were only three blacks. We used the term “colored.”

I accepted the belief that a homeowner could refuse to sell his

home to a colored person. The Fair Housing Act, passed in 1968,

changed that. We still have far to go in resolving our complex

feelings about race, and the Black Lives Matter campaign is

evidence of this. But progress is being made.

“OBSCENITY” IN WRITTEN WORKS

When I returned from Europe in 1961, I brought back with me

two Henry Miller books: “Tropic of Cancer” and “Tropic of

Capricorn.” Both had been deemed obscene in the U.S. In a U.S.

Court of Appeals ruling in 1953, “Tropic of Cancer” was called

the “unprintable word of the debased and morally bankrupt,”

adding, “Practically everything that the world loosely regards as

sin is detailed in the vivid, lurid, salacious language of smut,

prostitution, and dirt.” Of course, this is why I wanted a copy. In
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1964, however, the Supreme Court ruled, 5-4, that “Tropic of

Cancer” had literary merits and was not obscene.

PERMISSIVENESS IN THE MEDIA

In my early life, the Catholic Legion of Decency dedicated

itself to identifying objectionable content in motion pictures.

Once a film was made, it was reviewed by the Legion of Decency.

Condemnation by the Legion would shake a film’s chance of

success because it meant Catholics, some twenty million strong

at the time, were forbidden from attending any screening of the

film under pain of mortal sin.

In 1953, when I was 13, I was at Big Bear Lake, staying in a

cabin with other boys, having earned the trip by selling

subscriptions to the Los Angeles Examiner. A movie theater

there was showing “The Moon Is Blue,” a film that had received

a “C” or “Condemned” rating by the Legion of Decency. I was

able to see the film but recall seeing nothing offensive in it,

although I was likely too naïve to understand the plot line. Years

later, the film was called “An innocuous sex comedy that talks

about bedding down but never turns a sheet.” Perhaps, since it

was a condemned film, I was hoping for sex, or at least sheets.

Today, anything goes, in books, in movies, on television, and

of course, on the internet. And the church has lost all its

censoring power.

RELATIONSHIPS
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When my mother found herself pregnant with me back in

1939, I suspect she panicked, because the father, Regis Sullivan,

was already engaged. So she attributed paternity to Bob Nowka,

who agreed to marry my mother to legitimize my birth, even

though he suspected he was not the father. Today, if the same

thing occurred, my mother would choose to initially raise me as

a single mom, and not be chastised for it.

I am now in a post-marital phase of my life. I have dated and

been intimate with several women. Neither they nor I feel

shame. Attitudes have changed.

Neither they nor I feel shame. Attitudes have changed.

WHAT ELSE?

● End of the Cold War: This occurred in 1991, two years after

the Berlin Wall came down.

● JFK’s assassination: It shook me to the core in 1963.

● Japanese cars: In 1957, the Toyota Toyopet, which flopped,

came out, but later ones succeeded.

● AIDS: It was first reported in 1981, was initially deadly, but

now seems to be manageable.

● The personal computer: The Apple II Plus and the IBM PC

came out in the early 1980s.

● Political correctness: Since the 1970s, Santa cannot say,

“Ho! Ho! Ho!”
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● McDonald’s: It was founded in San Bernardino when I was

15.

● Cable TV: We first experienced it in 1980.

● Hefner’s Playboy: It shook up the world in 1953, but then in

1965, along came Penthouse!

● The 2-point conversion in football: The rule change was

adopted by the NFL in 1994.

● Exchange traded funds or ETFs: In the 1990s, these

investments came out, and were priced and could be bought and

sold exactly like stocks.

● Mobile phones: First introduced in 1973, they became

common in the late 1990s.

● The 3-pointer in basketball: It was adopted by colleges in

1986 and by the NBA in 1994.

● The Trump presidency: Occurring from 2016-2020, may

something like it never happen again!

● The gay liberation movement: It began in 1969, urging gay

men and women to counter societal shame with gay pride.

CONCLUSION

The country I live in today could not have been foreseen

when I was a child, or even when I was a youth. The advent of the

internet, and instant communication with tools like cellphones

have changed the way everyone lives.
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Some fight the changes. They risk being left behind, although

it sometimes can be a challenge to keep up with changes we’re

forced to accept, many of which require competent use of the

computer. These include accessing information, paying bills,

depositing checks, even email.

In a few decades, electric cars will dominate the highways

and supersonic planes may fly you to distant places. As more and

more people shop online and work out of their home, shopping

malls and other stores may be reconfigured as apartments.

But we have two great challenges facing not just the country

but the entire world.

First, climate change will significantly impact the planet.

Agricultural productivity will alter due to high temperatures,

droughts, and changes in rainfall patterns. Hurricanes will

become stronger and more intense; sea levels will rise and the

arctic may become ice-free.

And second, caring for our ageing population may put strains

on the economy. Older people place a large burden on health and

long-term care systems, yet contribute reduced revenue to their

support.

Can we meet these challenges? I don’t know, but I suggest we

give it a try.

I must admit, though, that being an octogenarian, I am

unlikely to be around during the times of the greatest impact of

the first challenge. And as a member of the ageing population, I
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will do my best to slip out of this world quietly, while imposing

as few societal costs as possible.
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What is one of the most
selfless things you have

done in life?

We all know it’s better to give than receive, as you derive

pleasure from knowing that you’re helping someone. What does

“selfless” mean then? One definition is “concerned more with

the needs and wishes of others than with one’s own.” The

definition then provides three examples. Paying ahead for the

order of the person in line behind you at Starbucks. Giving your

partner a kiss out of nowhere in mid-sentence while she is

talking (that’s a very cool one). Hugging your daughter for no

specific reason whatsoever.

Fortunately, this COVID-19 pandemic is slowly mitigating,

and now I’m able to hug my daughters for real, rather than give

them air hugs, as was the case up until recently.

A truly selfless act is to help someone and not reveal yourself

to them. I’ve never done that. But I’d like to tell you a story about
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helping someone who lives almost 10,000 miles away. Her name

is Maria.

I VISIT AFRICA WITH FOUR PEOPLE FROM ST. JULIE’S

CHURCH

In early 2008, I had the opportunity to visit Africa,

accompanying four parishioners from St. Julie’s Catholic Church

in Newbury Park. After landing in Entebbe, Uganda, we went on

some game drives and then spent six days in the small town of

Buseesa, where the Sisters of Notre Dame maintain two schools

(now three) that are taught by American and German sisters

along with some African sisters and lay personnel. While there,

Sister Maria Amony, whose family is from northern Uganda,

near the city of Gulu, approached me. “Could you help me?” she

asked.

During my month-long trip, which included 17 days in

Uganda, followed by ten more by myself in Tanzania, I learned

that the per capita income of East Africans was under two dollars

per day. A young African I spoke with had vented his frustration

at immigrants from India who had come and set up shop in

Africa. I saw a new road that the Chinese had built recently

through a town. So when Maria asked me for help, my heart had

already been softened by what I had learned and observed during

my previous week in Uganda.

I HELP MARIA AMONY’S BROTHER
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Maria told me that her brother John Bosco Okego, 27, who

was living in Gulu, wanted to go to a private school to learn to

become an auto mechanic. But he needed $150 to get into the

school. Once he’s in, he would need an additional $200 to get

through the school year. I realized instantly that I could change

John’s life. Once I returned to the U.S., I wired $150 to Maria.

But that was just the beginning. Maria had broken the rules

by soliciting money from me. But I didn’t really care. Soon I was

corresponding with Monsignor Wanok Sanctus Lino, a

supportive uncle who informed me that John was to start

attending the Comboni Technical School to learn about “Motor

Vehicles and Mechanics.” Well, John attended the first term, and

then quit! He said that his schoolmates, all much younger, were

“laughing and making fun of him that he is too old.” They were

calling him grandpa. Well, my “selfless deed” had not turned out

the way I had expected.

But the story of John Bosco eventually had a happy ending—a

few years later he got a job as a teacher.

I NOW HELP MARIA’S SISTER

Maria had a sister, Jenifer (and a brother, Denis). Jenifer’s

husband had died from HIV/AIDS. She too now was fighting the

disease, but was taking daily meds to control it. Jenifer was

caring for family members, including their mother, her own

children, and nieces and nephews. If I could send her some
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money, Maria told me, it would help Jenifer to set up a business

that would provide income for her extended family. I said I

would help, and by mid-2009, I had sent her $1,750.

Maria’s requests then expanded. Could I help her niece and

nephews with school fees? “Of course,” I replied. “How much?”

Soon I was sending $2,000 or more per year to help pay the

children’s school fees. Unlike in the United States, where

schooling through high school is free, the same opportunities do

not exist in Uganda, where a free education is available only to

four children per family, and many families have more than four

children. To obtain a good education, parents may need to take

out loans, since the public school might have 60 or more

students per class, or the classes might be held under a tree. So I

felt pleased to help Jenifer and her coterie of children.

MARIA LOSES HER JOB AS A SISTER BUT BECOMES A SISTER

AGAIN

Then in May of 2011, Maria informed me that she had been

kicked out of the Sisters of Notre Dame. “Darkness is all around

me,” she said, and she signed her email: “From your daughter in

pain, Maria. (No longer a sister of Notre Dame or SND)”. She

didn’t say why this occurred, but I wonder if it may have had

something to do with soliciting help for her family.

But Maria kept busy. She moved to a site near the capital

Kampala, and went to Kisubi Brothers University, graduating
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with a master’s degree a couple years later. Then at the end of

2014, Maria became a sister again, accepted into the fold of the

Canadian Daughters of Providence, a French order that operates

in the diocese of Nebbi, in Northern Uganda.

CATHY AND I RESPOND TO INCREASING FINANCIAL NEEDS

I, and often Cathy too, continued to send money, helping

Maria respond to many financial needs: school fees, a gravestone

for her mother Christine, medical assistance for Jenifer (over

$6,000 for a cancer operation), rebuilding a burnt down shack,

and more medical assistance for Jenifer after she was beaten by

her husband.

I was regularly sending school fees, but I felt removed from

the children I was helping, so I told Maria I wanted more

information on the children. She provided names, ages, and

aspirations (e.g., doctor, nurse, pilot, businessman). The fees

kept increasing and by 2020 had reached over $3,000 per year.

Cathy and I were supporting about eight children, most aged 15

or more.

SUDDENLY, MARIA SEEMED TO DISAPPEAR

I last sent money on January 27, 2020, just weeks before the

coronavirus outbreak caused the entire world to shut down.

And soon after, Maria herself seemed to fade away. In

January 2020, she had stated in one email that she was having a

relapse of malaria, and in another that doctors had cut out a
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tumorous cyst from her uterus.

On March 31, 2020, she wrote: “Waking up from my sickness

and hearing about the coronavirus has traumatized me.

Yesterday I watched the world news on BBC and CNN and my

prayers changed. What has this come to? If this is going to wipe

out the entire planet, then why did God create humanity?”

The last post on her Facebook page is dated May 5, 2020.

Maria has relied on her faith and was, in my view, engaged in

some “magical thinking” about the world. Clearly the pandemic

has created emotional distress and perhaps even doubts about

her faith.

I SEND A “TOUGH LOVE” EMAIL

On June 14, 2020, I told Maria I felt too distant from the

children I had been supporting and asked that each send me an

email and photo. In my “tough love” email, I told her that I

would continue to support only the children who sent me emails.

By that time, I had sent over $38,000 to Maria.

However, she never replied. Nor did I hear from any student.

All communication between us ceased.

HER COMPUTER HAD CRASHED

Finally, after almost 18 months of silence, I heard from her.

It was September 24, 2021, one day after I had sent an email to

Sr. Emma Mudrik, a French nun who was standing next to Maria

in the December 27, 2014, photo of her being accepted into the
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Daughters of Providence of Nebbi. The webpage containing that

photo identified Sr. Emma and had provided her email address.

The email I sent was entitled, “What Happened to Maria

Amony?” In Maria’s excited reply, she stated, “My system

crashed … I tried to search for your email but to no avail.” She

had been sitting in the same room when Sr. Emma opened and

read my email to her.

I sent Maria a host of questions: “How is Jenifer?” and “Are

schools back in session in Uganda?” and “What are you doing?”

and “How is your health?”

I pray that she stays in good health and is able to lead a long

and productive life as a Daughter of Providence.

IN CONCLUSION

I am unlikely to send her any more money.

As in the United States, schools in Uganda were closed for a

long time due to COVID-19. If I were younger, once it is safe to

travel again, I would love to go back to Uganda and meet the

children.

I do feel that I’ve changed lives with this “selfless act.” The

gods have dealt me a good hand in life and I’m glad I’ve been

able to share some of my bounty with others.
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February 2008: Our Uganda travel route after flying into Entebbe
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February 19, 2008: Maria Amony in Buseesa
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February 19, 2008: Buseesa teachers, with Sr. Maria on the left
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December 27, 2014: Maria becomes a sister again ● She is shown

in front of the Cathedral of Nebbi with Msgr. Sanctus Lino

Wanok, bishop of Nebbi, and Sr. Emma Mudrik
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What is the farthest you
have ever traveled?

I’ve been to Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, which is 10,091 miles

from home.

MY TRIP TO UGANDA AND TANZANIA

In February 2008, I went to Africa with four other emissaries

from St. Julie’s Church in Newbury Park. We went to explore a

connection the parish had with two schools in Uganda.

A call had gone out to parishioners the previous fall, “Come

and join us on this trip.” I responded. I’d accompany Deacon

Dave Smith and three others: Butch and Renée Graves, and Jim

Olson. I’d known Butch and Renée since 1980. Talented Jim

Olson crafted the trip with the assistance of a travel agent; Jim

had many skills and as a museum designer had been to Africa

more than once. Mary was teaching at CSUN and unfortunately

could not go.
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The plan was to visit two mission schools in Buseesa,

Uganda, established in 2000 by the Sisters of Notre Dame in

Thousand Oaks, working with the SND from Covington,

Kentucky. We five had obtained an invitation to visit the schools

for a week. We hoped to learn how St. Julie’s parishioners could

assist in supporting the work that was being done there.

I chose to extend the trip by a week and explore northern

Tanzania by flying into Arusha, at the base of Mount

Kilimanjaro.

During this trip to Tanzania, twice I ended up in Dar es

Salaam, along the Indian Ocean, near Zanzibar. The plane I was

on visited there once while flying into Arusha, and once while

leaving that city to return home.

THOUGHTS ABOUT AFRICA

Why did I want to visit Africa? Although it’s the cradle of our

civilization, the people there suffer more than on any continent

on the globe. How can people survive with a per capita income

averaging only a few dollars a day? Throughout Africa,

HIV/AIDS, malaria, and hostilities ravage the population.

Technology seems to have almost bypassed the continent.

Education and opportunities are lacking. Thoughts such as these

occupied my mind.

As a child, I had collected stamps and from this hobby

learned of the continents, countries, languages, and even
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cultures on this planet. I knew from my philately that most

African countries then belonged to European nations. I’d be

visiting Uganda and then Tanzania, both of which transitioned

from British colonies to independent countries in the early

1960s. During the last 60 years, the map of Africa had

dramatically changed, and I was curious to see what effects

colonization and then independence had had on the people.

WE ARRIVE AT ENTEBBE

The five of us flew out of Los Angeles before dawn, touched

down in Detroit, and went on to Amsterdam, where we spent

three hours on the ground. We boarded a plane for our final

destination before 11 am, and flew south for over ten hours,

finally arriving at Entebbe International Airport, on the north

shore of Lake Victoria.

It was 9 pm and our 25-hour journey was over. The front

door of the plane had been opened and I prepared to walk down

the stairs to the tarmac on this warm February night. I thanked

the stewardess, who smiled back and said, “I love the smell of

Africa.” She said it as though she had arrived home.

The warm weather here was in stark contrast to the snow we

had seen in Detroit and the chilly weather we had felt in

Amsterdam. But I’d expect that being only three miles into the

northern hemisphere, the weather would be warm year-round,

the only variable being the frequency of the rains.
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In 1983, Toto had cried out, “I bless the rains down in

Africa,” and over the next couple weeks we five ambassadors

from St. Julie’s adopted this as our theme song.

WE TRAVEL BEFORE BUSEESA

Before visiting the mission schools, we spent a week

traveling in Uganda to acquaint ourselves with the country,

enabling us to bring some stories and photos to the students at

the schools.

Sisters Colette and Anita, both American sisters from

Buseesa, greeted us after we had deplaned; they were there to

greet someone else and told us we’d be seeing them in a week.

James, our driver, introduced himself and ushered us to the van

we’d be sharing for a while. He loaded us and our luggage and

drove us to the Boma Guesthouse, a ten-minute drive from the

airport, where David Cook, the owner, greeted us and showed us

our rooms. I took care as I covered my bed with mosquito

netting, realizing I would be repeating this practice every

evening during my African stay.

In the morning, after breakfast, James drove us south to the

northern shore of Lake Victoria, where we boarded a boat for a

20-mile trip to Ngamba Island, a trip that took us across the

equator! The island also bears the name Chimpanzee Island.

While there, we stayed in a tented camp and visited a

chimpanzee sanctuary.
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The next day we were back on the mainland, and James drove

us north to Murchison Falls National Park. The sights

there—lions, giraffes, elephants, topi, hippos, crocodiles on the

Nile River—would later be deemed the best of the wildlife we

saw in the country. Leaving Murchison, we stopped for a brief

visit at the Ziwa White Rhino Sanctuary, and then continued on

to the center of Kampala, the capital, where we spent a night at

the luxurious Emin Pasha Hotel. James had left us, but we’d see

him again following our stay in Buseesa.

WE TRAVEL FROM KAMPALA TO BUSEESA

With Sebastian behind the wheel of our SUV, our three-hour

journey from Kampala took us over a paved road with the

occasional pothole (“It keeps me alert,” Sebastian told me), then

over a high-center dirt road—designed for the coming rainy

season—and finally over a narrow dirt road into the Buseesa

compound. Sister Antoinette had met us in Kampala and

caravanned with us back to Buseesa, driving a second vehicle

containing our luggage.

To the right, alongside the narrow road, were crops to help

feed the hundreds of mouths at Buseesa; on the left, just outside

the compound, was the Catholic Church. We drove through a

gate, where banana leaves, each taller than us, had been bound

together and tied to pillars as a traditional sign of welcome.

Sebastian backed our vehicle up to an orange and red brick
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building and we got out. Sister Juliet, a young Ugandan sister

with a beaming smile, shook our hands and said the children

were expecting us.

STUDENTS GREET US

And when we turned a corner, there they were. Dozens of

children, smiling and laughing and waving, called out. They were

dressed in blue shorts and white or maroon shirts bearing the

primary school’s name. Footwear was flip-flops, rubber sandals,

or nothing. There were boys and there were girls, but it was hard

to tell, as everyone’s hair was cut equally short. Keys or

crucifixes adorned some necks. But their faces were their most

striking feature, expressing joy and happiness. We knew we had

come to a special place.

WE WALK PAST THE TWO SCHOOLS

The Sisters of Notre Dame had established two schools at

Buseesa.

The first was the St. Julie Model Primary Boarding School,

which boarded about 250 students aged 6–12. The grades were

called P1 to P7, similar to American grades 1 to 7.

The second was the Notre Dame Academy, a secondary

school for girls only, boarding about 150 students aged 13–17.

The grades were called S1 to S4, corresponding to our grades 8 to

11.
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As Sister Juliet walked us past the schools, older students

joined our parade, some carrying gardening tools, all curious

about the new visitors. We had learned that in exchange for an

education, a student would pay with money, crops, animals, and

labor. These were secondary students who had been in the fields,

tilling the crops.

IT’S ST. VALENTINE’S DAY

Daylight was fading and we had to move quickly. After dark,

flashlights or moonlight illuminated our way. Sister Colette, the

primary school principal, and Sister Juliet showed us to our

quarters. To commemorate our St. Valentine’s Day arrival, Sister

Juliet had decorated our bedding with bright red hearts. We

quickly showered and then walked through the dark for our

evening meal with the sisters, where Sister Colette presented us

with our schedule for the next few days—there would be little

time for rest, we realized!

WE LEARN ABOUT THE SCHOOLS

In preparation for our trip, the five of us had met at the Notre

Dame Center in Thousand Oaks one evening, to learn from Sister

Kristin what we could about the country, the culture, and the

schools. We asked many questions. “How many teachers are

there?” “Do students speak English when they arrive?” “How do

these schools compare to Ugandan public schools?” “How do

you determine which students are accepted?” “How much does
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the education cost and how is it funded?”

Sister Kristin asked us, “Does anyone have computer skills?”

Having programmed computers since the mid-1960s, I raised

my hand. So when we departed for Uganda, I packed my Sony

Vaio laptop computer. I arrived willing to help in any way I could.

Sister Anita (from the Covington, Kentucky, province) was in

charge of the schools’ computer lab, which was fitted with

twenty computers operating on a 12-volt battery system that was

recharged through the schools’ solar power setup. The

computers are used primarily for teaching keyboarding and word

processing; they were also used to show students how computers

work and what their capabilities are. Unfortunately, internet

access was not available to these computers, because of the cost

and due to concerns over the extra burden that policing internet

usage might place on the teachers.

I TEACH COMPUTERS TO THE CLASSES

Children attending the schools mainly come from the Kibaale

district of Uganda, which is often called “the forgotten district”

or “lost district” because of its severe lack of roads,

infrastructure, electricity, and poverty. Therefore, it was not

surprising that students and the Ugandan teachers, which make

up about 70% of the teaching staff, have no prior computer

experience. Sister Anita and I brainstormed, and we decided that

I’d teach a lesson about computers to a class.
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The lesson was well-received, and over the next few days I

was asked to present a lesson to every class at the schools. I

developed a simple “lesson plan.” With blackboard notes, I

discussed “Computer Uses” and then “Input or Output?” With

the latter, I interacted with the students as I pointed to computer

components that they already knew, e.g., “Is a keyboard for

input or output?”

We discussed careers. Sister Colette wrote later, “Nearly the

entire school wants to be computer programmers!”

STUDENTS SEE SLIDE SHOWS AND VIDEOS

I showed them a PowerPoint slide show of animals we had

seen prior to our arrival and, for laughs, included local animals

(cows, rabbits) as well.

I made a video of the students in the classroom, with a

teacher—Sister Mary Amony and Sister Colette assisted—asking

them questions to engage them: “What would you like to be

when you grow up?” “Do you have a pet?”

I played the video back on the laptop’s screen to their delight.

As soon as I set up my tiny Sony laptop on a chair in front of

the classroom, the 30 students arranged their desks for a better

view of the screen. Their eyes and attention were intensely

focused on the computer and what I was showing and telling

them. Ugandan students are quiet and respectful, but their

attention revealed they were excited.
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THE IMAGES CAPTIVATE THE STUDENTS

In the middle of Africa, I was showing a slide show of hippos,

giraffes, crocodiles, elephants, and lions to native Africans. As

Toto’s soundtrack repeated, “I bless the rains down in Africa,”

some students lip-synced the words. Their eyes were riveted to

the screen. African though the students were, seeing these

animals was a novelty and a treat.

Their concentration and focus suggested we were showing

them images their young minds were anxious to see. I wanted to

show and tell them more about the world they live in but cannot

fully know, given their limited access to technology.

Although we were only able to travel through a portion of

Uganda, it was clear that the students at Buseesa have learning

opportunities that the vast majority of Ugandan children could

only dream about. The Catholic faith-based and ethical

principles they learn in a loving, safe, trusting, family

atmosphere prepare them well for life in a country that needs

leaders.

I SPEND A FINAL WEEK IN TANZANIA

We had many more adventures in Uganda, before I bid my

companions farewell and continued on to Arusha. The flight

from Entebbe made one stop in Dar es Salaam, over 10,000 miles

from home. Then it turned around and flew back to Arusha.
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From Arusha I could see Mount Kilimanjaro, rising 19,308

feet above sea level. In early 2003, Brian had climbed it, the

highest mountain in Africa. But more significantly, it was during

his historic journey to Africa that he met Marion Hornung, now

his wife and mother of three of my grandchildren.

The next day I met Muhanga, my driver, and as in Uganda,

we went on many game drives. We started at Lake Manyara, and

then moved westward into the Central Serengeti and then to the

Western Serengeti, almost to the shores of Lake Victoria.

On our return trip to Arusha, we stopped at the site of the

Olduvai Gorge, a place holding the earliest evidence of the

existence of human ancestors. Inside the nearby Ngorongoro

Crater, Muhanga and I would witness the birth of a wildebeest.

While spending two nights on the crater’s edge at Ngorongoro

Serena Safari Lodge, I watched a performance by some Maasai

Warrior jump dancers and had a Skype session with Mary, while

walking through the lodge and to the edge of the crater with my

laptop to share with her some remarkable scenes of Africa.

Two days later I was once again in Arusha to board an

evening flight and start the journey home.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Through conversations with Africans I met, discussions with

my drivers in both Uganda and Tanzania, I learned a lot about

the history, culture, aspirations, and needs of the peoples of East
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Africa.

When I returned home, I dug deeper, reading history books

by and about black Africans and white European explorers. Sadly,

my readings have also revealed to me the sufferings of the

peoples of what Geoffrey Oryema calls the Land of Anaka. In

particular, the people of northern Uganda have had much to

endure.

My trip to Uganda and Tanzania served as an introduction to

a part of the world about which I knew very little. Most

Westerners come to see the game, but I was more interested in

the people, and my trip to Africa was extraordinarily fulfilling in

that regard.

February and March 2008: My flights into and out of East Africa
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February 13, 2008: I’m cooled by the waters of the Victoria Nile

near Murchison Falls in Uganda
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February and March 2008: A sampling of African animals
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February 14, 2008: Children welcome us on our St. Valentine’s

Day arrival in Buseesa
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February 14, 2008: Signs identifying the two schools we visited
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February 24, 2008: Standing on the Equator in Kayabwe, Uganda
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Mt. Kilimanjaro, near Arusha, Tanzania, which Brian climbed in

early 2003
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February 25, 2008: View of the airport at Dar es Salaam en route

from Entebbe to Arusha
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February 7 to March 7, 2008: Map showing all the flights I took
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What was one of the most
romantic moments in your

life?

Mary and I were wed on a Saturday. Our Golden Anniversary,

September 3, 2016, also fell on a Saturday.

OUR 50TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER

On that day, we two old people, who had lived together for

half a century and raised four children, went out to celebrate this

significant occasion. After all this time, we still enjoyed the

pleasure of each other’s company. And we were still in love.

Going out with my honey to celebrate 50 years of togetherness

was indeed a romantic moment.

A LIMO PICKS US UP

Cathy had booked a limousine, and at 6:30 in the evening,

Brent Bailey, our driver, arrived at the house. We had not dressed

up fancy. I had put on a dark brown jacket, light brown pants, a
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dress shirt with a white t-shirt under it, but no tie. Mary wore

black slacks, a floral blouse, and a blue jacket.

MARY’S HEALTH WAS FAILING

Mary was not well. The breast cancer that had first appeared

in 1997, which we thought had been eradicated, had come back.

A cancerous tumor had closed her right eye; the cancer had

metastasized within her body and had weakened her

significantly. Nevertheless, two weeks earlier she had mustered

the strength and the courage to join me as officiants to marry

Dave and Jen in Malibu.

I was not a pretty sight either. My face was spotted with red

marks from the fluorouracil I had begun six days earlier to treat

the actinic keratoses on my face and the top of my head.

DINNER AT THE ONYX RESTAURANT IN WESTLAKE

But we could not disregard this momentous milestone—fifty

years married, four accomplished children, and four

grandchildren. I had booked dinner for two at the Onyx

Restaurant at the Four Seasons Hotel in Westlake Village. Cathy

had given us a one-hundred-dollar bill as a gift to offset the cost

of the dinner, and she had paid for the limousine.

I had briefly thought back to the first time I had taken Mary

out, in early 1965, only to discover I had left my wallet at home,

forcing her to pay for the date. It was not an auspicious start to

our relationship, but it was a great story that she told and retold
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during our marriage.

Once we were in the limo, Brent drove us to the restaurant,

an easy fifteen-minute journey. We held hands in the back seat

during the trip, both of us thinking of the places we had been

together. We had visited over fifty countries, many with our

children, who were themselves all world travelers. David,

number four, in fact, was a dual citizen, born outside London

just prior to our move to Newbury Park, a stable home to the four

children since 1980.

WE ARRIVE AT THE RESTAURANT

Brent pulled up in front of the hotel and opened the limo

doors for us. It was still light out. He had given us his phone

number and told us to call him when we were ready to come

home. We walked inside the hotel, then into the Onyx

Restaurant, and informed them of our arrival.

Cathy had told them of the event we were celebrating. We

were welcomed, each given a glass of champagne, and escorted

to a table featuring the same Juparana Colombo marble that

formed our kitchen table at home. We relaxed and chatted.

WE’RE SEATED

We were soon shown to our dinner table. As it was a Japanese

Restaurant, we ordered a salad, and for our main dish, some fish.

A glass of wine and some water washed the food down.
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Neither of us spoke of the major threat to Mary’s health, and

indeed life, that she was confronting and enduring. We chose

instead to look back at the scope of our lives together, marveling

at the things we had done and seen as a couple.

OUR FIRST MEETING IN JANUARY 1965 AT UC RIVERSIDE

In fall 1964, I had enrolled at UC Riverside as a Russian

major, and a few months later at a New Year’s Eve party I had

met and quickly become friends with Susan Stockbridge, a

Spanish language major, and an effusive conversationalist. She

lived off campus, in an apartment complex. Just after the new

year, I moved into a nearby apartment with my roommate,

George Guzzardo, who like me had been a Russian linguist in the

Army. We had been stationed together in Heidwinkel, Germany,

and we both got out of the Army around the same time, enrolled

at UCR, and had spent the first semester in the dorms in adjacent

rooms.

George and I were together at that party and had we not met

Susan, I never would have met Mary. Susan had a roommate

named Lucy. George and I spent time at Susan’s apartment,

socializing; she was pleasant and funny. I had met her boyfriend,

John Lytle, who was often there. Susan later married John, they

had two kids and divorced, and Susan then married Ron Bellomo.

The two now live in eastern New Mexico and we exchange

Christmas cards every year.
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At semester change in mid-January 1965, Lucy moved out,

and Mary Burke moved in. When I met Mary, I could tell

instantly that she was serious, very observant, and mature, yet

she was still a teenager. But her teenaged days would soon end,

as she would turn 20 a month later.

WE SEEMED COMPATIBLE RIGHT FROM THE START

Looking back more than 55 years, I don’t really recall or

know how and why we clicked so quickly, but we did. I was

almost five years older, and of course much wiser. Or so I

pretended, but during our lifetimes we often talked of our

mutual attraction. She did state that my “maturity” was a factor

in my appeal to her.

Over the coming months we would often go to the UCR

library to study during evening hours of 9 to midnight. I found a

dictionary of American slang there and excitedly “taught”

her—of course she permitted this—slang words that had a

sexual connotation. But our relationship was, and remained until

our wedding night, a “pure” one. I prided myself on that.

I GRADUATE AND GO TO ALBUQUERQUE

I graduated in June 1965, and took a job in New Mexico, but

we missed each other, so we got together in Flagstaff, Arizona,

for a few nights over July 4 weekend. She arrived by bus from

Riverside and I by car from Albuquerque. She and I were both

extremely excited about seeing one another.
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MARY’S LETTER PRIOR TO OUR MEETING IN FLAGSTAFF

She wrote a moving and loving letter before we met there. In

it she said:

“Darling, I’m looking forward to July 4 with as much

eagerness as possible – keeping in mind that the one difficulty is

that the plans are not firm because they are not mine to make. I

only hope that things work out. Do you know that when I look at

your picture I can almost trace in my imagination the shape of

your face and your mouth and can almost feel them against my

fingertips the way I used to run them over your face? How I wish

I were there to do it now! Take care and good luck with your

moving. Love, Mary”

I had never experienced love such as this from a woman

before.

We were with each other for a few days, during which we

visited the Grand Canyon, and then we parted.

I SOON RETURN TO CALIFORNIA

Only two months later I quit my New Mexico job, came back

to California, stayed with Mary in Riverside while job hunting,

found one in Los Angeles, and then proposed in December 1965.

Soon afterward, I un-proposed, but then changed my mind.

Looking back, I believe the reason I backed out for a while is that

I desperately wanted a “perfect” marriage—one that would last

a lifetime, and feared ours might not. But I changed my mind
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because I missed Mary so much. And our marriage did last a

lifetime!

WE MARRY IN 1966

She accepted me back, and we married in September 1966.

We talked about all these events during dinner.

“Why did you take me back?” I asked her.

“Because I loved and wanted you,” she answered. Mary had

the remarkable ability to accurately judge other people, I

discovered from observing her throughout our marriage. She was

certain about her beliefs. She didn’t suffer fools lightly, nor did

she confront or challenge them. Instead, she simply avoided

them. I considered her a rock and I admired her stability and

consistency.

WE TALK ABOUT OUR AMAZING LIFE TOGETHER

I knew that this dinner and evening would be special. As I

looked across the table at Mary’s face, one eye closed, I realized

that our best days were in the past. But what a life we’d had.

We’d seen the world, introduced our children to it, continuously

encouraged them to strive, and they had responded.

David missed out on our family’s European adventures, but

he had the advantage of observing the accomplishments of his

siblings, all of whom had become college graduates before he

turned 15. At 16, David accompanied Mary and me on a return

trip to Europe. Highlights included a visit to his birth hospital
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and home and meeting his German brother Volker in Berlin. And

a few years later, we attended David’s graduation from UC Santa

Barbara.

We talked about the experiences we had shared as a couple.

We complemented each others’ skills. Mary was the loving

mother, respected teacher—and professor—while I was our life

planner, and much of our lives, the provider. She was the chief

cook and I was the bottle washer. We were each other’s

confidants. We respected each other.

MARY’S WORDS ABOUT NEVER BEING LONELY

We always kept busy when we were not with each other. Mary

would read and I would undertake a project on the computer.

Back in 1977, in a letter from England to her parents, at the age

of 32, she put it succinctly:

“Larry and I really do not seem to need other people that

much, and I guess we are fortunate that we’ve never had

occasion to be lonely. Bored, maybe, but not lonely!”

THE RESTAURANT PRESENTS US A “HAPPY ANNIVERSARY”

PLATE

Dinner was an experience and an experiment, one in which

we sampled small pieces of sushi during our visit. After all, we

were there not to eat, but to commemorate fifty years together.

Toward the end of the meal, we were treated to a plate of tiny

desserts on which was written in chocolate syrup, “Happy 50th
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Anniversary Mr. & Mrs. Riggs.”

Shortly after 9 pm, we called Brent, informed him that we

were ready to go home, and he came and picked us up. We

arrived home, smiling, full of appreciation for having found each

other, at the same time understanding that the best was behind

us. But isn’t that the way life is? A couple meets, creates and

nurtures new lives, and then turns them loose. We felt we had

done a good job.

A ROMANTIC EVENING, BUT LIKELY OUR LAST

This indeed had been a romantic evening. I loved this woman

and was so glad to have her in my life. Little did we know that

516 days later, Mary would leave me.

September 3, 2016: Mary and I seated at our table at the Onyx

Restaurant
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September 3, 2016: One of the delicacies we consumed during

our dinner
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September 3, 2016: The “Happy Anniversary” dessert plate
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June 21, 1965: A portion of Mary’s letter to me in Albuquerque
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December 3, 1965: Our engagement announcement in the

Riverside Press
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August 29, 1966: At our Crenshaw apartment five days before we

wed
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Who have been your
closest friends throughout

the years?

In July 1973, we moved from New Jersey to California, traveling

leisurely across the country and settling in La Cañada, as I

wanted to be close to my new job at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. Mary would not be working for a while, we figured,

as she was five months pregnant with our third child, and Cathy

and Jenny needed a full-time mom at home as they were both

under five years of age.

WE SETTLE INTO A HOME IN LA CAÑADA

Mary recognized that Cathy was a restless child and thought

that perhaps enrolling her in a preschool might both entertain

and educate her. And so she took Cathy to the La Crescenta

Presbyterian Church Preschool, a short five minute drive from

the house, and enrolled her.
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Soon afterward, Mary enrolled Jenny there. Even Brian, born

at the end of November 1973, would become a student there,

albeit briefly, at the age of 2, in the fall of 1976.

MARY AND BARBARA WEBER BECOME FRIENDS

But the school provided an additional benefit, enabling Mary

to meet and connect with the Weber family, whose friendship

has endured for almost 50 years. Barbara Weber, 6 months older

than Mary, was enrolling her son Billy, exactly one year younger

than Cathy. The two mothers hit it off immediately. We learned

that Barbara’s husband Bill also worked at JPL. He had been an

employee there for five years, whereas I was a contractor,

working for Informatics.

TWO CHILDREN ARRIVE NOW AND TWO DAVIDS COME

LATER

Bill and Barbara lived just a few blocks from us and we began

to socialize with them. A few months after we moved in, Brian

was born at nearby Verdugo Hills Hospital, and less than four

months later Christa Weber was born.

After we left La Cañada in 1976, we and the Webers each had

one more child. It was a boy and each family named him David.

Over the years, we have socialized at parties, been to Dodger

games together, met at restaurants, and kept up to date on each

other’s lives and growing families.

Below I recount some memories we’ve shared.
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THE YOUNG PLAYERS

Ours: Cathy (11 Feb 1969), Jenny (21 Aug 1970), Brian (30 Nov

1973), David (1 Aug 1980).

Theirs: Bill IV (11 Feb 1970), Christa (18 Mar 1974), David (23

Dec 1977).

SHOTGUN WEDDING

On September 3, 1976, Mary and I had been married exactly

ten years. We and the Webers and our five children had driven up

Angeles Crest highway to Buckhorn Campground. The skies

opened up and it started raining, so we abruptly canceled our

camping trip and returned the 35 miles back to La Cañada, to the

Webers’ house for dinner.

On the way down the mountain, Bill came up with the idea of

commemorating our anniversary with a shotgun wedding

scenario. After dinner he dressed up as a Hillbilly Preacher,

complete with shotgun and goofy look. Mary and I assumed a

serious demeanor, and the five children, the oldest of whom was

7, unaware of what was happening, simply smiled as they would

for any other photo.

Afterward, Mary and I breathed a sigh of relief; we were so

grateful that we had been married, especially by such a

distinguished clergyman. We would no longer be living in sin;

the ceremony legitimized not only our relationship, but our

three children as well.
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BARBARA’S RECOLLECTIONS

Mary and I attended a “Stretch and Slim” class at the Youth

House for a couple years. We put Christa and Brian with other

families in the babysitting co-op so we could get some time to

ourselves to exercise. We also did some crafts and cooking

projects together, making jams, pillows, curtains, etc. while the

kids played.

I remember the day you left for England and Mary borrowed

our vacuum cleaner to do the rugs in your house. She drove over

with the kids in the car and brought in the vacuum. As she pulled

out of the driveway, I was in tears, never dreaming you would all

move back and our friendship could continue.

When we were in England a few years after you came back to

the U.S., we drove by your old home in Camberley.

When I used to drive the carpool home from La Crescenta

Presbyterian, with Billy and Jenny in the car together, every time

we passed Verdugo Hills Hospital, Jenny would say “There’s

Brian’s hospital.”

CAMPING AND CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

Camping activities with the Webers were frequent as our

children were growing. Mary and I had inherited a huge tent

from her parents. It would accommodate not just our family of

five but additional visitors as well. One time we set up the tent in

the Webers’ back yard and the two families’ five kids and more
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slept there.

After the two Davids were born, we and the Webers would

meet at campgrounds along the California coast, north of

Ventura or Santa Barbara. Our David was only ten months old

when we first went camping with them after our return from

England.

For several winters in the 1980s we would join the Webers at

Yosemite Institute in February, where days would be spent

cross-country skiing and evenings would be spent playing

games such as Trivial Pursuit. We would spend the nights in

cabins with a number of other La Cañadans, and share

community bathrooms. I remember vividly one cloud-free

evening when a guide took us outside and identified

constellations in this crystal-clear mountainous nighttime sky.

1984 OLYMPICS

It was a hot August night in Los Angeles when we joined the

Webers at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena to watch the Bronze Medal

soccer match in which Yugoslavia beat Italy, 2 to 1. The grass had

been “painted” a deeper shade of green in expectation of ABC’s

telecast of the game. However, the game was not telecast,

presumably because the Olympics had not yet become an

international viewing event like today.

But interest here in Los Angeles was very high, and the

attendance of 100,374 broke an American record for soccer.
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During the game, fans were thrilled to be able to do “the Wave”

in this oval-shaped stadium. The noise was almost deafening,

but when it was our turn, we excitedly stood up and extended our

arms, choreographing our moves like a dancer, and loudly

cheered.

VISITING BILLY WEBER IN ITALY

In the summer of 2000, Cathy, Brian, and I spent a month

traveling through Europe. In Trento, Italy, Billy Weber hosted us

for lunch. He was fresh from Cal Tech with a Ph.D. in Physics,

and he was working on what would become a decades long

project called the LISA Pathfinder Mission, to study the origin of

gravitational waves, a topic best understood by those with a

doctorate in physics.

Billy had borrowed a Fiat. He met us at the train station when

we arrived and gave us a tour of Trento, driving us past his

workplace and apartment. The four of us then lunched in the

Dolomite mountains overlooking the city at a restaurant

frequented by backpackers.

Billy had been there for only four months. But two decades

later, he is still in Trento, married and father of two children. He

teaches in the Department of Physics at the University of Trento

and does research. I can’t say whether he had met Carlotta when

we visited, but I suspect he hadn’t.

WEDDINGS
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In May 1999, Mary and I, along with Brian and Jenny,

attended Christa’s wedding in La Cañada. She married Jason

Evans, whom ironically Brian knew from his high school days.

Then, in August 2012, Mary and I watched David Weber tie

the knot with Diana Tsu in Manhattan Beach at a ceremony in

which his brother Billy performed the service.

And the Webers attended Cathy and Kirk’s wedding in 2003

and David and Jen’s wedding in Malibu in 2016. They missed

Brian and Marion’s 2004 wedding in La Jolla.

But Mary describes, in our 2002 Christmas letter, what

undoubtedly was the grandest wedding event of all our kids:

“David graduated from UC Santa Barbara in June and we

three flew to Italy for a wonderful week-long cultural event: the

wedding of young Bill Weber and the charming and lively

Carlotta Scaramuzzi in Frascati. Our villa—a converted

monastery—was able to absorb the many family members and

friends who made the trip to participate in this intercontinental

marriage. Best of all (from my viewpoint) was Brian’s arrival to

share in the festivities.

“We sweltered in the heat and humidity, and trudged gamely

over cobblestone streets to see the wonders of Frascati, including

Gelateria Tris, which our neighbor Gabe called the “best gelato

place in the world.” Since he was born in Frascati and had lived

there 30 years, we paid close attention to his suggestions.
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Carlotta’s family connections got us into the observatory at

Castel Gandolfo, as well as the pope’s private gardens. We took

advantage of some daytrips from the villa, arranged by the

moms of the bride and groom, and visited the Colosseum,

Vatican, Catacombs of St. Sebastian, and of course the Trevi

Fountain, to ensure our future return (but in cooler weather).”

AFTER MARY’S PASSING

Six weeks after Mary passed, Bill and Barbara scheduled a

memorial Mass for Mary at St. Bede’s in La Cañada. The Mass

began with the Palm Sunday procession. We sat front right and

had a great view. Bill played a guitar in an 8-person band. After

Mass, eight from our group then gathered at Bill and Barbara’s

house along with Jason and Christa and their three kids. We

feasted and talked for hours.

In December of 2018, my first post-Mary girlfriend Susie

Wilson and I stopped in La Cañada and lunched with Bill and

Barbara, en route to a party at Susie’s brother Steve’s house in

Santa Ana.

And in February of 2019, we hosted a 50th birthday party at

our house for Cathy, which Bill and Barbara attended. My cousin

Bonnie—who has a master’s in marine biology and works for the

Army Corps of Engineers—was thrilled to meet Bill, impressed

with his connection to JPL, where at one point he had managed

about a third of the employees there.
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AND TODAY, WE HAVE LITTLE CONTACT

Since then, my contact with the Webers has been negligible,

but this is an acknowledgment of how much my life has changed.

While married, I enjoyed a 44-year relationship with the Webers.

Now I’m single. I, Bill, and Barbara, are retired, and our children

are grown up and three of the seven live outside Southern

California. And, of course, we’ve all been forced to endure what

sometimes seems like a never-ending pandemic.

Looking back, Mary and I, and Barbara and Bill, had this

amazing connection. Our marriages were stable, and our

children all blossomed into productive adults. And these children

in turn have created for us some wonderful grandchildren we can

now spoil.
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September 3, 1976: “Shotgun” Bill Weber with Barbara and Mary

and me, with our five kids: Cathy, Christa, Brian, Billy, and Jenny
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December 27, 1978: Christa Weber, 4, and Brian Riggs, 5,

childhood friends, in the Webers’ back yard
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February 21, 1987: David Riggs, 6, and David Weber, 9, at

Yosemite Institute
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June 24, 2002: Mary and I in Frascati, Italy, to attend the

marriage of Bill, shown with Bill and Barbara
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Christmas 2019: [Bill Jr, Nina (9), Carlotta, Saverio (10)], [Jack

(3½), David, Diana, Ansel Li (5½)], [Zachary (14), Christa,

Juliette (10), Jason, Annalise (17)], Barbara, Bill
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How has your life turned
out differently than you

imagined it would?

While a senior in high school, I took a two-semester course

called Great Books, taught by Mr. Marks. It was a life changer.

The purpose of the course was to introduce us to the ideas of

some of the most influential thinkers in history.

“The unexamined life is not worth living,” said Socrates.

During the course, Mr. Marks had us explore the question,

“What is the highest good?” meaning “What should I strive for

in life?” We read and discussed Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

Thomas Aquinas, Immanuel Kant, and many others. In their

writings, the authors discussed a range of goals in life that one

might seek. Should we strive for pleasure, money, or power? Or

something else?
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EARLY IN LIFE I SET MY GOAL AS HAPPINESS

Kant stated, “Virtue and happiness together constitute

possession of the highest good in a person.”

“Virtue” matched the ethical precepts I’d been taught

growing up Catholic, and “happiness” meant feeling good about

my life. These ideas resonated; I’d found the answer … I wanted

happiness and that’s what I’d strive for.

THE THREE PERIODS OF MY LIFE

I break my life into three periods: premarital, marital, and

postmarital. To achieve happiness, I’d need to smoothly move

from my premarital into my marital stage, and that presumably

lengthy period would be one filled with joy and happiness.

First, I’d meet a lady and graduate from college, in either

order. She and I’d marry. We’d settle down, raise a family, and

grow old gracefully, maybe even while living in a house with a

picket fence around it. These were common post-war goals for

both men and women. That’s what I imagined my life would be

like. And it would be a happy life.

MY PREMARITAL STAGE OF LIFE – A SCREW-UP

Well, I started college, but I interrupted it with an Army

enlistment. Then I got a German lady pregnant, but left her

before our son was born. Instead, I returned to the U.S.

My fathering a child outside of wedlock was among the low

points in my life. I’d considered marrying the child’s mother,
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Betty, which would match up with the first of Kant’s goals,

“virtue,” but I declined to marry her because the marriage would

not enable me—nor her, if she had a discontented mate—to

attain the goal of “happiness.”

Nevertheless, I moved on and strived to get back on track. I

still sought happiness, even though it was beginning to seem an

elusive goal.

MARITAL YEARS – TIME TO GROW OLD TOGETHER

Then, almost eight years after completing the “Great Books”

course, I met Mary. And I courted her, fell in love, graduated

from college, and married her. Ah! I was back on track.

We married when she was 21 and I was 26. We were

compatible and we functioned as a team. We were both college

graduates when we married, and soon afterwards, she received a

teaching credential from UCLA and began teaching high school

in Los Angeles. She received the highest reviews for her teaching

skills, but then pregnancy interrupted her career. It was her

judgment to leave her job and become a full-time mother, which

occupied her for the following thirteen years. As she did at

teaching, she excelled at parenting.

I’d become a computer programmer. I loved my job, which

was mentally stimulating, challenging, and well-paying. It took

us on journeys, first to Sacramento, then to New Jersey, back to

Southern California, over to England, and finally to Newbury
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Park. She supported every move. We collaborated on every

decision and there were many to make. Each move presented us

with new opportunities to see the world. We shared these

experiences with our growing family, and the children were

delighted at their many new adventures.

At some point, our family unit began shrinking. My life’s

plan had not given thought or consideration to the eventual

departure of the children from the womb of our home, and when

they started leaving, that saddened me. Cathy and Jenny left

within a year of each other, changing our family structure

irrevocably. When, three years after Jenny left, Brian went off to

college, David cried as the two hugged in the driveway. Now,

only one child was left. I was deeply dismayed, but grateful that

Mary and I’d have him for seven more years before he left the

nest.

CANCER INTERRUPTS OUR HAPPINESS

In 1997, our world came crashing down. A lump in Mary’s

breast revealed cancer, and suddenly as a family we were

confronted with mortality and the reality that cancer can kill. But

at the same time, medicine and doctors heal, and after she

underwent a mastectomy, chemotherapy, radiation, and breast

reconstruction, we felt that this challenge to Mary’s health had

been met and conquered. Life went on for us as before.
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The four children became college graduates, Jenny became a

lawyer, I retired, and Mary and I traveled. We went to exotic

places including New Zealand, Australia, Argentina, Estonia.

Jenny accompanied us to Tahiti and Hungary.

TWO KIDS MARRY BUT THEN ONE DIVORCES

After I married, the first obstacle my spouse and I

encountered in my journey through life was Mary’s breast

cancer. We thought that, after it was treated, we could return to

our good life. Indeed, we experienced joy at Cathy’s wedding in

2003 and a year later at Brian’s wedding. And soon, in 2007, 17

days apart, we became grandparents … twice. We learned of

Lucie’s birth while in northeast Australia, and Mary and I

returned home just in time to be at Cathy’s side when Tori was

born. These were two joyful events.

Then, there was more turbulence. Just before Christmas in

2010, Cathy and Tori came to our house ostensibly to spend a few

days with us. When Cathy greeted us by saying, “Mom, Dad, I’m

not going back,” we knew that her marriage was over. That was

over ten years ago. Cathy and Kirk each now care for Tori half

time. How has this impacted young Tori? I can only think of my

own upbringing, which was untraditional. Simply stated, it

saddens me.

TERMINAL CANCER TAKES MARY AWAY
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In mid-2016, Mary received ominous news. The cancer of

1997 had come back, and had done so with a vengeance.

Mary’s health declined rapidly. She was able to officiate with

me, on August 20, 2016, to marry David and Jen, and a year later,

hold Lucas, their firstborn. Then, on the day that Lucas became

two months old, she died.

MY POSTMARITAL ERA

Mary’s gone and my life today is so different. I’d never

anticipated being alone. I’d not dated since before I’d met Mary,

more than a half century ago. But I have ventured forth and met

several women in the past three years.

I’ve been surprised to hear the stories that these ladies have

shared. No one has lived a perfect, an ideal, life. A typical woman

has been unlucky in love at least once and has had more than one

spouse or partner. A marriage might last over 20 years before a

couple unties the knot.

There are relationship risks that any woman I date and I are

aware of. Still, I’d love to have a companion in my life, one who’s

smart, uncritical, and accepting, yet independent. Ideally there

would be enough common ground where we could enjoy a shared

life.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Six years ago, life was very good. Three years ago, I lost

Mary. And about eighteen months ago, COVID-19 came into our
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lives.

The pandemic has forced me into some degree of isolation,

and fortunately I’m still healthy. In March 2020, at the dawn of

the pandemic, Cathy moved out to avoid risking infecting me

and has remained living in a rental home a mile away. So now I

live alone, without a companion at my side to talk to, touch,

hold, and love. I never imagined that I’d have to endure a life like

this.

I’ve dated one lady during the pandemic, Judy Blades. We

took three short trips around California and a lengthier one to

Death Valley, Las Vegas, and Sedona. But after a year, the

relationship fizzled.

Still, I have hope. The world may be opening up again and

I’m considering going to a dating site to find a lady with whom I

can find common ground and do some traveling. Will I find

lasting happiness in this third stage of my life? I’ll answer by

quoting Little Beaver from a comic strip of my youth, “You

betchum, Red Ryder!”
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1956-1957: My high school senior report cards showing Great

Books grades of A and B
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September 3, 1966: Mary and I begin the second stage of our

lives
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December 20, 1968: Mary’s review by Principal Tak Nakahara 7

weeks before Cathy’s birth
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1969 to 1980: Our fearsome foursome
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December 20, 1997: Mary, David, Cathy, and I pose with hats and

a wig after chemo takes away Mary’s hair
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What inventions have had
the biggest impact on your

day-to-day life?

When World War II ended, I was five years old. We got our

news from the radio, magazines, and typeset newspapers.

Commercial jet planes and interstate highways did not exist. No

human had flown faster than the speed of sound.

GOING TO THE MOVIES WAS AN EVENT IN THE 1940s

For entertainment, we went to a movie theater and watched a

double feature—that’s two movies—along with a cartoon, news

of the day, and previews of coming attractions. They might even

throw in a serial episode, ending with a lady tied to the railroad

tracks with a train approaching. (Next week, of course, in the

next episode “along came Jones” to rescue her.) I would pay 14

cents for all this.

THERE WERE HEALTH RISKS
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People smoked and drank, but no one used drugs. You

accepted the fact you might get measles, mumps, and chicken

pox, but you would recover. There was a remote chance you

might even get polio, which was much more serious.

CARS WERE SIMPLE

A typical car, which was often a Chevrolet or Ford, had a stick

shift, rubber mats, and possibly a radio (which cost extra), but

no power steering or air conditioning or seat belts. The car might

have turn signals—they were not mandated until the 1950s—but

drivers knew how to stick out an arm to signal a right or left

turn.

MOVIES WERE “CLEAN”

Almost all movies had to pass muster for the Catholic

Church’s Legion of Decency, or risk a crippling boycott. Movies

also were vetted by the Production Code of America, and films

sought a PCA approval before release; picture executives

preferred “self-regulation” over a religious-based dictate. Some

pushed the envelope. Among them were “Gone with the Wind”

(Clark Gable’s famed utterance, “Frankly my dear, I don’t give a

damn.”) and “The Outlaw” (Jane Russell’s cleavage).

Times did change though. In another essay, I mentioned that

as a teenager, I managed to see “The Moon Is Blue” (1953), a

movie that defied both the PCA, which denied it the

once-obligatory Code Seal, and the Legion of Decency, which
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tagged it with its once-lethal C-for-condemned rating. I was a

bad boy!

THREE INVENTIONS COME TO MIND

That was my life about 70 years ago. Using that as a baseline,

let me nominate three inventions that have had an enormous

impact on my life: television, the personal computer, and the

World Wide Web.

(1) TELEVISION

Although television had been in development from the 1920s,

it did not become widely available in homes until the late 1940s.

We purchased our first one, a Sparton with a 10-inch screen,

around 1949, when we were living in Royal Oak, Michigan. At

that time, more than 90% of American homes had no television,

so we were early adopters. As I recall, our television cost about

$500 (about $5,700 in today’s money).

WE WATCHED THE LONE RANGER AND TONTO

Mom was a Cub Scout den mother. Our pack would meet in

the basement on Tuesday nights, timing the meeting so that we

kids could come upstairs and watch “The Lone Ranger” on TV

afterwards. The series premiered on television in September

1949 and was an immediate hit. The radio show had been

popular for many years, but it was magical seeing on the screen

the Lone Ranger, Tonto, and Silver. We cheered when we heard
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the words, “A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud of dust

and a hearty ‘Hi yo, Silver!’” The definitive Lone Ranger was

played by Clayton Moore, and likewise there was but one Tonto,

and that was Jay Silverheels. I knew that “Kemo Sabe,” which is

how Tonto often addressed the Lone Ranger, was a

complimentary greeting, but it was only years later I learned it

meant “Faithful friend.”

To watch our Sparton TV, you raised the lid above the tube,

which faced upward. When the TV was powered on, the image

was reflected in the mirror on the underside of the lid. Among

the popular shows were “Time for Beany,” “Candid Camera,”

and “The Howdy Doody Show.”

WE WATCHED WRESTLING

But I particularly enjoyed watching wrestling matches. At the

time, top wrestlers included Gorgeous George and Lou Thesz,

both of whom dominated the sport. When one of them won his

match, TV sportscaster Dick Lane might yell out “Whoa, Nellie!

We’ve got a winner!” I could never understand how wrestlers

could survive a hammer lock, but they did.

Prior to the advent of television, we listened to the radio, and

voices like Jack Benny’s and Bob Hope’s became familiar. Yet,

never having seen Benny’s face, I was startled when he first

walked onto the stage in a TV show. “That’s not the way Jack

Benny looks,” I wanted to shout.
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IT BEGAN WITH JUST THREE CHANNELS

In the Detroit area, there were only three television channels:

2, 4, and 7, making life simple; however, in 1950, we moved to

California, and new channels were available: 5, 9, 11, and 13. So

many choices! Here I could watch not just Major League

Baseball, but one of the two local Minor League teams as well,

the Hollywood Stars and Los Angeles Angels.

After coming to California, we transitioned to larger 17-inch

televisions. Life stopped across America when either “The

Milton Berle Show” or “The Ed Sullivan Show” came on.

BUT SOON TV WAS IN COLOR

Television evolved. I recall getting out of the Army in 1964,

and staying with my sister Sue on Long Island, where they had a

color television. Mary and I got ours later in the 1960s.

When we lived in England in the late 1970s, there were only

three channels: BBC1, BBC2, and ITV. In 1980, when we returned

to the U.S., we were introduced to cable television, and homes no

longer had antennas on the roof.

MY TV TODAY IS HUGE

Today, television continues to provide a window into the

world. My 4K ultra high-definition 82-inch flat panel TV cost

about half what our original Sparton television cost. But with

hundreds of channels, and on-demand entertainment,

something is missing. It’s no longer possible to meet up with
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your neighbor or work colleague, and expect to discuss what you

may both have seen on TV last night.

(2) THE PERSONAL COMPUTER

The era of the personal computer began in the late 1970s, and

in 1981 or 1982, I bought our first home computer, an Apple II

Plus. In our 1982 Christmas letter, Mary wittily mentions “the

acquisition of the computer, which all of us use except David

(although he’s attempted several raids).” In August 1981, the

IBM PC was introduced. The two machines, then and now,

represent two solutions to our need for a personal computer. And

what are they used for?

COMPUTERS AS GAMING MACHINES

On May 1, 1984, in a letter to Mary’s parents, prepared on the

Apple II, I wrote:

“I took our Apple in to the shop yesterday to have the

keyboard replaced. Too much “Olympic Decathlon,” a game in

which ten events are simulated by pounding on the keyboard.

Running, for example, consists of hitting the space bar as

quickly as possible. The faster the rate at which it is hit the faster

the athlete “runs.” I had been warned by a friend about the

possible consequences of too much Decathlon, and he was right.

The space bar gave out a couple weeks ago. So I’ve removed the

game from our game library and I hope this new keyboard lasts
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significantly longer than the first.”

At the age of 5, David was playing Pac-Man on the Apple.

Games, however, were not his only obsession. He was fascinated

by homonyms. Among his favorites were sea, see; to, too, two;

no, know; and for, four.

On April 23, 1988, I wrote my Aunt Mary and Charlie about

our lives:

“Brian is still obsessed with computer games—he just

bought Ultima V and says it may take him two years to solve it.

He spends countless hours in front of the Apple II, even to the

exclusion of TV, which he watches very little of. Still, it doesn’t

seem to have hurt his grades; the report card he just brought

home had 3 A’s and 3 B’s.

“David too is fascinated—perhaps obsessed is a better

word—with computer games. He wants a Nintendo so badly he

can taste it. He’s saving up for one, which costs about $120. He

has a couple friends with Nintendos and he sometimes calls

them up and invites himself over so he can play “Super Mario

Brothers” on it. In fact, he’s spending the night tonight at one of

these friend’s homes and I bet he’ll be up half the night playing

it. He has sat down with me and discoursed for a half hour or

more on the game, variations on winning, and strategies to use.”

COMPUTERS AS WORD PROCESSORS
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In the workplace, we needed to document our work. Through

the 1970s, “secretaries” often performed this function. If I

needed a change to a document, I would redline it and hand it off

to someone else to perform any updates.

But beginning in the early 1980s, I was able to do my own

word processing. At work, I had access to a Wang computer. At

home, I used my Apple II. In 1986, I bought an Amstrad, and was

so impressed with its capabilities, immediately got one for both

Cathy and Jenny to use at college. Cathy started college in 1987

and Jenny, in 1988.

The Amstrad computer was a dedicated word processor

system, which included a printer and keyboard with Cut, Copy,

Paste, and Print keys. Both were able to use one during all of

their college years.

In the same April 1988 letter quoted above, I wrote:

“I’m typing this on my IBM clone, which I bought last

August. Mary and I use this for writing, and the boys use the

Apple II for games. Brian and Jenny have also used the IBM for

school papers. Cathy has her own computer at UCLA, an

Amstrad, which she uses for all her papers; she loves it.”

COMPUTERS EVOLVE

Until the World Wide Web arrived, personal computers were

used for managing numeric data using spreadsheets, writing

documents using word processors, and playing games. During
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tax season they might be used to prepare tax returns.

But personal computers rapidly evolved. Processor speed

advanced, disc capacity and memory increased, hard drives

became available, and soon the fragile “floppy drive” became

obsolete.

PRICES COME DOWN DRAMATICALLY

Every few years, I’d purchase a new computer, each one more

capable than its predecessor. Computer prices fell.

When introduced in 1981, the IBM Personal Computer’s full

model cost $3,000. Just before David graduated from high school

in 1998, I left Mary some notes as Litton was sending me to

Freiburg, Germany, for the summer. Among them was a

description of David’s graduation present:

“I have told David I’d get him a 400 MHz Pentium. Regarding

the PC, the price should not go above $2,500 before tax and

shipping, if applicable. For that, I would hope David could get a

400 MHz processor, 64 MB RAM, 8 GB hard drive, DVD-ROM

drive, and some form of external storage drive (e.g., ZIP drive).

He should get a PC with two USB (universal serial bus) ports.”

The years passed, and I was stunned when the price of basic

computers dropped below $1,000. Today you can purchase a

powerful desktop Windows computer for under $600.

MY COMPUTER-USE TODAY
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My television watching has significantly diminished. Once

digital cameras were introduced and became common, around

2001, I began to store photos and videos from the camera on the

computer’s hard drive.

Today, I use my computer for many things, including

managing investments, doing taxes, and storing digital photos. I

scan in old photos and documents. Over time, paper photos fade,

and documents may become fragile or tear. Once they have been

scanned in, they are protected for posterity.

(3) THE WORLD WIDE WEB

The internet is a huge network of computers all connected

together, and the World Wide Web is the tool that links

information together and makes that information universally

accessible.

In 1990, Tim Berners-Lee created the web and introduced the

world to terms such as HTML, HTTP, and URL.

OUR FIRST EMAIL ADDRESSES

We got our first taste of the World Wide Web, and email, in

1993, when Mary and David and I all got AOL email addresses.

Mine was lorenz53@…, where 53 represented my age. I also got

laarry@…, David adopted daayve@…, and Mary took muhffy@….

In that same year, the first popular browser called Mosaic

appeared. It was quickly superseded by Netscape Navigator. Then

search engines, initially Yahoo! and AltaVista, and later Google,
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expanded my ability to get information.

I BUILD WEBSITES

In the late 1990s, I took a website development course in

Microsoft FrontPage, and created our family’s website at

https://www.riggsca.com. To make available class material to

Mary’s CSUN students, I created https://www.maryriggs.com as

well. I still maintain them, over two decades later, although the

latter site is static and has become a tribute to Mary.

I took UCLA courses in Perl and JavaScript, enabling me to

gain additional skills that I used to enhance my websites.

THE WEB EMPOWERS ME

With email, I can communicate with people throughout this

country and abroad. I pay all my bills electronically, and

consequently receive little paper mail today.

The World Wide Web has given me access to virtually all the

world’s libraries. If I need information on any subject, I can find

it in seconds. Now that indeed is a transformative invention.

IN CONCLUSION …

The marriage of the personal computer and the World Wide

Web have changed my life and almost everyone else’s. Today,

due to both, we can make international video calls for almost

nothing. I carry a cellphone, which itself is a tiny computer,

enabling me to go anywhere, and stay in communication with

https://www.riggsca.com
https://www.maryriggs.com
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people and the world around me.

However, I have this capability at a price. I don’t have the

freedom I had during the earlier years of my life. Instead, on a

typical day I may spend hours sitting in front of a computer

screen.

And when I’m not with my computer, I’m glancing at the

screen of my always present cellphone, checking texts, reading

news, or examining stock prices.

I’ve observed that technology does not make a person

happier. Happiness must come from another source. So instead

of looking at my devices, I’ve decided to: exercise, meditate,

smile more, go outside more often …

Well, you get the idea.
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December 1949: (Stepsister) Linda and (sister) Sue and I watch

TV in our living room in Royal Oak, Michigan
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1949: Sparton 10-inch TV with vertical picture tube
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1990 (a guess; it could be as early as 1987): Mary sits at our

computer
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September 21, 1991: Brian starts at UCSD to get a Computer

Science degree ● Windows 3.1 would be introduced in the

following year
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December 1994: High school freshman David sits at his

computer

December 2019: My computer workstation with its three 27-inch

screens
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December 13, 2019: My 4K ultra high-definition 82-inch flat

panel TV with LED lights in the fireplace below it
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What things do you think
you cannot live without?

Suppose I were tasked to spend a year in a mountain cabin by

myself. It would be electrified and heated. I’d have access to food

and, to keep fit, hiking trails. I could bring adequate clothes with

me and the cabin would have laundry facilities. If I got sick or

injured, I could easily seek and obtain medical help. But that’s it.

I’d be isolated from the rest of the world. In the winter I

could sit in front of a fire or watch the snow fall outside the

window, and in the spring and summer I could watch the

hummingbirds dip their beaks into my sugar and water feeder.

That would be my life. I’d have nothing else. Would this be

enough? Could I be happy in this environment?

Is there anything else I might need? Oh yes …

(1) I CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT A COMPUTER THAT HAS

INTERNET ACCESS!

Oh, thank you, dear God!
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Used as a communication device, I can communicate with

anyone. I can use it for video chats, perhaps using

https://zoom.us/ or https://whereby.com/.

Since Alexa is available on a computer, I’d install it and then

command it: “Alexa, play Carly Simon” or “Alexa, play Brett

Eldridge” or “Alexa, play Sirius XM the Bridge.” Of course, my

computer would be configured with a great speaker system.

Alexa would have access to Amazon Music, Pandora, and Spotify,

giving me access to music, local and worldwide radio stations,

and podcasts.

Among my current favorite songs are Brett Eldridge’s

“Sunday Drive” and Maroon 5’s “Memories.”

My computer also provides me with access to over six million

Kindle books from Amazon. I can download any of these and read

them on the PC using the Kindle Cloud Reader.

If I want to play fast, timed FreeCell games, I’ll go to

https://www.free-freecell-solitaire.com/freecell.html. I don’t

mind having to endure a brief ad after every third game.

I can keep up with what’s happening by accessing local,

national, and international news sites.

And to learn some new skills, I could sign up for a course

through https://www.linkedin.com/learning, and choose from

among thousands of courses.

In the evening, I can chill and watch a movie or episodes in a

series by going to my Amazon Prime, Netflix, Hulu, or HBO Max

https://zoom.us/
https://whereby.com/
https://www.free-freecell-solitaire.com/freecell.html
https://www.linkedin.com/learning
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accounts.

But I don’t need the internet when I want to compose or

create a document. Of course, I’m using the computer to write

this essay. And I’ll add some illustrations to it by accessing

information stored on the computer to amplify this narrative.

I’ve already saved many records from my past by scanning in

old photos and documents. And this leads me to something else I

cannot live without.

(2) I CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT MEMORABILIA FROM MY LIFE

As I write this, I’m surrounded by history. There are over two

dozen photo albums with dates on the bindings. In them are not

just photos, but narratives that provide background and details

about the events portrayed in the photos. There are three boxes

containing photos and documents that deal with my life and of

Mary’s life. In my filing cabinet, there are folders with labels,

identifying years, in which I have placed photos and documents

pertinent to that year.

On a counter are stacks of papers—photos and

documents—that need to be examined. Some I can throw away,

but most I’d like to retain in electronic form. And this brings me

to the last thing I need.

(3) I CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT MY EPSON FASTFOTO FF-640

SCANNER
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The scanner has given purpose to my new life as a widower.

With it, I’ve scanned in thousands of photos and documents,

giving each a name comprised of a date and an event description.

I’ve written supplementary explanatory information to describe

these items. And why am I doing this?

I may not be able to provide a convincing logical answer,

because it’s become a compulsion; some might say it’s an

obsession. But I don’t care. It enables me to use this time of

pandemic isolation to do something I feel is productive. My

rationale is that I’m doing this for my children, providing them

with information and background about their history, as I’m

including genealogical research in this task. I’m scanning in

photos of ancestors on both my and Mary’s side. Eventually I

hope to create a family tree that I could share with my cousins.

But that may be years off.

As I go through the memorabilia, I have to make choices:

whether to scan in an item and then toss it, or simply toss it

unscanned. In both cases, I throw away the original, which

reduces the clutter in my life. Cathy and I have talked about this.

She and I are both minimalists. We prefer to have uncluttered

rooms, and papers and even pictures constitute clutter.

Information stored on a computer can be more accessible

than papers in boxes or cabinets. Photos in albums fade over the

years. Also, once a photo has been scanned, the color can often

be restored, and imperfections, e.g., dust or tears, can be
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corrected.

When I put information onto the computer, I store it in a way

that makes it easy to locate. First, I store photos and documents

in a folder whose name—“Year 1973”—identifies the year the

item was created, or the year it pertains to. Second, I give each

file or document a name comprised of the date (in yyyy-mm-dd

format), and a description. This forces the items to appear

within the folder in chronological order.

Thus, one should be able to locate information without much

difficulty. In the future, I may be able to “tag” files, by adding

characteristics of the item, but I’ll first need to scan in and name

all photos, and thousands still remain.

NOW GO BACK IN TIME AND ASK ME THE SAME QUESTION

Cellphones were introduced in 1973 and became common in

the 1990s. The IBM Personal Computer came out in 1981. What

would have been my answer if the same question had been asked

in the late 1970s, when we lived in England. My answer would

probably have been “I couldn’t live without television” or “I

couldn’t live without my daily newspaper.”

Then, there were few television channels to choose from. In

the Los Angeles area, before cable was introduced in the late

1970s, there were about eight channels. In the U.K., there were

three. In the U.K., we received the International Herald Tribune

daily and in the U.S., it was the Los Angeles Times. Today, many
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people get no newspaper, relying instead on television and the

internet as news sources.

WHAT WOULD OTHERS SAY TODAY?

They might answer, “I can’t live without my cellphone.”

Today more phone calls are made through a cellphone than a

land line. A cellphone provides a texting capability and provides

access to news, information, and entertainment sources on the

internet.

For some, texting is a means of staying in touch with friends

and family, some of whom may even live outside the country. If

any is in an Eastern time zone, you must be prepared to be

awakened at 3 to 5 am by your cellphone announcing the arrival

of a text.

CONCLUSION

If provided with just the three items I’ve listed

above—computer, memorabilia, and scanner—I could live

comfortably and sanely in my log cabin. But I’d miss the social

contact that others can provide. So since the question only

inquires as to the “things” I couldn’t live without, I suspect I

could have a companion in the cabin to satisfy my social—and

personal—needs. Now, which lady would like to volunteer to be

my companion? It’s only for a year … or maybe longer.
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September 2021: The cabin that awaits me

June 13, 2021: My workstation, which includes a $6,000

super-powerful desktop computer and three 27-inch monitors
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September 2021: More than two dozen photo albums awaiting

digitizing
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September 2021: My Epson FastFoto FF-640 scanner with

photos waiting to be scanned
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September 2021: Sampling of memorabilia in the “Year 1979”

folder
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September 2021: “Events of 1979” file contents with descriptions

of photos in the “Year 1979” folder
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November 5, 1979: Front page of an International Herald Tribune

we might have read while living in England
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What advice would you
give your

great-grandchildren?

My dearest great-grandchildren:

Long ago, in 1989, in a classic time-travel movie called “Bill

& Ted’s Excellent Adventure,” the lead characters, played by

Keanu Reaves and Alex Winter, offered this advice:

“Be excellent to each other.”

I offer the same advice to you today.

The first of you will be born when I reach the age of around

90, if I am fortunate to live that long. Most, if not all, of you will

see the advent of the 22nd century. Dramatic change will occur in

your lives, as it has in mine.

I hope you never see a delusional, tantrum-throwing,

reality-denying, swaggering but self-pitying president like
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Donald Trump, or you never experience a pandemic, like the

COVID-19 pandemic, which has destroyed lives, toughened the

character of survivors, and introduced new words and phrases

into our vocabulary, such as “self-isolating” and “social

distancing.”

Always remember that you are absolutely unique. Just like

everyone else. Anthropologist Margaret Mead said that.

I’d like to tell you what has worked for me. Each of you can

determine whether it might work for you.

I was born with some great genes, many of which will be

passed on to you, meaning you will likely be a high achiever.

Here are five pieces of advice.

(1) GO THROUGH AT LEAST THE 16TH GRADE

An education liberates you. It gives you employment

opportunities that would not otherwise be available. Today, a

typical college graduate earns, on average, almost one million

dollars more than the typical high school graduate over their

working life. Having money gives you choices in life that you

might never have. It is said that money is not everything, but it’s

way ahead of whatever’s in second place.

A college graduate is more likely to have health insurance

provided by their employer. Perhaps consequently, your life

expectancy increases with your education.
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But an education gives you much more than better health,

financial security, and a challenging job. It gives you knowledge

of philosophy and geography and history and science. You learn

about human evolution, different cultures and societies, and

other languages spoken in the world. It opens your mind to ideas

which you might otherwise never have considered.

It exposes you to universally perplexing, and perhaps

unanswerable questions: Is there a God? Where did we come

from? What is life’s meaning? How did we evolve and what is

humankind’s ultimate destiny?

And very importantly, it gives you opportunities to meet

like-minded people, one of whom might become your life’s

companion.

(2) BE CAUTIOUS WITH ALCOHOL (AND STAY AWAY FROM

DRUGS)

My mother, your great-great-grandmother, was a brilliant

woman, who lived a short life, dying at 43 from cirrhosis that

was brought about from drinking. A year before she died, she

wrote a letter to my half-brothers, Marshall (then 12) and Tim

(then 11), containing advice from a mother who knew her days

were numbered. She wrote:

“There are so many, many things I have wished to impart to

you children, but time is at a premium. How to appreciate the

Sunrise & the Sunset. All the beauties of Nature which are your
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natural heritage. The finer things of life — i.e. Music, Literature

and the great classics. Read — Read — Read. Shakespeare

Ivanhoe — Hemingway H.B. Shaw — Steinbeck the great

authors. Always respect your elders. It took them years to get

that way. Be kind to other people who are less fortunate than you

are. Tolerance is so important in every walk of life. This, my

dears is all I can leave you. My legacy. Please make your life

worthwhile. So you may make your mark on earth. Love Mom.”

This woman made so many mistakes in life, but she was my

mother, and without her, I, and you, would not be here.

(3) FIND A MATE WITH WHOM YOU CAN SHARE YOUR LIFE

I was fortunate to have met a lady—during my 16th year of

education—whom I married, loved, and lived with for over a half

century. She was so gifted—you know that because you have

many of her genes—and she made my life a joyful one. She was a

wonderful companion and a superb conversationalist. We could

talk for hours, sharing ideas that interested us both.

Since she left this world, I have attempted to find someone

new, a lady to be my companion for the rest of my life. Perhaps

she’s out there, but she, like Mary, is unique, and the way we

would share our lives would not be in a way either of us has

shared life with any previous companion.

My dear friend Susie Wilson, with whom I spent considerable

time after Mary passed, claimed repeatedly that I wanted a
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replacement for Mary. She was wrong. I, and any lady I meet,

must be prepared to say, accept, and believe, “I have never

known anyone like you.”

(4) SEE THE WORLD, LOTS OF IT

Mary and I visited more than 50 countries and she was facile

in several languages. Before we met, she had spent six months in

Argentina, and I had traveled in Europe for two months as a

student and had been on Army duty in Germany for over a year.

We both were adventurous, curious, and interested in travel.

In the early part of our marriage, we lived in Europe, traveling

extensively while there, and then for perhaps fifteen years, did

only domestic travel. Then, starting in 1995, the year David

turned 15, we chose to resume traveling by air. I recall watching

an airline commercial around that time in which a voice

repeated, “Some Day, some day …”, suggesting that many of us

keep deferring life-enriching travel decisions.

Well, for us, that “some day” arrived about that time and it

never stopped.

(5) MAKE DARING CHOICES

In life, opportunities will arise, but to realize them, bold

choices may need to be made. Be bold! You might have a chance

to sample life in a distant location in the U.S. or elsewhere in the

world. Do it! Or an investment opportunity might arise. Consider

it carefully and thoroughly and act!
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Branch Rickey said, “Luck is the residue of design.” But Luck

never comes to those who sit still. If you plan carefully, and then

act, you bring about not just exciting, but prosperous and

enriching opportunities.

I have made some bold decisions in my life: I went to Europe

when I was 21 (as opposed to buying a Corvette), I married a

marvelous woman, we moved out of Los Angeles (to

Sacramento) to get away from the smog, I accepted a job outside

London, and we chose to leave Europe and return to Southern

California. All were bold moves, and all were taken before I was

half my current age.

IN CONCLUSION …

Love life, love others, be kind, find a companion. However,

no matter how carefully you may plan, you may be dealt

unexpected and harsh blows that might stop you in your tracks.

May yours only slow you down.

(signed) Your loving great-grandfather, Larry (born 1940 …)
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February 1989: “Be excellent to each other”; then “Party on,

dudes”
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Margaret Mead’s famous quote
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August 1963: Letter of advice from Mom to Marshall and Tim
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August 1963: Transcription of Mom’s letter
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What qualities do you
most value in your lady

friends?

Mary died over three and one-half years ago, thrusting me

into a post-marital stage of life. During this time, I’ve met

almost two dozen ladies. I’ve heard some astonishing tales about

their lives, and about the men they have loved and shared lives

with.

As I listen to each woman’s life story, I consider whether I

wish to spend more time with her. Likewise, she evaluates me,

deciding if I’m worth getting to know better. Before we get

serious with each other, we first must become friends. During

our socializing, we make judgments, each asking ourselves,

“Does this person have the qualities I’m looking for in a

companion?”

Sometimes, an initially promising relationship fizzles out. If

she’s the one who walks away, especially if I’m attracted to her, I
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become reflective, wondering why I’ve failed to appeal to her.

There have been times when I wished I could see myself as

others see me.

At the same time, there are traits in each woman I meet that I

value, that excite me and increase the probability of our

connecting. Listed below are some of the characteristics of a

partner that I value most.

(1) BE A COURTEOUS AND NON-CRITICAL LISTENER

When I state an opinion, express a desire, or relate an

anecdote, I hope that my narrative will be acknowledged and

appreciated, and not interrupted or criticized. If something I’ve

said is disparaged, especially an assertion I consider casual,

innocent, and non-provocative, I may rehearse future

statements in my mind before making them, wondering, “Will

she express disapproval or find fault?” Or I simply may avoid

sharing views or feelings I have, knowing she’ll criticize them.

At the same time, I must be aware of what constitutes proper

dialog and respect boundaries. Many ladies have established

limits on profanity, proper language and phrasing, or topics of

discussion that they expect to be honored.

When boundaries prevent discussion of subjects that must be

broached to get to know a partner intimately, then it takes more

time and more subtlety to reach common ground. This is a good

segue to the next quality I seek in a partner.
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(2) EXHIBIT OPENNESS

This characteristic is equivalent to honesty and candor. I’m

an open person, and I highly value the same quality in others.

I’ve had a lifetime of remarkable experiences that I’m willing to

share, with the hope that she’ll share comparable experiences

with me. A chef might say that the recipe for merging two lives

into one is: I tell a story; she tells a story; repeat.

Or, using another kitchen metaphor, you might say that

getting to know someone is like peeling back an onion. As I

remove layers that expose myself, she removes layers that reveal

her past, her interests, her fears, her expectations. That process

encourages me to talk more about my thoughts, views, and

experiences. As we share our life stories, our comfort level with

each other increases.

(3) BE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE

I prefer walking to watching television. If a lady does not or

cannot walk, she and I won’t hit it off. I often walk five or more

miles per day. With one serious exception, I believe I’m in good

shape, with a normal blood pressure and low cholesterol.

Walking is an effortless and enjoyable activity. It’s a healthy

endeavor for a lady and me to join in, as it gives us time to talk

and become better acquainted.

DIGRESSION 1 OF 2: MY HEALTH ISSUE: DIZZINESS
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Starting in perhaps June 2021, I began experiencing what I

call “dizziness.” A Kaiser neurologist, who calls it an “unsteady

gait,” took a close look at an MRI and stated that one brain slice

revealed that I may have had a stroke.

I still drive, as the dizziness is only a serious factor when I

walk.

What can make this dizziness feeling go away? I’m hoping

I’ll gradually return to normal, and, at times, it does seem less

severe. At the same time, I’m seeking further medical advice to

determine if it can be treated or reversed.

(4) BE WILLING TO TRAVEL

I love to travel, observe different cultures, meet others, and

contrast my life with theirs. I have visited all but only a handful

of states, and have set foot in over 50 countries in the world,

from Andorra to Wales. Like many, I have curtailed traveling

while the world has been combatting the COVID-19 pandemic.

However, I feel that as more people are vaccinated and case

rates decline, travel once again will be widely embraced.

Consequently, I’m hoping that it will not be long before I can

resume exploration of the world with a partner who shares my

enthusiasm for travel.

(5) HAVE MODERATE VIEWS ON RELIGION

A lady with extreme views on religion will not resonate; if

she’s a fundamentalist, espousing conservative views, or an
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evangelical, intent on converting people she meets, she

definitely will be a poor match.

On the other hand, if she’s a good and tolerant person, it

matters not if she’s atheist, agnostic, or “spiritual.” I do enjoy

discussing religion with others; however, one who lets religion

govern or drive their life decisions is not my type.

DIGRESSION 2 OF 2: AND MY VIEWS ON RELIGION?

I was raised Catholic, and I still go to weekly Mass. However,

I no longer practice the faith as I once did. Furthermore, the

pandemic has impacted the activities at church I previously was

involved in.

I question some of the doctrines of my faith. For much of my

life I’ve struggled with the incompatibility between religion and

science. (Some would say faith vs. reason.) I try to reconcile a

belief in the existence of God with the deteriorating state of the

world I see around me, and its imperfect human occupants, a

world I have been taught that He created.

Country singer Mickey Guyton, in her song “Heaven Down

Here,” says it gently and simply:

“Hey God, it’s me. I hate to be a bother, but I could use a

minute or two. Yeah, I’m just so heartbroken, disappointed in

the way this world is coming unglued. And I can’t help but

wonder, are you? If you got a little love left in your back pocket,

rain it down like pennies in this wishing well of tears. I know
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that you’re busy but if you could hear me talking, we could use a

little more heaven down here. We could use a little more heaven

down here.”

(6) BE FUN TO BE AROUND

This is a nebulous quality, one that can’t be cultivated. It’s

either there or it’s not. A fun person is usually joyful, positive,

and playful. Such a person can produce great pleasure within you

and make you happy. In that person’s presence, your heart skips

a beat.

But if I expect my partner to be joyful, I need to be the same. I

can’t be a downer, expressing negative feelings; instead, I must

be positive and happy, and show delight when I see her.

(7) EXTRA CREDIT: BE A GOOD STORYTELLER

Having lived on this planet for over 81 years, I’ve

accumulated a cornucopia of stories. My mantra is, “Everyone

has a story.” I love to hear them. I don’t criticize the storyteller,

or the tale being told. The account expands my knowledge of the

narrator, and of experiences that people have had.

My companion must be willing to hear my stories, which

may be about my life or be a retelling of tales I’ve heard. When

driving or walking, the time passes more quickly when she and I

are swapping stories.

(8) EXTRA CREDIT: BE ORGANIZED
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In private I spend a lot of my time on the computer, engaged

in organizing my past and planning my future. I admit that I’m

likely an extremist in that regard.

Although this is a talent I have, my lady friend will certainly

have social or domestic gifts that I lack.

So, I suggest we trade. She enhances my life by teaching me

one of her skills and I volunteer to help her organize some aspect

of her life, but if and only if she agrees to let me do so.

CONCLUSION

I’ve related some of the traits that in a lady friend will

resonate. But I know that what I’m seeking are not qualities but

something simple. It’s called love. What is love? Here are some

answers.

Love is knowing someone’s weaknesses and not taking

advantage of them … knowing their flaws and accepting who

they are.

Love is when you look into someone’s eyes and see their

heart.

Love is when one person knows all of your secrets … your

deepest, darkest, most dreadful secrets that no one else in the

world knows … and yet in the end that one person doesn’t think

any less of you; even if the rest of the world does.
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Love is when two people touch each other’s soul.

Love is honesty and trust and mutual respect.

Love is the connection of two hearts.

Love is the only thing in this world that covers up all the pain

and makes us feel wonderful again.
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